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INTRODUCTION

The social crisis we are living through is basically due to the inability of people in general to govern their own lives. From this inability cruel dictatorships have grown over the past thirty years, with no rational social ends at all.

Serious men and women everywhere are deeply concerned with the misfortune which is threatening to extinguish our lives, our happiness, and cause disaster to our children. These men and women want blunt truth. They want blunt truth about people’s true ways of being, acting and emotional reacting. To tell the people everywhere the full truth about themselves, means paying respect to their social responsibilities. The problems presented in The Murder of Christ are acute problems of present-day society. However, the solutions to these problems, given in The Murder of Christ are immature, emotionally blurred, insufficient or lacking completeness. Therefore, The Murder of Christ is being published only as historical source material from the Archives of the Orgone Institute.

The Orgone Experiment, beginning 1947, has unexpectedly provided some basic solutions to emotional and social problems of man, solutions which have been entirely inaccessible heretofore. An extensive publication of the emotional implications of the Orgone Experiment is in preparation. The Murder of Christ may well serve as an introduction of biographical background material to Orgonism.

"God" is Nature, and Christ is the realization of Natural Law. God (Nature) has created the genital organs in all living beings. He has done so for them to function according to natural, godly law. Therefore, to ascribe a natural, godly love life to the messenger of God on earth is no sacrilege, no blasphemy. It is, on the contrary, the rooting of God in man’s cleanest depth. This depth is there from the very beginning of life. Propagation is only added to genituality in puberty. Godly genital love is there long before the function of propagation; therefore, the genital embrace was not created by Nature and God only for the purpose of propagation.

Orgonon, November 3rd, 1952
And he came and found them sleeping, and he said to Peter, “Simon, are you asleep? Could you not watch one hour? Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation; the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak.” And again he went away and prayed, saying the same words. And again he came and found them sleeping, for their eyes were very heavy; and they did not know what to answer him. And he came the third time, and said to them, “Are you still sleeping and taking your rest? It is enough; the hour has come; the Son of man is betrayed into the hands of sinners. Rise, let us be going; see, my betrayer is at hand.”

(Mark 14: 37-42)

Then the soldiers of the governor took Jesus into the praetorium, and they gathered the whole battalion before him. And they stripped him and put a scarlet robe upon him, and plaiting a crown of thorns they put it on his head, and put a reed in his right hand. And kneeling before him they mocked him, saying, “Hail, King of the Jews!” And they spat upon him, and took the reed and struck him on the head. And when they had mocked him, they stripped him of the robe, and put his own clothes on him, and led him away to crucify him.

(Matthew 27: 27-31)
CHAPTER I

THE TRAP

"Man is born free; and everywhere he is in chains. One thinks himself the master of others, and still remains a greater slave than they. How did this change come about? I do not know."

Jean Jacques Rousseau asked this question in the very beginning of his "Social Contract" some two hundred years ago. Unless the answer is found to this basic question, there is little use in setting up new social contracts. 

There has for many ages been something at work within human society that rendered impotent any and every single attempt to get at the solution of the great riddle, well known to all great leaders of humanity during the past several thousands of years: Man is born free, yet he goes through life as slave.

No answer has been found till now. There must be something at work in human society that obstructs the asking of the correct question to reach the right answer. All human philosophy is riddled with the nightmare of searching in vain.

Something, well hidden, is at work, that does not permit posing the right question. There is, accordingly, something in operation that continuously and successfully diverts attention from the carefully camouflaged access to where attention should be focused. The tool used by the well-camouflaged something to divert attention from the cardinal riddle itself, is human EVASIVENESS with regard to living Life. The hidden something is THE EMOTIONAL PLAGUE OF MAN.

On the correct formulation of the riddle will depend the proper focusing of attention, and on this in turn will depend the eventual finding of the correct answer as to how it is possible that man is born free everywhere and yet finds himself in slavery everywhere.

Certainly, social contracts, if honestly designed to maintain life in human society, are crucial tasks. But no kind of social contract will ever solve the problem of human agony. The social contract, at best, is no more than a makeshift to maintain life. It has heretofore not been able to remove the agony of life.

These are the constituents of the great riddle:

Man is born equal, but he does not grow equal.
Man has created great teachings, yet each simple teaching has served his oppression.

Man is the “Son of God,” created in His image; yet man is “sinful,” a prey of the “Devil.” How can the Devil and Sin be, if God alone is the creator of all being?

Humanity has failed to answer the question as to how there can be evil if a perfect God has created and governs the world and man.

Humanity has failed in establishing a moral life in accordance with its creator.

Humanity has been ravaged by war and murder of all sorts ever since the inception of written history. No attempt to remove this plague has ever succeeded.

Humanity has developed many kinds of religions. Every single kind of religion turned into another way of suppression and misery.

Humanity has devised many systems of thought to cope with Nature. Yet nature, functional and not mechanical, as it really is, has slipped through its fingers.

Humanity has run after every bit of hope and knowledge. Yet, after three thousand years of search and worry and heartbreak and murder for heresy and persecution of seeming error, it has arrived at little more than a few comforts for a small sector of humanity, at automobiles and airplanes and refrigerators and radios.

After thousands of years of concentration upon the riddle of the nature of man, humanity finds itself exactly where it started: with the confession of utter ignorance. The mother is still helpless in the face of a nightmare which harasses her child. And the physician is still helpless in the face of such a small thing as a running nose.

It is commonly agreed that science reveals no permanent truth. Newton’s mechanical universe does not fit the real universe which is not mechanical but functional. Copernicus’ world picture of “perfect” circles is wrong. Kepler’s elliptical paths of the planets are nonexistent. Mathematics did not turn out to be what it so confidently promised to be. Space is not empty; and nobody has ever seen atoms or the air germ of amebas.

It is not true that chemistry can approach the problem of living matter, and the hormones did not keep their promises either. The repressed unconscious, supposedly the last word in psychology, turns out to be an artifact of a brief period of civilization of a mechno-mystical type. Mind and body, functioning in one and the same organism, are still separated in man’s thinking. Perfectly exact physics is not so very exact, just as holy men are not so very holy. Finding more stars or comets or galaxies won’t do it. Neither will more mathematical formulas accomplish it. Philosophizing about the meaning of Life is useless as long as one does not know what Life is. And, since “God” is Life, which is certain, immediate knowledge common to all men, there is little use in searching or serving God if one does not know what one serves.

Everything seems to point to one single fact: There is something basically and crucially wrong in the whole setup of man’s procedure of learning to know himself. The mechno-rationalistic view has completely broken down.

Locke and Hume and Kant and Hegel and Marx and Spencer and Spengler and Freud and all the others were truly great thinkers, but somehow it left the world empty after all and the mass of mankind remained untouched by all the philosophical digging. Modesty in proclaiming truth won’t do it, either. It is often no more than a subterfuge for hiding one’s evasion of the crucial point. Aristotle, who governed thinking for many centuries, turned out to be wrong, and little can be done with Plato’s or Socrates’ wisdom. Epicurus did not succeed and neither did a single saint.

The temptation to join the Catholic point of view is great after the deleterious experience of the latest great effort of humanity, made in Russia, to come to grips with its fate. The devastating effect of such attempts has revealed itself too drastically. Wherever we turn we find man running around in circles as if trapped and searching the exit in vain and in desperation.

It IS possible to get out of a trap. However, in order to break out of a prison, one first must confess to being in a prison. The trap is man’s emotional structure, his character structure. There is little use in devising systems of thought about the nature of the trap if the only thing to do in order to get out of the trap is to know the trap and to find the exit. Everyone else is utterly useless: Singing hymns about the suffering in the trap, as the enslaved Negro does; or making poems about the beauty of freedom outside of the trap, dreamed of within the trap; or promising a life outside the trap after death, as Catholicism promises its congregations; or confessing a semper ignorabimus as do the resigned philosophers; or building a philosophic system around the despair of life within the trap, as did Schopenhauer; or dreaming up a superman who would be so much different from the man in the trap, as Nietzsche did; until, trapped in a lunatic asylum, he wrote, finally, the full truth about himself — too late . . .

The first thing to do is to find the exit out of the trap.

The nature of the trap has no interest whatsoever beyond this one crucial point: WHERE IS THE EXIT OUT OF THE TRAP?

One can decorate a trap to make life more comfortable in it. This is done by the Michelangelos and the Shakespeares and the Goethes. One
can invent makeshift contraptions to secure longer life in the trap. This is
done by the great scientists and physicians, the Meyers and the Pasteurs
and the Flemings. One can devise great art in healing broken bones when
one falls into the trap.

The crucial point still is and remains: to find the exit out of the trap.
WHERE IS THE EXIT INTO THE ENDLESS OPEN SPACE?
The exit remains hidden. It is the greatest riddle of all. The most
ridiculous as well as tragic thing is this:

THE EXIT IS CLEARLY VISIBLE TO ALL TRAPPED IN THE HOLE. YET NOBODY
SEEMS TO SEE IT. EVERYBODY KNOWS WHERE THE EXIT IS. YET NOBODY SEEMS
TO MAKE A MOVE TOWARD IT. MORE: WHOEVER MOVES TOWARD THE EXIT, OR
WHOEVER POINTS TOWARD IT IS DECLARED CRAZY OR A CRIMINAL OR A SINNER
TO BURN IN HELL.

It turns out that the trouble is not with the trap or even with finding
the exit. The trouble is WITHIN THE TRAPPED ONES.

All this is, seen from outside the trap, incomprehensible to a simple
mind. It is even somehow insane. Why don't they see and move toward
the clearly visible exit? As soon as they get close to the exit they start
screaming and run away from it. As soon as anyone among them tries to
get out, they kill him. Only a very few slip out of the trap in the dark
night when everybody is asleep.

This is the situation in which Jesus Christ finds himself. And this is
the behaviour of the victims in the trap when they will kill him.

The functioning of living Life is all around us, within us, in our senses,
before our noses, clearly visible in every single animal or tree or flower.
We feel it in our bodies and in our blood. Yet it remained for the trapped
ones the greatest, most inaccessible riddle of all.

However, Life was not the riddle. The riddle is how it could have
remained unsolved for such a long period of time. The great problem of
biogenesis and bio-energetics is easily accessible by direct observation.
The great problem of Life and the origin of Life is a psychiatric one; it
is a problem of the character structure of Man who succeeded so long in
evading its solution. The cancer scourge is not the big problem it seems
to be. The problem is the character structure of the cancer pathologists
who in so masterly a way have obfuscated it.

It is the BASIC EVASION OF THE ESSENTIAL which is the problem of man.
This evasion and evasiveness is a part of the deep structure of man.
The running away from the exit out of the trap is the result of this structure
of man. Man fears and hates the exit from the trap. He guards cruelly
against any attempt at finding the exit. This is the great riddle.

THE GREAT TRAGEDY

All this certainly sounds crazy to the living beings in the trap. It
would mean certain death for the speaker of such crazy things if he were
within the trap together with them; if he were a member of a scientific
academy which spends much time and money on studying the details of
the walls of the trap. Or, if he were a member of a church congregation
which prays, in resignation or hope, to get out of the trap. Or if he were
the provider for a family whose only concern is not to starve in the trap.
Or if he were an employee of an industrial concern which does its best to
make life in the trap as comfortable as possible. It would mean death in
one form or another: by ostracism, or by being jailed for the violation of
some law, or, under appropriate conditions, the electric chair. Criminals
are people who find the exit from the trap and rush toward it, with violence
toward the fellow man in the trap. Lunatics who rot away in institutions
and are made to twitch, like witches in the middle ages, by use of electric
shock, are also trapped men who saw the exit but could not overcome the
common horror of approaching it.

Outside the trap, right close by, is living Life, all around one, in everything
the eye can see and the ear can hear and the nose can smell. To the
victims within the trap it is eternal agony, a temptation as for Tantalus.
You see it, you feel it, you smell it, you eternally long for it, yet you can
never, never get through the exit out of the trap. To get out of the trap
simply has become an impossibility. It can only be had in dreams and in
poems and in great music and paintings, but it is no longer in your motility.
The keys to the exit are cemented into your own character armor and into
the mechanical rigidity of your body and soul.

This is the great tragedy. And Christ happened to know it.

If you live in a dark cellar too long, you will hate the sunshine. You
may even have lost the power of the eye to tolerate light. From this comes
hate toward sunlight.

The living beings in the trap, in order to adjust their offspring to the
life in the trap, develop elaborate techniques to keep life going on a tight,
low level. There is not space enough in the trap for great swings of thought
or action. Every move is restricted on all sides. This has, in the long run
of time, had the effect of crippling the very organs of living Life. The
sense of a full life itself has gone from the creatures in the trap.

Still, a deep longing for happiness in life and a memory of a happy
Life long past, before the entrapment, has remained. But longing and
memory cannot be lived in real life. Therefore, hatred of Life has grown
from this tightness.

Let us subsume all manifestations of this hatred against the Living
under the heading "MURDER OF CHRIST." Jesus Christ had fallen prey to
the Hatred of the Living on the part of his contemporaries. His tragic fate offers itself as a lesson in what our future generations will encounter when they will reestablish the laws of Life. Their fundamental task will be coping with human malignancy ("Sin"). As we search along this trail, trying to get a glimpse of future possibilities, good and bad, Christ's story acquires a tragic significance.

The secret of why Jesus Christ had to die still stands unsolved. We shall experience this tragedy of two thousand years ago, which had such tremendous effects upon the destiny of mankind, as a logical necessity within the domain of armored man. The true issue of the murder of Christ has remained untouched over a period of two thousand years, in spite of the countless books, studies, examinations and investigations of this murder. The riddle of the murder of Christ has remained hidden within a domain entirely removed from the vision and thought of many diligent men and women; and this very fact is a part of the secret. The murder of Christ represents a riddle which harrassed human existence at least over the whole period of written history. It is the problem of the armored human character structure, and not of Christ alone. Christ became a victim of this human character structure because he had developed the qualities and manners of conduct which act upon the armored character structure like red color upon the emotional system of a wild bull. Thus, we may say that Christ presents the principle of Life per se. The form was determined by the epoch of Jewish culture under Roman rule. It is of little importance whether the murder of Christ occurred in 3000 B.C. or 2000 A.D. Christ would certainly have been murdered at any time and in any culture if the conditions of the clash between the life principle (OR) and the emotional plague (EP) had been socially given in a manner similar to what they were in the old Palestine of Christ's time.

It is a basic characteristic of the murder of the Living by the human armored animal, that it is camouflaged in many ways and forms. The superstructure of human social existence, such as economics, warfare, irrational political movements and social organizations which serve the suppression of Life, are drowning out the basic tragedy that besets the human animal, in a flood of what we may call rationalizations, cover-ups, evasions of the true issue; in addition to all this, it can rely on a perfectly logical and coherent rationality which is valid only within the framework of law versus crime, state versus people, morals versus sex, civilization versus nature, police versus criminal and so forth all along and down the line of human misery. There is no chance whatsoever to ever penetrate through this mire unless one has put oneself outside the Holocaust and has made oneself inaccessible to the big noise. We are hurrying to assure the reader that we do not consider this noise and empty busyness as merely irrational, as nothing but aimless and senseless activity. It is a crucial characteristic of the tragedy that this nonsense is valid, meaningful and necessary, though only within its own realm and under certain given conditions of human conduct. But here the plague irrationality rests on sound rock bottom. Even the silence which engulfed the orgasm function, the Life function, the murder of Christ and similar crucial issues of human existence for millennia makes good sense to the prudent student of human behaviour.

The human race would meet with the worst, most devastating disaster if it obtained full knowledge of the Life function, of the orgasm function or of the secret of the murder of Christ with one stroke as a whole. There is very good reason and a sound rationality in the fact that the human race has refused to acknowledge the depth and the true dynamics of its chronic misery. Such a sudden breaking-in of knowledge would incapacitate and destroy everything that still somehow keeps human society going in spite of wars, famine, emotional mass killing, infant misery, etc.

It would amount to insanity to initiate such major projects as "Children of the Future" or "World Citizenship" without comprehending how it was possible that all this misery went on for millennia unabated, unrecognized, unchallenged; that not a single one of the many brilliant attempts at clarification and relief was successful; that with every step toward the fulfillment of the great dream, the misery only deepened and got worse; that not a single religious creed succeeded in realizing its objectives in spite of the best of intentions; that every single great deed turned into a menace to humanity, as for instance, socialism and brotherhood which became static and oppression of man of the worst sort. In short, to consider such serious projects without first looking around and learning what murdered humanity for ages, would be criminal. It would only add more misery to the existent one. At present, thorough investigation of the murder of Christ is far more important than the most beautiful children we may be able to raise. Every hope of ever breaking through the mire of educational misery would be lost forever, irretrievably, if this new and so hopeful attempt at a new type of raising infants would bog down and turn into its very opposite, as have all former hopeful tasks ever set up by human souls. And let there be no mistake about it: The reshaping of the human character structure through a radical change in the total aspect and practice of raising children, deals with Life itself. The deepest emotions the human animal can ever reach far outdistance any other function of existence in scope, depth and fatefulness. Also, the ensuing misery would be correspondingly deeper and greater if this crucial attempt would fail and
degenerate. There is nothing more devastating than Life which was irritated and thwarted by frustrated hope. Let us never forget this.

We cannot possibly try to work out this problem in a perfect, academic, detailed fashion. We can do no more than scan the territory to see where treasures are hidden for possible future use, where wild animals are roaming the countryside, where hidden traps are set to kill the invader, and how it all works. We do not wish to get bogged down in our own impatience, in our own daily routine, or even in interests which have nothing whatsoever to do with the problem of education. At a meeting of ergonomic educators several years ago, the fact was mentioned that education is a problem for: the next few centuries. It appeared most likely that the first few generations of Children of the Future will not be able to withstand the manifold impacts of the emotional plague. They would certainly have to yield here and there; we do not know exactly in what way. But there is hope that slowly a general awareness of Life would develop in these newtype children and would spread over the whole human community. The educator who makes a profitable business out of education would not be interested in education if he believed this were so. Let us beware of this type of educator.

The educator of the future will do systematically (not mechanically) what every good, true educator does today: He will feel the qualities of living Life in the child, he will recognize its specific qualities and promote their development to the fullest. As long as the social trend remains what it is to such an overpowering extent today, i.e., directed against these inborn qualities of living emotional expression, the true educator will have a double task: He will have to know the natural emotional expressions as they vary with each child, and he will have to learn how to handle the close and the remote social environment as it steps up against these alive qualities. Only in some distant future, when such conscious upbringing of children will have straightened out the severe contradiction of culture and nature, when man's bio-energetic and social living will no longer oppose each other, but will support, supplement, and enhance each other—only then will this task lose its dangerousness. We must be prepared that this process will be slow, painful, and that it will require much sacrifice. Many victims will be lost to the emotional plague.

Our next task is to outline the basic, typical characteristics of the clash between the inborn, highly variable emotional expressions of the infant and those qualities in the mechanized, armored human structure which will generally and specifically hate and fight these qualities.

Regardless of the innumerable variations in human conduct, character analysis has so far succeeded in outlining basic patterns and lawful sequences in human reactions. It has done so extensively with regard to the neuroses and psychoses. We shall not attempt to do the same with regard to the typical dynamics of the emotional plague. Specific descriptions of the individual plague reactions will have to be done amply in order to equip the educator and physician with the necessary detailed knowledge.

In the Christian world and the cultures directly or indirectly influenced by Christianity, a contradiction between "sinful man" and his "God" is sharply pronounced. Man was born in the "likeness of God!" He is encouraged to become "godlike." Yet, he is "sinful." How is it possible that "sin" came into this world if it was created by "God"? In his actual behaviour, man comprises both the godlike and the sinful. The "godlike" was there first, then "sin" broke into his existence. The conflict between the ideal of God and the reality of sin derives from a catastrophe which turned the godly into the devilish. This is true for his past social history as well as for the development of every single child ever since a mechno-mystical civilization has begun to drown out the "godlike" qualities in man. Man derives from paradise and he keeps longing for paradise. Man has somehow emerged from the universe and he yearns to return to it. These are factual realities if we learn to read the language of his emotional expressions. Man is basically good, but he is also a brute. The change from good to "brutish" actually happens in every single child. God is, therefore, inside man, and not to be sought for outside alone. The Kingdom of Heaven is the Kingdom of the inner grace and goodness, and not the mystical "beyond" with angels and devils into which the brute in the human animal has turned its lost paradise.

The cruel persecutor and murderer of Christ, Saul of Tarsus, had clearly, but in vain, distinguished between the "body," which was god-given and good, and the "flesh," which was devil-ridden and bad, to be burned at the stake one thousand years later when he turned Paul, the church builder, himself. In the distinction between the "body" and the "flesh" in early Christianity, our present ergonomic distinction between the "primary," naturally inborn drives ("God"), and the "secondary," perverted, evil drives ("Devil," "Sin") was anticipated. Thus mankind was always somehow aware of its crucial biological plight, of its natural endowment as well as of its biological degeneration. In the Christian ideology, the sharp antithesis of "good" (spiritualized body) and "evil" (body degenerated to flesh), this tragedy is plainly known and expressed. In real man, the "god-given" genital embrace has turned into the pornographic 4-lettering male-female intercourse.
ORIGINAL SIN — A MYSTERY

Life is plastic; it adjusts to every condition of its existence with or without protest, with or without deformation, with or without revolt. This plasticity of living Life, one of its greatest assets, will be one of its slave chains when the Emotional Plague will learn to misuse the plasticity of Life to its own ends. One and the same Life is different at the bottom of the deep sea, and different on a high mountain ridge. It is different in the dark cave and different again within the blood vessel. It was different in the Garden of Eden, and different in the trap that caught humanity. Life knows nothing of traps in the Garden of Eden; it just lives paradise, innocently, gayly, without an inkling of a different kind of life. It would refuse to listen to an account of life in the trap; and, if it listened, it would comprehend it with its "brain" only, not with its heart. Life in paradise is fully adapted to the conditions in paradise.

Within the trap, Life lives the life of souls caught in a trap. It adjusts quickly and completely to the Life in a trap. This adjustment goes so far that nothing will remain beyond a faint memory of Life in paradise, once Life has been caught in a trap. Restlessness, hurry, nervousness, a dim longing, a dream long past — yet, still around somehow — will be taken for granted. No trace of an inkling that these are signs of a dim memory of Life in paradise long past will disturb the peace of soul of the captives. The adjustment is complete. It reaches proportions beyond the limits of reason.

The Life in the trap will soon become completely self-absorbed as Life in a prison is supposed to be. Certain character types will develop which will belong to Life in the trap, and would not make sense where Life walks the world freely. These characters, molded by bearing Life in prison, will greatly vary among themselves. They will disagree and fight each other. They will, each in his own manner, proclaim the absolute truth. Only one characteristic will they all have in common: They will join together and kill in unison whoever dare to ask the basic question: "How in the name of a merciful God did we ever manage to get into the ugly predicament of this nightmare of a trap???"

Why did man lose paradise? and
What did he actually lose when he fell victim to sin?

Man in the trap has, over the millenia, created a great book: the Bible. This book is the story of his fights and anguish and glories and hopes and longings and sufferings and sinnings in the entrapment. It has been thought and written in many languages by many different people. Some of its basic features can be found in places far apart, in the written and unwritten memory of man. That things had, once upon a time long past, been quite different, that somehow man once had fallen to the devil, to sin and ugliness, is common to all accounts of the distant past.

The bibles of the world are the accounts of man's fight against man's sin.

There is so much the Bible tells about the life in the trap, and so little about how man got into the trap. It is obvious that the exit out of the trap is exactly the same as the entrance into the trap, through which they were driven from paradise. Now, why does nobody say anything about it except in a very few paragraphs which are as one to a million to the rest of the Bible, and in a veiled language which is meant to conceal the meaning of the words?

The downfall of Adam and Eve is obviously, beyond any doubt due to something they did against the Laws of God in a genital way:

"And they were both naked, the man and his wife, and were not ashamed."

(Genesis 2:25)

From this it follows that in paradise man and woman were not aware or ashamed of nakedness, and this was God's will, and the way of Life. Now, what happened? The Bible says (Genesis 3:1-24):

Now the serpent was more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made. And he said unto the woman, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden:

And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden;

But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die:

And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die:

For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil.

And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat.

And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.

And they heard the voice of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God amongst the trees of the garden.

And the Lord God called unto Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou? And he said, I heard thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked: and I hid myself.

And he said, Who told thee that thou wast naked? Hast thou eaten of the tree, whereof I commanded thee that thou shouldst not eat?

THE RIDDLE OF THE ORIGINAL SIN
And the man said, The woman whom thou gavest to be with me, she gave me of the tree, and I did eat.

And the Lord God said unto the woman, What is that which thou hast done? And the woman said, The serpent beguiled me, and I did eat.

And the Lord God said unto the serpent, Because thou hast done this, thou art cursed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust shalt thou eat all the days of thy life:

And I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his heel.

Unto the woman he said, I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow shalt thou bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.

And unto Adam he said, Because thou hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat of it: cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life:

Thorns also and thistles shalt thou bring forth to thee; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field;

In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground; for out of it wast thou taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return.

And Adam called his wife's name Eve; because she was the mother of all living.

Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord make coats of skins, and clothed them.

And the Lord God said, Behold, the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil: and now, lest he put forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever:

Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden, to till the ground from whence he was taken.

So he drove out the man: and he placed at the east of the garden of Eden Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life.

There was a serpent in paradise "more subtil than any beast of the field which the Lord God had made." To the Christian commentator, the serpent, in his Edenic form, is not to be thought of as a writhing reptile. The serpent originally was "the most beautiful and subtle of creatures." Traces of that beauty remain despite the (later) curse. Every movement of the serpent is graceful, and many species are beautifully colored. In the serpent, Satan first appeared as an angel of light. The serpent, thus, is a symbol of Life itself and the male phallos.

Then, somehow, out of nowhere as it were, disaster strikes. Nobody knows or has ever known or ever will find out how and why it happened: The most beautiful serpent, the "Angel of Light," the "most subtle of creatures," "less than man," is cursed and becomes "God's illustration in nature of the effect of sin": it changes from "the most beautiful and subtle of creatures to a loathsome reptile."

And, as if a special counsel had met to veil the most dramatic, the most devilish, the most disastrous happening in the history of the human race, and to remove it forever and ever from any grasp by intellect or heart, this catastrophe becomes mysterious and unteachable; it becomes a part of the great mystery of the entrapment of man; it doubtless contains the solution to the riddle as to why man in the trap refuses to simply walk out of the trap using the exit through which he had come into the trap.

The Biblical interpreter himself says at this point: "The deepest mystery of the atonement is intimated here," i.e., in the change of the serpent from the "most beautiful and subtle of creatures to a loathsome reptile."

Why all this? Let's hear.

There was a peculiar tree in the Garden of Eden, and God had said to man in paradise: "Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden."

And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden;

But of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die.

(Genesis 3:2,3)

Did anyone ever in the course of six thousand years explain that tree? No one ever did so. Why? The mystery of this tree is a part of the mystery of man's entrapment. A solution of the mystery of the tree could possibly answer the predicament why man is in the trap. The solution of the mystery of the forbidden tree would certainly point to the entrance to the trap, which, used the other way around, would become an exit out of the trap. Accordingly, no one ever thought of solving the riddle of the forbidden tree, and everybody in the trap was busy for millennia to scholasticize, talmudize and exercise the predicament of being within the trap, using millions of books and myriads of words, with one single goal in mind: To prevent the solution of the riddle of the forbidden tree.

The serpent, still beautiful and subtle, knew better. "And the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely die: For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good and evil."

Now, since the beautiful serpent thus brought about man's downfall, what in the name of sanity does all this mean:

If man in paradise, living happily the ways of God, eats from a certain tree, then he will be like God, his eyes will be opened, and he will "know good and evil." How does such a devilish tree manage to get into God's garden in the first place?
And if you eat from such a tree which bears the fruit of knowledge and you become like God himself, why then do you lose paradise? The Bible, to my knowledge, doesn’t tell. And it is to be doubted that anyone ever asked such a question. The legend doesn’t seem to make sense: If the tree is a tree of knowledge, to know the difference between good and evil, what’s bad, then, in eating of its fruits? If you eat of its fruits, then you certainly can follow God’s ways better, and not worse. Again, it doesn’t make sense.

Or is it forbidden to know God and to be like God, which means to live God’s ways, even in paradise?

Or is all this the cooked-up fantasy of man in the trap, regarding a faint memory of a past life outside the trap? It doesn’t make sense. Man is haunted all through the ages by the request to know God, to follow God’s Ways, to live God’s love and life, and when he starts seriously to do so by eating from the tree of knowledge, he is punished, expelled from paradise, and condemned to eternal misery. It simply does not make sense, and we fear that no representative of God on earth has ever asked this question, or even dared to think in its direction.

And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat.

And the eyes of them both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together, and made themselves aprons.

(Genesis 3: 6-7)

When man thus was first trapped, confusion beclouded his mind. He did not understand why he got into the trap. He felt he must have done something wrong, but he knew not what wrong he had done. He had not felt ashamed being naked, and then, suddenly, he felt ashamed of his genital organs. He had eaten from the tree of forbidden “knowledge,” which, in Biblical language means, he “knew” Eve, he embraced her genitally. For this now he has been expelled from the Garden of Eden. God’s own most beautiful serpent had seduced them; the symbol of wavy, living Life and of the male sexual organ had seduced them.

From here to the life in the trap there is a wide, deep gap in comprehension. In its adjustment to the life in the trap, Life developed new forms and means of existence; forms and means which were unnecessary in the Garden of Eden, but were crucial for life in the trap.

A silent and suffering and dreaming and toiling mass of humanity, cut off from God’s Life, provided the broad foundation on which grew priests, and the prophets against the priests; the kings, and the rebels against the kings; the great healers of man’s misery within the trap, and with them the great quacks and the medical “authorities,” the traumatologists and the occultists. With the emperors there came about the freedom peddlers, and with the great organizers of man in the trap were born the political prostitutes, the Barabbases and the sneaking vermin of hand-wagon riders; Sin and Crime against the law, and the judges of Sin and Crime and their executioners; the suppression of liberties unlivable in a trap, and the Unions for Civil Liberties within the trap. Also, from the mire grew great political bodies called “parties,” designed either to keep up what they called the “status quo” within the trap, the so-called “conservatives” (since they tried to preserve the law and order which had been established to keep life in the trap going), and, opposing them, the so-called “progressives” who fought and suffered and died at the gallows for advocating more freedom within the trap. Here and there such progressives conquered power over the conservatives and began to establish “Freedom in the Trap” or “bread and freedom” in the Trap.” But, since there was no one who could “give” the broad herd of men bread and freedom, since they had to work for it, the progressives soon became conservatives themselves, for they had to maintain law and order just as their eternal enemies, the conservatives, had done before. Later, a new party arose which thought that the masses of suffering humanity in the trap should rule Life in the trap, and not the priests or kings or dukes. They tried hard to get the mass of people on their legs and into action; but apart from a few murders and the destruction of the homes of some rich men in the trap, little happened. The broad mass of humanity just repeated what it had heard and seen from above for millennia, and nothing changed; only the misery became greater when a very clever party was formed which promised to humanity a “people’s freedom in the trap” and brought about hell here and there by using all the old and outworn slogans formerly used by the kings and the dukes and the tyrants. The people’s freedom parties had, to begin with, until their designs were found out, great success. Their slogan of a “people’s” freedom in the trap, as distinguished from other freedoms in the trap, and the use of the old methods of the old kings, worked, since the leaders of this party had come, as little freedom peddlers, from among the herd of entrapped men themselves, and when they obtained power over a little area they were stunned to find how easy it is to push buttons and to see police, armies, diplomats, judges, academic scientists and representatives of foreign powers act according to brief, sharp pulls and pushes on neat buttons. The little freedom peddlers liked that game of push-button-power so much, that they forgot all about “people’s freedom in the trap” and just enjoyed themselves pushing
buttons whenever they could in the palaces of the old rulers whom they had murdered. They just went power drunk with joy of pushing buttons on the tables of power machines. But they did not last long and were soon replaced by good, old, decent power-button-pushers, the good, old conservatives who had retained some decency and bearing in their souls as a fading memory from the days of paradise.

They all fought and quarreled with each other, pushed each other here and there, killed their adversaries with or without the law; briefly, they gave a true picture of man’s Sin and the fulfillment of the curse in the Garden of Eden. The mass of entrapped humanity did not really partake in this holocaust of plague-ridden Life in the Trap. From among two billion human souls, no more than a few thousand partook in the turmoil. The rest just suffered, dreamed and waited... for what? The redeemer, or for something unheard of to happen to free them; for delivery of their souls from the trap called the body; for reunification with the great world soul or for hell. But dreaming, toiling and waiting were the main occupations of the broad herd of humanity far removed from the political turmoil. There was also great dying in the great wars within the trap, while enemies changing from year to year like people cashing money at a banking counter. It did not matter much, though it hurt. The mass of suffering humanity was waiting for delivery from this sinful life, anyhow, and the few noisemakers did not really amount to much, seen in the perspective of the ‘Life or “God”’ in the Universe.

And God’s Life was born in billions of infants everywhere in the trap, but it was killed right away by the people in the trap who either did not recognize God’s Life in their infants, or were frightened to death at the sight of living, moving, decent, simple Life. And so it came about that man perpetuated his entrapment. These infants, if left to themselves as God had created them, would certainly have found the exit from the trap. But this was not allowed to happen. It was particularly forbidden during the reign of “THE PEOPLE’S” freedom in the trap. All loyalty had to be for the trap, and not for the babies, under punishment of death by the “Great Leader and Friend of All the Entrapped Ones.”

Chapter II

THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN ON EARTH

The myth of Jesus Christ presents the qualities of “God,” in other words, of the inborn, naturally given Life Energy, in a nearly perfect manner. What it does not know nor recognize is that Evil, the Devil, is a perverted God, grown out of the suppression of the God-likе. This lack of knowledge is one of the cornerstones of the human tragedy.

In the Infant Research Center, we have seen those natural “godlike” characteristics in small children, characteristics which have heretofore remained the idealized, unreachable objective of every kind of religion and ethics. Similarly, every single religious religion which developed in the great Asiatic societies had pictured the animal Man as actually bad, sinful, malignant; and every religious philosopher throughout human history had only one single objective: to penetrate the fog, to find the answer to the origin of Evil and a remedy against the Evil in man. All philosophical striving and thinking has always been basically directed toward the riddle of the Evil and its elimination.

How can Evil come from God’s creation? Here, in each newborn infant, God was there, to sense, to see, to smell, to love, to protect, to develop. And in each single newborn infant, to this day, God was squelched, restricted, suppressed, punished, looked upon with horror. This is only one of many realms of the chronic Murder of Christ. Sin (Evil) is being created by man himself. This remained hidden.

The Kingdom of God is within you. It was born with you. But you fail God, so all religion says; you do not recognize him, you betray him, you are false to him, and you are sinful as long as you do not return to God. So long, too, you remain tempted by the Devil and you must pray to God in order to escape temptation. How is it possible that man failed to see God right in front of him?

The qualities of the freely functioning organotrophic living system and the observation of children freely growing within their natural rights, bear out this mystified religious inking of a basic truth. Let us remind ourselves that we are not interested here in an exegesis of religious belief or in approval of religious life. What we are keenly interested in is how much of the biological truth has been known to Man in the course of time, and
how much of it he dared to realize in the face of his own fear and hatred of life. Christ represents this knowledge of man. Therefore, he must die.

The Children of the Future will grow out of the past. The speed and efficiency of the change will greatly depend on how much of a happier and more harmonious future has been anticipated in the dreams of mankind and how much has been thwarted in the course of the conflict between Devil and morals. There is no hope whatsoever for education unless such basic orientation is accomplished. Discovering man requires awareness of the secret of armored man: the hatred of the Living.

Jesus knew that children have “inn” He loved children and he was childlike himself; knowing and yet naive; trusting and yet cautious; streaming with love and kindness, and yet able to hit hard, gentle and yet strong, just as the child of the future is. This is no idealization. We are fully aware of the fact that the least bit of idealization of these children would amount to looking at reality through a mirror where it cannot be grasped.

The Godlike, thus, is not merely revengeful and severe, nor is it merely good and meek, always turning the other cheek to the enemy. It knows all expressions of life. Orgonotic emotions are good and meek where goodness and meekness are due. They are hard and hit hard where Life is betrayed or offended. Life is capable of severe wrath, as demonstrated in the expulsion of the money changers from the temple of God. It does not condemn the body, it even understands the prostitute and the woman who was unfaithful to her husband. But it does not prosecute and condemn the prostitute or the faithless wife. When it speaks of “adultery,” it does not mean the same thing as do the sex-starved, malignant, hardened, immobilized human animals in some big crowded city.

God is Life. Their symbol in the Christian faith, Jesus Christ, is a strongly radiating creature. He attracts people who flock around him in crowds and love him. This love actually is hunger for love; it turns easily into malignancy when not gratified.

Radiating creatures full of life are born leaders of people. They are leaders automatically, without effort, without proclaiming themselves as leaders of people, as the leaders of the emotional plague do.

Children who gleam with happiness are also born leaders of other children. The latter flock around them, love them, admire them, seek their praise and counsel. This relationship of leading child to led children grows spontaneously out of their games and talks. The child of the future is gentle, loving, giving freely and gladly. Its movements are harmonious, and its voice is melodious. Its eyes sparkle with a gentle glow and look into the world with a quiet, deep gaze. It is soft in its touch of hands. It can stroke so that the stroked one begins to radiate his own life energy. This is the badly misinterpreted “healing power” of Jesus Christ. Most people, including the armored small children, are cold or clammy, they have a narrow energy field, they do not radiate, they do not give strength to others. They need strength themselves and they drink it from wherever they can get it. They fill themselves up with the strength and the radiating loviness of Christ, like men dying from thirst seep up water from a well.

Christ gives freely. He can give freely since his power to absorb life energy from the universe is boundless; Christ does not feel that he is doing much by giving his strength to others. He does it gladly. More, he needs this giving himself; he is full with strength to overflow. He does not lose anything when he gives to others richly. On the contrary, he becomes stronger and richer by giving to others. Not merely because of the pleasure of giving; he thrives on giving, for his energy metabolizes faster; the more he gives off in strength and love, the more new strength he gains from the universe, the greater and closer is his own contact with nature around him, the sharper his awareness of God, Nature, the air, the birds, the flowers, the animals, to all of whom he is close, knowing them with his orgonotic First Sense; secure in his reactions, harmonious in his self-regulation, independent of obsolete “thou shalt’s” and “thou shalt not’s.” He is unaware that other “shalt’s” and “shalt not’s” will break in later in a most tragic fashion and murder Christ in every single child.

The “healing power” of Christ, later on so badly distorted by armored man into mercenary cheapness, is a well-understood and easily observable quality in all men and women who are endowed with natural leadership. Their strong orgone energy fields are capable of exciting the sluggish, “dead” energy systems of the “wretched” and the miserable. This induced excitation of the weak living system is experienced as relief from tenseness and anxiety, due to the expansion of the nervous system, and it even provides a quiet, kindly, lovely glow of true love in an otherwise hateful organism. The excited bio-energy in the weak is capable of expanding the blood vessels, of inducing better blood supply to the tissues, of improving the healing of wounds, of countering the stale, degenerative effects of stagnant life energy. Christ himself does not think much of his qualities as a healer. No great physician struts around as a healer. No healthy child ever thinks of its redeeming powers. It is alive functioning that is at work. It is an integral part of the life expression of Christ in the child, in the true physician, in God himself. Christ even admonishes his mystical followers and stunned admirers not to tell anyone of his powers of healing. This will be
misinterpreted by some future historians of Christianity as “hiding before
the enemy,” as “awareness of the possible accusation of sorcery.” No, this
has nothing whatsoever to do with enemies or sorcery. Though Christ
later falls prey to the plague on these grounds, too, Christ really and truly
does not pay much attention to his healing powers. They are ingrained in
him and they are so much himself that they no more deserve special atten-
tion and are no more conducive of pride than walking or loving or eating
or thinking or giving. It is an integral part of him. It is one of the basic
characteristics of the central character.

Christ tells his fellow men: The Kingdom of Heaven is right there
within you. It is also outside of you, in all eternity. If you are aware of
it and live according to its laws and meaning, you feel God and you know
him. Thus is your redemption, this is your salvation.

They, however, do not understand Christ. What is he talking about?
Where are the “signs”? Why does he not tell them whether he is the
Messiah or not? Is he the Messiah? He should prove it by performing
miracles. He does not tell. He is a mystery himself. He must be re-
vealed; his secret must be disclosed.

Christ is no mystery at all. He does not tell because he has nothing
whatsoever to tell them that might satisfy their mystical longings. Christ
is. He simply lives his life. But he is, to begin with, not aware that he is
so very much different from all the rest of them.

To Christ, who is nature himself, Nature and God are one. Children
know it, he tells his friends. And he believes they are all Children in God.
To him, God is Growth and Growth is God.

They still do not know what he is talking about. God to them is a
bearded, wrathful, punishing father. Therefore, Christ seems to speak in
veiled parables. To them, God makes growth. To them, they are not
children in God, but the subjects of a wrathful God. To them, Nature was
created by God in seven days out of nothing. How then can God himself
be Nature?

Christ knows of the inborn morality and natural sociality of life. He
preaches the innate goodness of the poor and the wretched. The poor are
like children. Faith is power. Faith can move mountains. Faith gives
strength. Faith is the feeling of God or Life within oneself. It is self-
assurance, strength, power of movement.

They do not know what he is talking about. They are miserably shut
off from nature within themselves. They must be held by threats to obey
the laws of morality and sociality. They have lost the Kingdom of God
and forever are longing for paradise. Their conception of paradise is a
land where one does not work to raise bees in order to obtain honey.

Honey flows by in big honey rivers, and you do not have to move a finger.
Milk, too, of course, has not to be worked for. It, too, flows by in rivers.

If it is true that God takes care of every sparrow in the universe, then,
in paradise, he would take care of them just as well. No work, no effort,
no worries, just milk and honey flowing in rivers. And manna too would
rain right down to earth from heaven. They would have to do no more
than bend down, pick it up and put it into their mouths. But somehow,
manna does not rain down, and milk and honey have to be worked for,
hard. This is so because God did not send his Messiah yet to redeem them.

Moses had promised the land where milk and honey will flow in great
streams. It turned out to be a dream which turned into a nightmare of
Roman rule with soldiers, taxation, subjugation and persecution. Still, the
Messiah is coming. Christ is so very much different from them. He speaks
a language and lives a life they cannot understand. This confirms their
convictions that he is the Messiah who is going to redeem them. People
fear or admire what they cannot grasp. People feel better when they are
near him. Children like him and flock around him as if he were God Him-
self. They had not yet developed the habit of having little children in
white dresses bring flowers to the statesmen. This came about some two
thousand years later.

Christ does not quite realize what is happening to him. He does not
reveal himself because he has nothing to reveal. He just lives ahead of
them. And since he feels and sees how miserable they are, how different,
he tries to help them. He tries to convey upon them his own feeling of
simplicity, directness and closeness to nature. He loves women; he sur-
rounds himself with women as he does with men, and he lives his body “in
the body” as God has created it. He does not live the flesh, but the body.
He feels and lives God so very differently from the scribes and the Talmu-
dists. These have lost God within themselves and are now frantically
searching God, squeezing God out in their litanies, as it were, praying to
Him-they-never-knew to reveal Himself. In vain; they cannot make it. So
they hate everything that reminds them of God as he really is. They must
preach to have faith, because they have no faith. They must preach obedi-
ence to God's ways and laws because men have lost the being godlike
themselves. God, to them, is a strange, wrathful, hard God. He had
scourged them once and had expelled them from paradise. He has put
his angel to guard the entrance against reentry, with a flaming sword.
They became victims of the devils.

The Devil is sickness and lust in the flesh and greed and murder and
betrayal of the fellow man, and cheating and lying and money grabbing.
They have lost God and know him no longer. Over centuries, many
prophets have told them to return to God, but none dared to know God as he lives and works in man. The flesh had completely obliterated the body. Even the newborn ones were Godlike no more, but were rendered pale and sick and miserable in contracted, cold, stale wombs.

God, of course, was still within them; but he was buried and distorted so badly that no one could recognize him any longer. Feeling God within oneself was inseparably linked up with severe anxiety. From this came their belief that you must not know God. Somehow, they came to believe that you must not know God in spite of the fact that the Law commands people to know him and to live in his ways. How can you live in something you do not and are not ever to know? Nobody tells them. Nobody can tell them. Everything connected with God is transferred into a distant future, into a great, awesome hope, into a mirage toward which they stretch out their arms in despair. And still, God is right within themselves, unreachable, protected from their ugly grip by fright and agony. A fearsome angel is guarding the angels against themselves.

Christ knows that man is miserable; still, he cannot really know how they are since he is so very much different and does not know it. He believes that they are the same as he. Is he not their brother? Did he not grow up among them? Did he not play with them as a little boy, live their joys and sorrows? He did, so how could he know that he was so very much different? Knowing this would set him apart, render him lonesome, force him into solitude, prevent his little joys and sorrows from uniting him with all the children of God.

Still, he was so very much different from all the rest that only the glaring lack in them of what he possessed abundantly made it possible to know that he was different.

Christ did not pose as a saint. He just lived in a way dreamed of by his fellow man as being the truly saintlike way of living. Does a flower live “as if” it were a flower, or a deer “as if” it were a deer? Does a flower or a deer proclaim itself as flower and as deer? They are what they are. They live it. They function it. They exist through a continuous reality of being what they are without further thought or wonder. If anybody would tell a flower or a deer: “Listen, you are so wonderful, you are a flower, a deer,” they would look at the speaker with utter amazement. What do you mean? I do not understand. Of course I am a flower, a deer. What else should I be?

And the mystical admirers would not understand what the deer and the flower tried to tell them. They would keep wondering at the miracle. They would keep wanting to be like the flower and the deer. In the end they will pick the flower and kill the deer. This is inevitable from the whole setup of things as they are arranged.

They love Jesus because he is what they are not and cannot ever be. They try to drink his strength and simplicity and spontaneous beauty into themselves. But they do not succeed. They cannot be like Christ nor take him in. They can feel better and stronger and wiser and different from what they were and are only by looking at him, by hearing him talk to them, by listening to the strange simple truth he tells them, which hits the nail on the head every single time, never missing the point. Christ does not miss the point because he has perfect contact with what is going on around him. He can see what they never see because he is not shut to seeing. He looks into a landscape and he sees the uniteness of it all. He does not see single trees and single mountains and single lakes as they do. He sees the trees and the lakes and the mountains as what they really are, integral parts of a total, unitary flow of cosmic events. He sees and hears and touches with his whole being, pouring his life force into everything he touches, and drinking from trees and flowers and mountains the same force a hundred times stronger back into himself. He does not retain and hold on to this strength. He gives it out abundantly, never giving a thought to whether or not he would get poorer by giving. He will not get poorer but richer by giving. Life returns in richly flowing metabolisms what it gets. There is no one-way road in giving or taking. It is give and take, back and forth.

Again, they do not know what he is talking about. To them, giving away things means getting poorer. Taking is the same as getting strength, filling up an emptiness, getting over a yawning gap within oneself. They can only take, they cannot give. The giver, to them, is either a fool or one to be sucked dry, taken advantage of. Thus, they shut up many a giver, drive into solitude many a loving soul. And the world is again a trifle poorer.

Christ, who loves people, lives alone. They who hate themselves and everybody else, live lonely and forsaken in big crowds. They are deadly afraid of each other. They pat each other on the backs and grin with friendly grinsaces; they must deceive each other lest they cut each other's throats. And each single one among them knows that each single other one is cheating. They hold conferences now as they did two thousand years ago to get “final peace,” well knowing that they cheat each other with evasions and formalities. Nobody tells what he really thinks. Christ tells what he thinks. He is not formal, he does not cheat, and he does not force himself not to cheat. He simply does not cheat. He can be silent, but he does not lie with intent and malice. They, on the other hand, can-
not tell the truth simply because truth cannot be told; the organ with
which to tell the truth has dried up within them when they lost the stream-
ing of Life and living straight.

Thus it comes about that they worship truth and live the lie. Truth is
inseparably linked up with the streams of Life within the organism and its
perception. Life is not truthful because it should or is held to be truthful.
It tells the truth by its every movement. The expression of the body can-
not lie. You can read the truth if you know how to read the expressive
language of movement from everybody's face and gait. The body tells the
truth even if it has to tell that it lies habitually and that it has put up a
veil of truthlike behaviour to cover up the lie. Therefore, Life "reads
the signs" just as Man has dreamed of Jesus Christ having been able to
read the signs. However, in certain huge contexts where the very existence
of the whole race is involved, it may easily happen that the truth is not
expressed and remains hidden.

The ape in man is rarely expressed. So is his origin from segmentally
wornlike functioning living beings. Though the history of an event is
always somehow present this very minute, one has to know anatomy and
physiology to learn certain truths which reach far beyond man's domain
and scope. Christ's cosmic meaning, attributed to him by man in a mysti-
cal fashion, lay in his true expression of the Living, in his complete coordi-
nation of body and emotions, and in his immediateness of contact with
things. Thus it lay beyond the scope of man who, through his armor, is
confined to the strictly "human" domain. It is this confinement by the
armor to strictly human affairs which is responsible for man's failure to
reach the universe, to understand life around him and in his newborn
infants, and to develop his society according to such knowledge which
reaches far beyond his own biology. Thus confined, he is bound to develop
dreams and utopias forever removed from any possible realization.

Now, man must experience everything from within this confinement,
and he will be unable to judge his existence other than in terms of a mis-
erable reality versus a mystical otherworldliness. He will be unable to
change the first or to realize the true nature of the second. Life, function-
ing beyond his confinement, will automatically be conceived of as incom-
prehensible and unreachable.

We know from characteranalytic explorations of man's depth structure
that it is his basic genital disturbance, his organic impotence, which keeps
him confined. It is, therefore, quite consistent that he will persecute and
punish nothing more severely, that he will hate nothing more abundantly
and decidedly than the graceful appearances of organic potency, i.e., Life
or Christ, i.e., his own cosmic origin and present potentiality. The first he
misinterprets with an inexorable consistency as loveless 4-lettering, the sec-
cond is forever removed into dreams unfulfillable.

From this hopeless entanglement ensues the Murder of Christ. The
way to the final murder is long; the forms in which this murder operates
are million; however, up till this twentieth century, the murder has never
yet failed to occur in the end. That it has remained so secret and inaccessible
is one of its basic characteristics.

The bio-energetic core of life and its cosmic meaning is the orgasm
function, i.e., the involuntary convulsion of the total living organism during
the embrace of male and female at the discharge of the bio-energy into
each other. If there were no other way to identify the Life function with
the orgasm function, it would be the identity of their dates during the writ-
ten history of mankind. Removal beyond comprehension, persecution and
punishment of their manifestations, mystical transformation of the aware-
ness of their importance, and horror at meeting them at close range are
the most typical as well as least acceptable characteristics of armored man.

A synoptical survey of the behaviour of Life and armored Life during
the genital embrace will far better than anything else be able to convey
the meaning of the hatred and consecutive murder of Christ. Christ de-
picted the Kingdom of Heaven in this parable, the deep biological mean-
ning of which should be clear to anyone who deals with the human bio-
energetic depths:

Then the kingdom of heaven shall be compared to ten maidens who took
their lamps and went to meet the bridegroom. Five of them were foolish, and five
were wise. For when the foolish took their lamps, they took no oil with them;
but the wise took flasks of oil with their lamps. As the bridegroom was delayed,
they all slumbered and slept. But at midnight there was a cry, "Behold, the
bridegroom! Come out to meet him." Then all those maidens rose and trimmed
their lamps. And the foolish said to the wise, "Give us some of your oil, for
our lamps are going out." But the wise replied, "Perhaps there will not be enough
for us and for you; go rather to the dealers and buy for yourselves." And while
they went to buy, the bridegroom came, and those who were ready went in with
him to the marriage feast; and the door was shut. Afterward the other maidens
came also, saying, "Lord, Lord, open to us!" But he replied, "Truly, I say to
you, I do not know you." Watch therefore, for you know neither the day nor
the hour.

(Matthew 25: 1-13)
CHAPTER III

THE GENITAL EMBRACE

The longing for the fusion with another organism in the genital embrace is just as strong in the armored organism as it is in the unarmored one. It will most of the time be even stronger, since the full satisfaction is blocked. Where Life simply loves, armored life “fucks.” Where Life functions freely in its love relations as it does in everything else and lets its functions grow slowly from first beginnings to peaks of joyful accomplishment, no matter whether it is the growth of a plant from a thin seedling to the blossoming and fruit-bearing stage, or the growth of a liberating thought system; so Life also lets its love relationships grow slowly from a first comprehensive glance to the fullest yielding during the quivering embrace. Life does not rush toward the embrace. It is in no hurry, except when long periods of full abstinence have made instant discharge of life energy imperative. Armored man, on the other hand, confined in his organic prison, rushes at the fuck. His awful language already betrays the emotional feel of “taking her” against her will by force or seduction. To be with a human being of the other sex alone in a room for any length of time without “trying” whether “he can have her,” or her fearing that he might attack her, appears unthinkable. From this derives the disgrace to any human dignity in the form of the chaperon. In these days it is on its way out, since natural genitality began to occupy the public mind.

Life can even be in bed together with a mate without thinking of the embrace if there is no spontaneous development toward it. Life does not begin with the fulfillment; it grows into fulfillment. It does it from love, for love, as it behaves in any other realm of functioning. Life does not write books in order to have written a book “too”; it does not perform its work in order to be written up right away in the newspapers; it does not write “for people” but about processes and facts. Life builds a bridge safely in order to cross a stream and not in order to get a reward at the next annual convention of the Society of Engineers.

So also, Life does not, in meeting a mate, begin with the idea of the embrace. Life meets because it just meets. It can separate again; it can walk together a stretch and then separate; or it may go all the way toward the full merger. Life has no preconceived idea of what will happen in the future. Life lets things run their natural course. The future here develops out of the continuous stream of the present, as the present in turn emerges from the past. There are certainly thoughts, dreams, hopes about the future; but the future does not govern the present as it does in the domain of armored life. Life, if it grows freely, is interested in functioning itself, and slowly develops certain skills to function well. The biologist or physicist thus grows out of skills developing naturally from handling certain functions. Armored life dreams of being a famous physician, a surgeon with a big name who is admired by the population and strives for big write-ups about his big clinic in the big newspaper in a big land, and finally gets into big money. This is the armored man’s idea of “success.” One can vary this example ad libitum to suit the big fuhrer of the nation or the big leader of the people or the great father of the great Russians or in greater Russia or in the greater part of the globe. It is and remains always the same music, the same way of anticipating what should grow organically, of beginning with the end. Old cancer pathology began with the intention of solving the riddle of the origin of the cancer cell, and bogged down in airgarms. The riddle was solved exactly where it was least sought for: in the observation of silly grassblades soaking in silly simple water. Life does not start writing a book with the title and preface. The preface and the title are the last things to be written, since they are to encompass the whole, and one cannot survey the whole before it is finished. One does not start a home with the inner furnishing but with the rock foundations. But the layout of the foundations must be preceded by the general idea of what the inside will finally look like.

All sentimental marriage dreams start with the defloration in the wedding night, and land in the gutter of marriage misery. It is again armored man who keeps people from knowing that marriage has to grow slowly from the seedling toward the fruit. And it takes years to grow a fruit-bearing tree. Marital love has nothing to do with the marriage license. The growing of marital love is simple. It can easily be done. The growing itself, the constant experience of a new step, the discovery of a new kind of look, the revelation of another feature in the partner’s make-up, no matter whether pleasant or unpleasant, in itself is great delight. It keeps you moving. It keeps you changing in your own natural direction of development. It keeps your appearance better looking than any advertised soap could ever do, and it keeps your face capable of flushing at the right moment. It takes many months, sometimes years, to learn to know your love partner in the body. The finding of the body of the beloved one itself is gratification of the first order. So is the victorious overcoming of the first difficulties in the adjustment of two alive organisms. He may not be
gentle enough during high excitation, and she may be afraid of full sweetness in surrendering to the involuntary. He may at first be too "quick" and she too "slow," or the other way around. The search for the common experience of supreme delight in the complete merger of the two streaming energy systems we came to call male and female—this search itself and the mutual wordless finding one's way into the beloved's sensations and truly cosmic quivering—is pure delight, clean like water in a mountain brook, and delicious like the smell of a beautiful flower in the early spring morning. This heart-warming, continuous experience of love and contact and mutual surrender and body delight is the decent bondage which goes with every naturally growing marriage. The genital embrace emerges as the fulfillment of this constant delight, as a high point on a long mountain hike which takes you again and again back into the valleys, into the dark nights and into stormy weather. You know you are moving onward to new heights far above deep dark mountain valleys. And each time you reach another peak it is different from all former experience, since life is never quite the same even in two consecutive seconds of one and the same operation. You do not have the ambition to be "on top," to look down into the valleys or to tell others how many mountain peaks you have conquered in a fortnight. Your basic mood is silence. You simply keep moving along and you rejoice in every new height after the steady ascent. The preparation of the climb is just as delightful as the climbing itself. Resting after reaching the peak is just as beautiful as the first thrilling excitement when you first reach out for the landscape with your eyes and the rest of your body. You do not keep asking yourself painfully all through the preparations and the climbing whether you will ever reach the peak. And you do not invent a special pocket motor to get you safely over the last few feet. You do not choke the scream of delight in your throat when you reach the peak, and you do not start getting cramps when you feel the oncoming of delight. You just live fully each single step of it all. You know deep down that there is really not much to reaching the peak if you take care of every step toward it. You are sure of yourself, since you have reached many peaks before and you know the basic taste of it. You do not permit anybody to carry you up toward the top, and you do not think at all of what your malicious neighbor would think or say if he knew about what you are doing. You left them all far behind you, either doing the same or longing to do the same.

The full natural embrace is like such mountain climbing; it does not differ basically from any other life activity, be it of great or little importance. Full living means full surrender to any kind of functioning. No matter whether working, or talking to friends, or rearing a child, or listening to a talk, or painting or anything else.

The genital embrace grows out naturally from a slowly developing total body urge to merge with another body. One can easily see this basic characteristic in birds, toads, butterflies, snails, in mating deer and other freely living animals. The final delight of total energy discharge in the orgasm is the spontaneous result of a long continued build-up of smaller delights. These little delights have the faculty of providing happiness, yet creating desire for more. Not always do the smaller delights lead toward the final supreme delight. Two butterflies, male and female, may play with each other for hours and then separate again without embrace. They may go further and superimpose without penetration. But once they merge with their body energy systems, they go through with it to the end. They do not frustrate each other unless interrupted by a butterfly collector or a hungry bird. The total organismic excitation precedes the special genital excitation. The orgastic potency grows out of this total body delight and not from the genital. The genital organs are merely the means of physical penetration after the mutual merger of the organ energy fields has occurred a long while before the last fulfillment. The contacts are gentle. There is no grabbing, grasping, clutching, pressing, pushing, squeezing, pinching in them. They go as far as is given in the special approach and no farther. A man may love a woman dearly for months, desire her deep down to the fullest, meet her every single day, and yet he may not go beyond a warm hand clasp or a kiss on the lips. When the embrace becomes necessary for both of them, it will happen, inevitably, and they both will know the moment without telling each other in words when they are ready. But then nature will develop its most beautiful powers of unification of two living beings.

Just as these organisms have permitted their love to grow organically and slowly, as far as it wanted to reach; just as they knew at the right moment to make the right move, their bodies will know exactly how to meet in the embrace. They will search each other's sensations and they will feel delight in finding them. They will find each other's curves of the body and the degree of mutual giving in each moment, the inevitably sure way. They may feel that their bodies were ready this first time to go so far and no farther. Unless the genital merger grows naturally out of what preceded this phase, they will not merge and will separate again, for good or for a few days only. They will "structuralize" their mutual experience, get accustomed to each other in preparation for greater fulfillments. No trace of possessing the partner, or of having to prove one's potency will
darken the delight. Nothing is there to "prove" or to "achieve" or to "get."

The sweet melting together is there or it is not there. It may come for moments and it may leave again. It cannot be forced or be kept by force. Unless it stays on and grows, no embrace will develop into genital merger. If genital merger develops ultimately, without the corresponding growth of the feelings of sweetness and melting, they will regret it later; it will blacken their delight and may ruin it forever. Thus the safeguarding of the full supreme delight is the best safeguard of the self-regulatory behaviour in the orgasmic superimposition of male and female.

The orgasm itself occurs when it has to occur, not when he or she "wants" it. You cannot "want" an orgasm and "get" it as you get a bottle of beer at the counter.

The orgasm in its true biological sense is a result of steadily growing waves of excitation and not something handmaded to get by hard labor. It is a unitary convolution of one single energy unit which long before the merger was two units, and which after the merger will divide again into two individual existences. Bio-energetically, the orgasm amounts to a true loss of one's individuality into an entirely different state of being: it is not the getting of an orgasm on her part from him and on his part from her, as the sick mind of man in the first as in the twentieth century was wont to believe. The proof of this is the fact that such "getting" the orgasm vanishes completely upon medical treatment, whereas the true biodynamic merger does not vanish but rather increases in its vigor. These matters are crucial.

The orgasm is an event which happens in two living organisms, and not something "to be achieved." It is like the sudden protrusion of protoplasm in a moving ameba. An orgasm cannot be "had" with everyone. Fucking is possible with everyone since all it requires is enough friction of the genital organ to produce discharge of seminal fluid or a feeling of a strong itching. An orgasm is more than and basically different from a strong itching. One cannot "obtain" an orgasm by scratching or biting. The scratching and biting make the organism in question an object of the organism. One does not have to "make" it. It is there only with certain other organisms and is absent in most other instances. Thus it is the foundation of true sexual morality.

The fucking organism has to "rush" at it in order to "accomplish" it. It ends in "rubbing it off" or "making love." The loving organism lets himself submit in the flow of feelings and drifts on the current as master of every move like an expert canoe rider is in perfect control of his boat on a wild mountain river. The expert rider of a full-blooded horse lets himself be carried away and still is fully master of the horse. The hardened organism labors for it, comparable to a runner whose legs are impeded by a bag around the feet. He can only hobble along with great effort. In the end he is exhausted and there was only misery in the run. The fucking organism keeps a cool head all through the "act" (the word "act alone is significant of what is going on). He can "do it," "perform it," "make it," "accomplish it," "go through with it" anywhere and everywhere, like a frustrated, raving bull or stallion who was away from any female for years on end. And there are special, skilfully developed techniques to get at the female and to seduce her. The life value of such activity is worth as much as the pushing along of a disabled automobile on the road by way of a hauling truck—the two front wheels high up in the air.

The inner make-up of the love function determines every single feature in every single other activity of the individual. The fucker will always get it, push for it, rub it in or off, have special techniques for reaching his objective in an efficient manner; the suffering type will remain a victim to what the pusher does to him or her. The genital character, on the other hand, will always let things happen and happen; he will submerge actively in whatever he is undertaking, from loving a woman or man to building up an organization or a job.

The pusher and the sufferer each will flock around the genital character to learn how to be like him. From this first impulse of the armchair-orgasmic organism to emulate the freely functioning Christ, the tragedy ensues with steel-like logic. There is no escape from the final tragedy for both, Christ as well as pusher and sufferer, at any time, in any land, in any social stratum, as long as these two ways of life confront each other. In the No-Man's-Land between these two camps, the Children of the Future will needs grow up. To find an answer as to how to protect them from the emotional plague resulting from this tragedy is paramount to any future rational education. There is no problem of early or late upbringing that does not more or less depend on its structure and outcome from the conditions leading up to the Murder of Christ.

To the orgasmic characterologist of the twentieth century, Christ had all the characteristics of a genital character. He could not possibly have loved children, people, nature, have felt life and have acted with such great grace, had he suffered from genital frustration. The well-known signs of genital frustration—dirty thoughts, lasciviousness, cruelty, direct or moralistic, fake mildness—are absurd in the picture of Christ, as it came down to us, to such an extent that our attention centers spontaneously
upon the riddle as to why no one has ever understood it. This is entirely in line with the fact that no biologist has ever mentioned the wavy, orgasmic pulsation in living things, and that no mental hygienist has ever mentioned the ravages of genital frustration in puberty.

Christ could not possibly have been clean like brook water and sharp-sensed like a deer, had he been filled with the filth of perverted sex due to frustration of the natural embrace. There can be no doubt: Christ knew love in the body and women as he knew so many other things natural. Christ’s benignity, his gleaming contactfulness, understanding of human frailty, of adulteresses, sinners, harlots, and the lowly in spirit, could not possibly fit with any other biological picture of Christ. We know that women loved, Christ—decent, beautiful, full-blooded women. This, too, is crucial to an understanding of the final murder of Christ. To think otherwise appears to be out of the way of things completely. Independent writers such as Renan, have clearly expressed this thought, and every clear-minded knower of Christ’s way knows the secret.

The greater is the riddle that from his life emerged a religion which, contrary to its originator, has banned the core of natural functioning from its domain, and has persecuted nothing more than love of the body. This, too, will find its rational answer.

Chapter IV
Seduction into Leadership

Christ has, in accordance with his organismic harmony, the power of faith; he relies on his senses. He has contact with what is going on around him; he feels his body fully and has no frustrated, malignant flesh to carry along in a hidden manner. He does not “try” to do things; he does them. He has the full power of the God-given Life force. He understands the birds and he knows how to distinguish a grain of rye from a grain of wheat.

Christ knows the Kingdom of God which is the Kingdom of Life and Love on earth. It is here, right there in each flower, sparrow, tree and olive branch. His fellow men are not aware of God. They do not feel Life. They exchange money, they fornicate in a bad way, not knowing what love is. They pay heavy taxes and obey stupid, strutting, gulping, hideous emperors. They are squeezed, emotionally dependent people, pliable in any crook’s hands, or they feel Life as a chauvinistic ambition to become emperors themselves. Christ sees, knows, suffers all this. He comes from among the poor who are like children, still close to God, still not completely warped and twisted, still knowing love. The poor are like children and they know and feel like children. They live apart from the big noise, take no part in it, though it can exist only because they do not or cannot care.

There are the Barabbases and Maccabees, necessary evils. You could not do without them. They are the ones who with their swords fight the emperors from foreign soil. Who else should fight and die on the battlefield? Christ does not fight the emperors. He gives Caesar what is Caesar’s and God what is God’s. Christ does not want to fight Caesar. He knows he cannot possibly conquer Caesar. But he also knows that Caesar will be long forgotten when what he himself feels in his body and what vibrates in his senses in harmony with the universe, will rule the world to the good of all men on earth. The Kingdom of God on earth, which is this feeling and vibrating of living Life in Christ as in all men on earth, is sure to come. It had been there, once upon a time. It cannot fail to come again. This is, in fact, so self-evident that it must be right around the corner. It is rather like a bad dream that the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth
like Christ, and they do not, like Christ, sense the rotten quality of the present order, enough to abstain from such leadership. They assume leadership which is necessary, crucial for immediate existence. The high taxes have to be fought, the old religious customs must be upheld and protected, arrangements must be made with the pagan emperor to continue holy services in the temples even if these services are only corpse-like shadows of a formerly sparkling, living religion. And this religion is quite crucial to their very existence. Without it they would lose balance, orientation, hope, the support of their wretched souls. The Devil, thus reigning under restriction by moral laws, would otherwise reign without restraint.

Christ feels all this more than he knows it. He, too, is chosen to be a leader, a saviour, a fighter for their happiness. The tragedy is that what Christ wants and lives is so entirely different from what they want and live that there is no chance for the two ways of life ever to meet.

When Christ speaks of the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth he means the inner freedom of the animal man which is part of the lawful freedom of the whole creation. When Christ tells them that he is the Son of Man, or, which means the same, the Son of God, he means something very real, true, existent, crucial: He is the offspring of Life, of the cosmic force which he knows so well and feels so clearly within himself. They, however, do not understand him. They urge him to reveal himself and to demonstrate his divine power. They ask for signs of his divinity. This is the root of the future mystification of Christ.

To their plague-ridden senses, the Son of God should be different from what Jesus looks like. True, the Son of God would be like Jesus: sweet, gentle, understanding, always giving, always ready to help, feeling for the poor, loving children and being loved by children. He would walk gracefully as Christ does, and he would have his deep, serious look in his eyes. He would never tell a dirty joke, not because of any principle but simply because it would not occur to him to talk badly. His head would be, just like Jesus', radiant with a soft, invisible glow which would later appear on icons as a bright, yellow, hideous quarter-moon around his head, quite in agreement with the mystical, cheap way plague-ridden men experience the orgone energy field of the body. Only very great artists would in future centuries sense the quivering, gentle, fine quality of this orgonotic radiance and would try, with little success, to reproduce it in their paintings.

The expression of Christ has the quality of a meadow on an early sunlit spring morning. You can't see it, but you feel it all through you if you are not plague-ridden. You love it, it makes you glow softly and you do not laugh it off as does the dried out, emotionless, cowering brain of a red fascist, as petit bourgeois sentimentality. Can you imagine Motolov or

has not come already. There must be a reason for this since what it is is so evident, how it feels, how easy and lovely is this kind of being.

Christ, therefore, does not in the beginning consider himself as something special. He just is as he is. Why is not everybody else that way? You have it in yourself, just dip deeply enough into yourself and you will find it. Why did you lose it? How was that possible? God has not forsaken his children. Man must have abandoned God. But why? How? When and where did it happen? We do not know to this day. But Jesus knows exactly what they have lost, yet they do not know what they still possess deep down within themselves. He does not know, but he will learn the bitter way, that they do not feel God because they are keeping on killing him every single second of every single minute in every single hour of every single day of the year through the thousands of years. This is too absurd a fact to be taken as a truly existent fact. Why should man kill Life in himself? What an utter monstrosity to think that such a thing were possible.

Yet this monstrosity is exactly what constitutes the realm of the adversary of God-Life, of the heathen and the devilish sin. Man got caught somehow long ago and he continues to tie the knot of this bondage, all the while he moans about his plight and dreams of the coming of the Messiah. When they lost the feeling of God within themselves, they began to flock around men who radiated Life but did not possess the full force of Christ. They flocked around the abortive Christs, around the politicians of all ages, to get strength from them. The abortive Christs were swept to the top, and they began to enjoy people flocking around them. They liked the admiration they got and they felt a glow of warmth at the praising and the singing of chants, the dances in their honor and the call to leadership of impoverished man. In this manner the first chiefs, kings, dukes, furehers, generals, sergeants, Stalins, Hitlers, and Mussolinis were created and were carried to power by the people themselves out of perfectly rational reasons: They needed outer strength to replace what they had lost in inner strength and faith and security. Having lost the inner spontaneity of alive functioning they needed and got outer crutches of functioning, to this very day. But why did it have to last so many thousands of years? Why did they not find right away the cause of their misery? Why was it so very much forbidden to get at the scourge? You must not know God and you must not know Life. This became the most holy and the most powerful law that enslaved humanity. Incredible, ridiculous, but true...

The little leaders have lost the sense of Life to a great enough extent to fall for this demand of the people. They are not down to earth enough,
Makenlov on a meadow on an early sunlit spring morning watching deer graze? This is impossible. Christ is like a glowing, radiant flower; he knows it, he loves it, and he tries at first naively to convey this feeling to his fellow men in whom it is obviously lacking. He knows they are miserable because they lack it; that they have killed it, but he is not aware of the fact that they hate it as much as they yearn for it, more than anything else in Life. Neither does he know that they kill it in every single Newborn infant right after birth, with mutilation of the genital, acid drops in the eyes and a spanking on the buttocks as a fond first greeting in this world. It will take millennia of misery, a huge heap of saints burned at the stake as well as mountains of corpses on all kinds of battlefields to give them an inkling of it. It is Christ's ill fate that he does not know it. He believes his fellow man is only ignorant, or dull from hunger or hard labor. He believes the fellow man will take to his knowledge like a thirsty man to a water well. In the end they will, they must kill him.

His fellow man does rush to his Life Force like a thirsty man to the water well. They drink it all in in big gulps, with eyes popping and faces flushed. They feel revived, radiating with a soft glow, they even get flashes of brilliant thoughts; they can ask good questions so the Master can give more of his abundance. And they drink it all and keep drinking. And the Master keeps pouring into them and keeps pouring, since they flock around him again and again and again to drink the crystal-clear words from his lips and the radiating strength from his body, and his consolations and advice and great wisdom. His fame as a rich giver is carried far over the lands. And more and more thirsty men and women fill up their dried-out vessels with the very sap of Life, the radiating grace of his simplicity and fullness of living.

They accompany him on his early morning walks into the fields and hear him say beautiful things about God's creation. He seems to understand the song of the birds, and the animals are not afraid of him. He has no trace of the movement of a killer within himself. His voice is melodious and fully expressive. It comes right out of the belly, not, as in them, out of a tight mouth or a hardened chest. He can laugh and scream with joy. He knows no restraint in his expression of love; in giving himself to his fellow men, he does not lose a grain of natural dignity. When he walks on the ground his feet set fully into the soil as if to take root with each step, separating again to take root again. He does not walk like a prophet, or a wise man, or a professor of higher mathematics. He simply walks. When you see him walk, you ask yourself: What is he? Who is he? He is so very much different from all the rest. Every single one of his followers expresses something in his walk, something that really has nothing to do with walking. The one walks in modesty. The other walks in deep thought. The third walks as if he were running away from horror. The fourth walks like a king. The fifth like an obedient follower of the Master. The sixth walks like a deer. The seventh walks like a fox. The Master simply walks, not even like a deer. He just walks.

His walk alone is a challenge to any kind of scholasticism, be it Sophism, Solipsism, Talmudism or Existentialism. His whole behaviour is so much at variance with all kinds of isms that no one accustomed to "place" people, could tell where he belongs. This is most disturbing to common people, since everybody belongs somewhere, has to belong somewhere lest he become suspected of subversive activities. He has to be a member of a guild, or of the Sanhedrin, or of the class of priests, or of the legion for the rescue of the fatherland, or of the league of the heroes of the motherland. Christ is well known as a lecturer and teacher. But even here he does not seem to belong. In the very first place, he asks questions too bluntly. This is unpleasant. He gives very simple answers to most complicated questions, questions thousands of wise men have kept pondering about for millennia with no answer achieved. Thus he is the born leader of men. And people feel that he is. They keep asking him the one question: Who are you? What are you? Have you been sent by God? To save us? Are you the Messiah? If you are, tell us. We shall worship you. We shall follow you. We shall carry you to power and might over our enemies. Reveal yourself. Give us a sign, do a miracle to show who you are.

The Master keeps silent about his wherefrom's and whereto's. He keeps walking with them in the fields, visiting with them various places. He keeps giving simple answers to complicated questions, to give them strength to pour out great wisdom without touching a learned book.

He must be sent from heaven, they think. Not only is he different, he is also mysteriously silent about his true nature and his mission. He must have some mission. He has come to rescue his people, the poor, the nation from enslavement. Thus they are building up their distorted image of the Son of God, who is the Son of an unwarped Cosmic Life Force. He keeps silent because he has nothing to answer to their questions about any essence, mission, vision, signs, powers. He feels, of course, that he is different, otherwise they would not behave as they do. But he does not understand why they want him to give them signs from the heavens and to reveal the mystery of his being, which to him is no mystery at all. He feels like a son of the heavens, but he does not feel himself to have been sent by God. At least, he does not say anything about it. He does not feel as though on a mission. This idea is slowly being poured into him.
from outside, by his admirers and followers and pupils. In the beginning he does not dream of any mission. He just does carpentry or microscopy or healing people's wounds or tending fields. It is they, the ones hungry for salvation, the love-starved ones, who inject into him the seeds of the myth which is to kill him in the end, and many, many men and women and children after him. He only works differently, lives differently, talks and walks differently. That is all. AND HE LOVES PEOPLE. He knows their ills. And he learns to see their ills clearer every single consecutive day. He does not have an inkling of any idea of curing them. But slowly he learns that he is helping them. That he possesses a power to comfort and to console people. This grows slowly into an obligation. If people suffer, you must help, do your best, give of your abundance to them, live modestly with the barest necessities of living. What you feel as a divine grace within yourself is so easy to feel and to live, it gives you so much and enriches everything you touch to such an extent that not to convey it to your sisters and brothers would be unbearable. In this manner meet divine grace and human longing for consolation. The one keeps giving, the others keep taking, drinking, sucking, filling up.

The basic thought of the bearer of the divine, natural grace, i.e., unthwarted Life, is simple: Every single soul has the God-given grace within him or herself. Let them drink from our abundance in their state of starvation, and they will become strong, will start giving from their own strength to others; and these others, rescued from their emotional starvation, will in turn give others again. Here our Master commits his first fatal mistake. He believes, quite consistently, as viewed from his own Life, that once filled up, the taker will turn into a giver himself. The master giver does not know that the chronic starvation has rendered the takers incapable of giving. They have become one-way dead-end roads. They are truly leaches. And this is exactly what is going to kill the master giver.

The good black earth produces grain. It receives the seeds and lets them grow into new grain, pouring nourishment, salt and water and life energy into every single fiber every single second of every single day. The soil enriches itself by retaining some of the straw, once the seed has matured and is carried away by the wind or taken away by man or animal. The soil, thus enriched, gives new life to new grain. And new grain gives new life to other Life.

An animal takes up the seed in the God-given union of male and female and reproduces the offspring, in its own image and yet different. It pours its Life strength into the offspring until it can do by itself. The offspring, grown up, will live and act likewise.

The whole universe is ruled by this cycle of give and take, absorb and reflect, grow and die, concentrate cosmic power and dissipate it again into the great cosmic ocean.

If a well has dried up in a hot summer drought, it can only pick up water when it rains again. Once filled up to overflowing, it will start giving off water to the soil around it and to distant brooks which in turn will give the sap of Life back to life.

In this manner Life reproduces, maintains itself and grows endlessly. Not so, armored man. He became a one-way-dead-end-road when he killed God in himself, when he lost paradise. It is often exactly the representative of God on earth who will block the entrance to the realm where the answer to the riddle of why man had lost his paradise, is to be found. This erbot is a part of the plague that ravaged humanity so long so mercifully. You simply must not know God or Life as your body sweetness. This would inevitably lead you to find out why you lost God. Therefore, you must not ever know God. And all this nonsense is preached in thousands of places and by proficient masters in evasion, in thousands of universities all over the globe. You must, let's search, read, God and Life, worship God and Life, obey God and Life, sacrifice to God and Life, build temples and palaces to God and Life, write poems and music about God and Life; but you must not ever, under punishment of death, know God as Love. There is not a single exception to this rule during the past several thousand years. More: Not a single man or woman has ever loudly asked any questions about this nonsense.

Knowing God as Love would confirm God's existence, would make Him accessible, would make man capable of living actually what he is so utterly incapable of living now: It would fulfill each and every single demand of every single religion, constitution, law, morals, ethics, values, ideals, dreams. But NO! You must not ever know God or Life as bodily love.

This is all as it is because there is but one single approach to knowing God, and living Life accordingly: THE GENITAL EMBRACE; an approach banned and out of bounds. DO NOT EVER TOUCH IT! Every child went through this agony. Do not touch it -- the genital, namely.

So it came about that man forever keeps longing for God and Life, drinking God and Life wherever it offers itself, sucking dry God and Life, killing God and Life inside and outside himself. But never, never can man give out God or Life. He does not know how God and Life feel when active. He only can experience them passively, take them in, fill himself up with them, enjoy them, use them to various ends; to feel better, to cure himself, to get rich with them, to obtain power, to influence people, to.
cheat. But never, never can frozen man give out God or Life. This is inextricably bound up with giving love, genital love in the embrace. Which is forbidden, cursed and killed already in the infant.

So man can only take in, he cannot give out love. The Life Force he gets into himself becomes a means to quite a different end than loving giving. In entering his body it becomes "flesh," since the body became stiff and immobile. Godlike love turns into lust, the embrace into a hideous, grinning fuck, an expression of hating, getting, grasping, holding, possessing, ripping off or ramming in, jerking-it-off and rubbing-it-through, give-her-the-works and the marital-obligations racket, with lawyers, reporters, public defamation, tearing children's love apart, revenge, alimony and acrimony.

From this everything else follows with a merciless, cruel logic up to the final crucifixion of Christ.

Chapter V

The Mystification of Christ

Read the prayer on the mountain slowly, thoughtfully. Substitute "Cosmic Life Force" for "Father" who is "God." Think of "Evil" as man's tragic degeneration of the natural instincts. Keep steadily in your mind the entanglement of the primary, natural with the secondary, perverted, cruel drives. Keep clear the fact that "human nature" so-called, contains the "devilish" evil, i.e., cruelty born from frustration of the primary need for love and gratification of love in the mating embrace. Focus this "evil" as the dragon guarding the access to the Godlike love in man. And now read the prayer on the mountain:

Our Father who are in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name,
Thy kingdom come,
Thy will be done,
On earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread;
And forgive us our debts,
As we also have forgiven our debtors;
And lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
(Matthew 6: 9-13)

God-Father is the basic cosmic energy from which all being stems, and which streams through your body as through anything else in existence. But also: God-Father is the unreachable reality of bodily love, mystified and idolized into Heaven.

Mystification consists of worshipping in the mirror the image of an unreachable, tantalizing, untouchable, and therefore unbearable reality within oneself.

Humanity does not

1. Distinguish between and separate primary and secondary human nature.
2. Comprehend the devilish Evil ("Emotional Plague" - "Sin") as the prime result of the frustrated good - God - life - love (including the genital embrace).
3. Know, accordingly, how evil could come about when the creator is good.
4. Have the power to disentangle itself from the Devil and the mechano-mystical dichotomy.
5. Arrive at laws protecting (not the moral laws but) the primary, godly, bodily love against the emotional plague, which is called "sin."
6. Reach God, the Good, brotherly Love by opening the gates out of the trap where the biological foundation of man finds itself entrapped.
7. Stop protecting the Evil emotional plague.
8. Make the core accessible to put the middle layer plague ("sin") out of function, thus:

GOD 
LOVE
CORE

Natural morality

The love from the core, once made unreachable, constitutes the essence of the mystification of God.

The murder of Christ, who represents the Godly love in the body, ensues henceforth through the ages with an inexorable logic.
the USA, and the killing of six million helpless Jews and Frenchmen and others in Hitler's Germany.

From the actual Murder of Christ and what had led up to it till the murder of Negroes in Cicero, USA, of pacifists in the USSR and Jews in Hitler Germany is a very long stretch of time, packed full with events of first rank order. However, no detailed elaboration of these single events will ever reveal a trace of the true nature of the Murder of Christ, since it is the very essence of the plague to conceal the murder and its motives. The victims of the murder vary. The reasons given post hoc for the murder vary. The methods of murder vary from land to land and from time to time. It does not matter whether Danton gets the guillotine or Lincoln the bullet into his head; whether Gandhi gets the bullet into his chest or Wilson or Lenin, suffering agonies in seeing their life dreams perish, are struck down by a cerebral hemorrhage; it is always the same basic red thread that marks the hidden way in which Dreyfus is put away for five years for a crime he did not commit, or an innocent man in America spends twenty years in jail, sent there by a criminal judge, saying "thank you" in a truly Christian, forgiving fashion, while the judge and the criminal district attorney go free, or whether millions of innocent people who know do not dare speak up because there is some malicious gossip and slanderer around in town. It all really starts with the first mystification of Jesus Christ by his own pupils.

Christ's disciples do not really understand what he is talking about. They are only faintly aware of the great promise he holds out for them. They sense it, they drink it up in full sips, but cannot digest it. It is like pouring water into a barrel without a bottom. Empty men are soaking up water like sand, drying out right away again, wanting more. This, of course, means a constant agony of frustration. Here is Christ, the redeemer, right in front of them, feeding them, comforting them, thrilling them, telling them of the age of the reign of God on Earth, and more: showing them the signs of the reign of God right now and here, and yet... It all remains unreachable, inaccessible, frustrating; they can only take in the image of it, but not its substance itself. They can only gulp down the pure fluid, but it does not stay with them. It passes quickly through them, like a quiver through the nerves, but it does not stay on, and, worse, it does not do anything. They listen to his words with tense ears. But these words do no more than thrill them. They try to reproduce these words, it does not really work. Or, if it works, it sounds hollow, without meaning, like the mechanical echo from a distant mountain. When the woom stops flowing from his lips, the echo stops echoing from the mountain. They are completely empty. There is nothing whatsoever in them to pick up these words and to recreate them.

They find themselves to be deserts, complete wastelands. This realization is not clear; it is well concealed as are most of their experiences of their selves. But an awareness of this awful situation is there, undeniable and painful.

They try hard, as best as they can, to learn from Christ and to reproduce him. But soon they find that they simply do not and cannot understand him. Therefore he seems to speak in mysterious parables. Christ is not mysterious at all. He just tells them good, poignant stories. But since they are shut like a tight shell, they feel him as mysterious, somehow dark, far away, not quite present, strange, so very much different, as through a fog or a haze. The fog and the haze are truly theirs and not his. But to realize this would inevitably mean to realize their living death. Therefore the fog seems around him, and not around themselves.

The better Christ hits them with his sharp, acute remarks, the further removed they feel him. And here sets in what you can watch in every single town meeting in every land where town meetings are still held: The simpler the speaker, the clearer his words, and the emptier the speech or expression of the participant in the discussion from the floor, the greater becomes the distance between the platform and the floor, and the closer comes the audience to mystical, helpless admiration of the speaker on the rostrum.

A wide gap opens up, never to close again: the wide gap between the actual impotence of the crowd and its mystical identification with the speaker on the rostrum. Into this gap the Hitlers and the Stalins and the Mussolini's and the Ribbentrops and the evildoers of all ages and lands pour their influence upon people. They do not know, of course, how they are doing it. Here it is, exactly here, where the misery of the twentieth century was bred out to the brim of endurance. Yet, no one ever mentions it.

The mystification of Christ, which begins with his removal into an ever greater distance, does not mean that they do not truly love him or admire him genuinely, or are not ready to die for him. At this point, it only means that they feel they can never, never be like Christ, while Christ always feels certain that they can be like himself. It is not Christ who removes himself, it is they who slowly, unnoticeably remove him from themselves. This is the first step toward the pedestal where he will finally be put for good, untouchable, impossible to equal. He is, as they usually say, "A thousand years ahead of his time," i.e., made ineffective. They try to be as he is. They suffer agonies because they try so hard and do not succeed. And the harder they try the worse becomes the feeling deep
down of their own worthlessness. With this, slowly hate develops, never quite obvious, never quite outwrowning the love for Christ, never reaching their own full awareness; but the hate is there to stay through the ages. Christ challenges their very existence; emotional, social, economic, sexual, cosmic. And they are utterly incapable of any change or challenge to their established ways. They are rigidly armored, rendered emotionally sterile, immobilized, devoid of development.

Really, they are without any contact and cannot establish contact with his teachings. They only feel the prickling warmth of his words. His teaching is to them a means of getting warmed up in their cold desert. It does not mean anything in itself. These words and deeds of Christ serve them only as another splendid means of escaping the realization of their true selves, the nothingness, the emptiness. No glorification at a later date, backward into the distant past of mankind, of the "simple fishermen" and the "simple-minded peasant" or tax-collector will or can obfuscate the fact of the emptiness of these simple people and what it means to every single one of them to meet a living being like Christ.

Not to face this crucial issue of the emotional emptiness of people and of their rut, means giving up hope of ever changing the lot of mankind. It is tragic to realize what the people do to their potential leaders, and that the leaders later retaliate by doing the same thing to the people. Mystification, idealization, putting on the back, glorification of suffering, false admiration of simplen- mindedness. In this manner the leader seduces the people into remaining what they are, instead of getting them moving; just as the people seduce their leaders into the distance where they become harmless as true changers and shapers of basic improvements which always are, and are bound to be unpleasant and painful. From this mutual backslapping, smearing sugar around the mouth, between people and leader, stems all the hideousness of politics, its inner emptiness and futile gestures, and the final wars which are Murder of Christ again—on a mass scale.

Since the led ones are thoroughly and deeply incapacitated in helping themselves, the leader must be made the more powerful to help them. Since he usually is an average mortal himself, he has to be elevated to high, even if fake, power and splendor. This fake power and splendor, house-sized pictures, uniforms, medals and the like, are the necessary complements of the helplessness and emptiness of the people. Both together heave each other to the great heights of fake state power and fake national strength. Think of the "thousand years" reign of Hitler's ten years in power, or even the eighty years of the German Reich as compared with a single biological event. The mystery is not the power of the men in the Kremlin but the gaping nothingness and emptiness of its foundation.

The difference between a Jesus Christ and a Hitler or Stalin in this tragic relationship to people, is this: The dictator abuses and misuses the helplessness of people to the fullest. He does not hesitate to say so frankly, and people still hail him, even for this. He tells them that they are not worth a thing except as victims of glory to die for the Fatherland, and he gets them. Not because he tells them to die, but because he is the right person, magnetic enough to enable them to fill themselves up with his strength and show of vigor. They drink from him and he pours the stuff into them as much as they please. It never really fills them up since it seeps out right away again; but it tickles and thrills them to shout, to march, to hail, to yell, to identify with the greatness of the nation. No sociologist in this century has as yet dared to look into the deep abyss of the structure of people's behaviour. This is so because the plague has shut and concealed the exit from this trap.

Stalin does the same thing, more subtly, in a more refined way. He keeps hidden, and pulls the strings in a most cunning way from behind a screen. He lets only his pictures speak. He behaves modestly, wears no medals, but it is exactly this modesty which is the fake show in the big parade in Moscow square. He has a different background from Hitler's, and it is this background of the great revolution of 1917 that determines his behaviour. Deep down he really admires the greater, quicker efficiency of a Hitler, as evidenced in his pact with Hitler in 1939. He must transform show-off into silent cunning. And he does so skillfully. But in this he does the same as Hitler: He creates an image for the helpless people to identify with, to drink fake strength from the leader, which seeps out again right away.

And as long as they keep giving the people the opportunity to drink from them the mystery of leadership, they are safe. They will not be murdered. But many Christs are murdered, as a matter of course, as it were.

It is different with Christ. He does not fall for the mystification right away. He does not accept leadership right away, and when he finally falls prey as a leader, he does so in such a manner that murder in the end is inevitable. He accepts leadership without sacrificing his true nature, and therefore he must die. This marks his true, cosmic greatness.

Two thousand years will pass before human thought will reach the crux of the Murder of Christ, so safely put away and hidden in millions of written pages filled with words of admiration, exasperation, adulation, interpretation, commiseration, expectation of salvation and excitement. Two thousand years will pass before in a lonely nightly hour in some far
away corner of the wide world, a lonesome man will understand the night-
mare; and will tell

THE SUCKER

I am rich like the black fat Earth.
I nourish the things that suck.
The sucker knows not what he gets.
Yet:
The good old Earth had not rebelled
when they ravaged the land,
eroded the soil,
cut every tree in the forest.
The land was covered with sand
when the soil was gone.
They never gave back to the land;
Does the litter return what it sucked?
They took my knowledge
To heal the soul of the sick,
And the tool I built
to capture the very essence of God.
And they took my name
and wrapped it around their necks,
For protection against the icy cold
which chilled their aching flesh.
They did not take the grace
of love and care.
They had no eyes to see,
Nor hands to touch;
No sense to live the grace.
They merely ravaged the land.
And Mother Earth did not rebel,
Nor did she shake off the lot.
She only covered herself with grief
where the crowd had dwelled.
The good rich soil,
never fat and yielding.
Had gone,
Because they never returned the grace.
They had no souls:
They gave to get —
They learned to earn —-

THE SUCKER

They worshipped to gain —
They never, never reached out into space
with arms or heart or brain.
The motion of yearn
was gone from their chests
except to cry.
Their lips could not kiss,
Their smile was frozen to grin.
This is what they called their “sin,”
To be freed from which
They had nailed their redeemer
to the cross of the witch.

The universal importance of the Murder of Christ is this:
Fifty years of technology, out of two hundred and fifty years of ex-
perimental natural science, has promoted man from the horse-drawn buggy
to the rocket air ship. Eight thousand years filled with the grave problems
of human nature had not brought man an iota closer to understanding
himself.

It is obvious that man failed in understanding himself because he did
dare to understand himself; he had shut all entrances to knowing him-
self. There must be a reason for this. We saw some of the things man
hides from himself. But HOW DOES HE MANAGE TO HIDE THEM SO LONG AND
SO EFFECTIVELY?

There is no use whatever in proclaiming the crucial importance of
understanding human nature, of establishing great societies for the study
of human nature and of meeting at mass congresses to such ends, unless
we first realize that man does all kinds of things to avoid the under-
standing of human nature.

Among the things man does to escape from knowing himself are the
make-believe conferences on human nature. And his social future depends
entirely on whether or not he will keep running away and continue mur-
dering Christ unabated everywhere.

Through the continuous Murder of Christ, man keeps sawing off the
bio-energetic branch he is sitting on, and thus does he keep himself away
from the very sources of all he has. All this has been very well known
since early social sex-economy which, in the process of refuting certain
psychoanalytic theories in the late 1920’s, brought the character structure
of the people to the foreground as the decisive sociological factor in his-
tory. However, this knowledge is no longer a novelty, nor would it stop the Murdering of Christ, since there are some sociologists who took over the knowledge about the character structure and emptied it again completely of its essence, the bio-genitality of man. For this, now, they are hailed as the great sociologists of the time.

We know now that the dynamo of man's whole existence is driven by bio(genital)-energy. We also have learned that the total body convulsion has been extinguished in man through the armor of every single child newly born into his society, and that, in this manner, man has shut off the only powerful valve of social self-regulation and his only emotional access to his own nature. We have learned many other minor things, too, such as the representation of the early parental environment of the infant and child by the ideas of gods and goddesses, who continue to stand for father and mother.

However, all this will remain academic stuff unless we get to the root of the horror which obviously keeps man from knowing himself and governing his own Self as he has learned so perfectly well to govern his mechanical environment. Before anything can be done about Ending the Murder of Christ, the manner in which man keeps this murdering hidden must be detected. Otherwise, the Murder of Christ will continue unabated in spite of all the knowledge collected in the books and at the congresses about human nature. It would be like knowing the very last details about motors but knowing nothing about how to make them run. And in order to know how it was possible that man kept Murdering Christ so long, it will be of decisive importance to know the ways the Cosmic Life Energy works and what it does to man if it works freely, unimpeded by a character armor.

It is crucial to learn why man has put an angel with a flaming sword to guard the entrance to paradise. To get into paradise you must not only know what paradise is like, you must also be able to get into its inner sanctuary. And somehow, if the inner sanctuary is forbidden; nobody except the highest priest of God must ever enter the holiest of the tripartite holy temple. Moses must not look into God's face; God is mystified in the Catholic creed. God is removed from the concrete touch of man's body and mind, and guarded with flaming, threatening swords. The true guardian is, of course, man himself: HE IS GUARDING HIS VERY LIFE AGAINST DISASTER. DISASTER WOULD ENCUMBER HUMANITY IF MAN AS HE IS TODAY, WOULD FIND AND KNOW GOD. He would make of God what he made of love of

knowledge, of his newborn babies, of socialism and exchange of goods all through the ages: a mass, a Little Man's abominable mess.

This sounds rather peculiar and nonsensical. Why should knowing and touching God with bodies and minds spell social disaster? If God is the Life Energy which is the creator of all the Living and, outside and before the Living, the creator of the whole universe, why then should touching and knowing it, which would be the surest way to live God's life, be disastrous and so severely forbidden?

Before we can learn more about this, we must pursue some of the results of man's ways of murdering Christ.

The murderers of Christ will remain victorious against Christ's true teachings and intentions. They will murder his meaning by mystification, beginning with his disappearance from the tomb where his body was laid after the crucifixion. Only two women, Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of James, saw where he was laid. The following morning when they returned to the tomb to embalm the body, it had disappeared.

The Christian religion could have arisen from the manner alone in which a spiritual leader like Christ was crucified: from his radiance and his simple wise sayings; from his fighting the scribes and the Pharisees; from his reinterpretation of the Old Testament as it is transmitted to us in the gospels; from his great love for people and children, and the help he rendered to the sick. Nothing miraculous need necessarily have been connected with the healing of sick minds by a man who possessed great powers of radiance. Every good psychiatrist in the twentieth century performs such "miracles" of alleviation of emotional distress and, in some cases, even of bodily pain. Thus there were, ready for use, ample emotionally high-pitched experiences for the development of a religion.

Let us now for a moment imagine what such religious belief would have been like had the mystical transformation of Christ after his death not taken place.

Its basic elements would still have been the major tenets of present-day Christian belief: To love the neighbor and to forgive, i.e., to understand the motives of the enemy. To do good as in most other religions. To worship God, who is Life, and to be faithful to the creator of all being. To revive the alive elements of the old Jewish religion which had been ossified by corrupted priests. To lead a moral life and not to succumb to evil temptations. To help the sick and to give to the poor.
The moral tenets would have been the very same ones we find today in so many reformed and modernized Christian churches. Christ could still have been conceived as a Son of God, like Mohammed or Buddha. However, the great momentum of the Christian church does not rest in these elements of religious belief which are common to most religions and vary only slightly. The great force in Christian belief, as felt especially in Catholicism, derives from the mystification of Christ.

This mystification, no matter what forms it takes, shows clearly one common center from which all details emerge and derive their specifically Christian timber: it is the disembodiment of Jesus Christ and his complete spiritualization.

The bodily ugliness of the last agony screamingly contradicted Christ's high-spirited faith. Esteem of the body collapsed. The spirit rose the higher to God's heaven. The Christian refused to realize that a man had been cruelly maimed. The mangled body itself was spiritually transformed.

The heirs of Christ are aware of the existence of the cosmic love of the body, but, having imprisoned it, they exhort a yearning humanity to reach their God who is behind bars. Live your God in your body, but do not ever touch him - thus they speak to mankind.

With the complete disembodiment and spiritualization of Christ, the pure bodily love he had lived was lost, never to return again. If the Catholic church would include Christ's pure bodily love again, as distinct from the perverted "sin of the flesh," it would solve with one stroke most of the contradictions of its cosmic aspects. Many impossible devices to maintain the exclusion of the pure bodily love, such as the "virgin birth," "the condemnation of bodily love," etc., would become unnecessary. The deep gap between the cosmic aspects of Christianity and the exclusion of the very gateway to man's cosmic origin is a screaming discord and an insoluble, dangerous contradiction. Is it too much to ask from the heirs of Christ that they open the gateway to heaven again? Otherwise, "sin" will continue to be. The heavens will continue to be closed. A great error will continue to harass hundreds of millions of human souls. And the plague will continue through the ages to ravage the lives of man.

This is obvious to anyone who has ever seen at close range the transformation of bodily desire into spiritual ideas of purity, in the mentally sick and in the insane, as well as in normal minds under stress of acute frustration. The mystical transfiguration of Christ emerges from the great need to outstream and outdrown the tremendous biophysical implications of his earthly being and his teachings. The very fact that in the most orthodox of all churches, in the Catholic creed, the sin of the desire of the flesh is the hub of all moral theology and Christian spirituality, tells us why and how Christ's teaching had to become mystified.

To have established a Christian religion in accordance with Christ's true biological nature would have led in a straight manner to where biodynamic knowledge is tending to lead today in 1952. This is a sweeping statement of such tremendous proportions that it will require some very simple reasoning to prove its correctness.

Christ had, as has been amply stated, led the life of a simple man of great emotional power, amongst simple people and amidst a natural peasant environment. Every social worker, every physician or educator who is or has been dealing practically with so-called "plain people" in their everyday lives, knows that their genital misery constitutes the center of their interests and worries. It not only far outdistances the economic worries, it is also infinitely more widespread than material want in the Western world, and it is the immediate cause and source of the economic misery in the great Asiatic communities.

No amount of effort to alleviate the great economic misery of the Asiatic masses will or can ever succeed unless their emotional and genital misery is alleviated first (see: The Sexual Revolution). It is this misery which renders those millions helpless to do anything or even to think about their economic misery. It is agony to these millions to emerge from an age-old slavery, chained by the mystification of their bodily love. This spells new disaster, and there are the freedom peddlers ready to exploit it. But, in the face of a drowning civilization, no statesman dares mention it. Not to see this is in itself a major case presenting the basic features of the murder of Christ all over again. And the father or mother or teacher or adolescent would be rare, indeed, who would tell you right away that this is not so.

The colossal economic misery of the great Asiatic masses cannot ever be touched without a clear-cut, thorough and most resolute attack on their genital misery (overpopulation through lack of birth control, cruel moralism, etc.) from which stems their great social misery. The patriarchal structure of their societies only forms the framework within which this misery is continuously being created and can flourish. And nowhere is
the Murder of Christ as tangible as in these great Asiatic societies. Accordingly, no other part of the world is as prone to fall prey to Red Fascism, which is the mechanistic Murder of Christ per se, cloaked in an obsolete, rationalistic thought system that knows nothing of the cosmic nature of the emotions in man.

Chapter VI

The Great Gap

Man's Sitting

Christ will be murdered in the end, 30 A.D. Not because he is good or bad, or a traitor to his people or a challenge to the Sanhedrin Talmudists, not because his words are mistaken by a jealous emperor's governor to mean that he is the "King of the Jews"; not because he was a rebel against Roman rule, nor because he had come to die on the cross for the Sin of Man. Neither is he a mere myth, a mere invention of the Christian hierarchy, maintained to secure its "rule over people's souls." Christ is not the result of economic developments in a certain period of society; he could have lived at any time, in any place, under any circumstances and social conditions. He still would have died the same way. He would have had to die everywhere and in all ages. This, again, is the emotional meaning of Christ.

The Christ myth derives its strength from cruel, well-hidden realities in the existence of armored Man. In Christ man has searched for the key to his own nature and his own fate for two thousand years. In Christ man has found the access to a possible solution of the tragedy of mankind. Christ had been murdered long before Christ was born. And Christ continued to be murdered every single hour of every single year since. Unless Christ's fate is understood fully and practically, the murder will continue with no letup. Christ's fate represents the secret of the tragedy of the human animal.

Christ had to die all along the stretch of time and continues to die because he is Life. And there is, at present as in the past, a deep, unbridgeable gap between the dream of Life and the ability to live Life in man. Christ had to die because man loves Life too much for his own structure. He simply cannot take Life as it is being created by God, ruled by the laws of the Cosmic Life Energy.

An ugly woman, seeing herself all the time in the mirror as beautiful, as she dreams of being and as she could have been had the conditions of her growth been different, is bound to smash the image in the mirror. Nobody, not a single living soul could stand to live an ugly life, continu-
ously having in front of one's eyes the inner potentialities developed to the fullest outside of oneself, walking alive on two graceful legs.

You can keep hoping for salvation as long as salvation is a matter of a lifeless interpretation of the Talmud, or a mere idea in a church song or in a prayer. Then you even enjoy the hoping itself, the thrilling expectation of a future day far away where everything will be as you dream it to be one day. Hope gives you strength, it makes you glow with a pleasant inner warmth; it is like a stiff drink taken during a strenuous trip on a steep mountain trail.

With the hope directed toward a distant future, with no obligation whatsoever to move a finger to realize the hope in single steps every hour of your life, to turn hope into actual life, you can remain sitting just where you have been sitting twenty or thirty or five thousand years ago.

sitting on the spot is the most logical outcome of man's immobilization. Everybody prepares himself in early life to remain sitting, comfortably if possible. The girl goes fast through a period of acute dreaming of the blond hero on a white horse who will save her from slavery or will awaken her from a thousand years' sleep and will marry her, to remain happy ever, ever after. Every movie shows you this moving up to a secure place to remain sitting. It never shows you what happens after boy gets girl. Never. This would stir up a strong emotion and with it motion.

You remain sitting as an office man, or as a country doctor, or as a tax collector, or as a Chinese laundry man even if you came from China to America, or as a Jewish restaurateur selling "gefilte fish" in New York as you did in Minsk. Sitting makes for skill and craftsmanship, which in turn makes for greater security. All this is not bad at all; it is highly necessary. Without such sitting, man could not possibly exist or maintain his family under the present actual conditions. Without remaining sitting in life, man could not be an expert bridge engineer nor an expert designer. He could not, without getting used to sitting on one spot, tolerate a life-long service as coal miner or grave digger or cement mixer or steel construction worker. The absolute necessity and rationality of sitting on one spot in life shows up clearly in the job of a window-washer in New York, just as it does in the life of a coolie in China pulling his ricksha.

It is, therefore, quite consistent that all social development heretofore was the result of an outer motion, be it war or revolution, ripping the people from their spots of sitting. Not a single development from an inner motion on the part of the people has yet happened. All social movement was political in its nature, i.e., artificial, imposed from outside, not homegrown.

To move outward, man would first have to stir inside without outer excitation. The impulse to move on, to change things, to end the endless sitting, would have to be ingrained in his structure from the very beginning and skillfully developed as a basic characteristic of his being, as was the case, of necessity, with the American pioneers or the old nomadic peoples.

No deer or bear or elephant or whale or bird or snail could do the sitting man does. They would dry up and die right away. You can see in the zoo what sitting does to wild animals.

The immobilization through the physical and emotional armoring makes man not only capable of sitting, it makes him desirous of sitting. Movement is painful under the condition of rigidity of soul and body. You can live in a neighborhood for ten years and see the same people doing the same thing at the same hour of the day every single day all through the years. Sitting keeps the energy metabolism down, does not permit of high-pitched excitation. It makes it easy to be "easy-going," always friendly with people, to take things as they come along in the daily routine, not to get excited over small or big things. Sitting is to armored, civilized man a "godsend." Sitting on the spot becomes one of the most precious possessions and habits of mankind.

From the sitting of armored man comes the sitting of nations and cultures. China sat for thousands of years, complacently, brooding like an ocean, in one spot, with only ripples on the surface and occasional storms causing fifty- or a hundred-foot high waves. What are such waves compared with four miles' depth? Nothing at all. Nothing can disturb a brooding ocean, and nothing can disturb or really put out of commission millennia of armored man's culture. True, cultures come and go, civilizations are born and perish again. But this does not, in the light of the basic tragedy of mankind which culminates in the chronic Murder of Christ, mean very much. True, a civilization perishes if its sons and daughters become fed up with continuous sitting. They cause a big or a little revolution, or they make war upon other nations, but in the end it does not really amount to much. It does not mean a thing because after making a very big noise in overthrowing a thousand years of some culture, within a decade or two the new nation or culture looks and acts exactly like the one it went out to destroy. Think of how little has changed basically between the first and the third world wars.

It all depends on the point from which you view such events. It is true, a bird is shaped like a whale, that is, basically. If you view the bird in relation to the tree where it has its nest, everything it does is in proportion with the size of the leaves and the worm it carries to its young ones. It loses its detailed greatness the moment you watch it from the standpoint of a whale.
The philosophical discussions on science and morals you hear at some university panel meetings are most intricate and truly great in the elaborate exactness of wording and thinking. But compared with the issue of man's existence which it is resolved to evade, it really does not mean much. The difference between the is and the should is important. It pertains to crushing, mass-killing issues. But the secret of Christ's story, which holds the key to man's cosmic existence, is incomparably bigger. In its light, the is and the should are no problems at all. The is and the should depend on the solution of the cosmic issue.

These discussions do not differ much from Plato's dialogues or Socrates' discussions with his pupils. One is adrift, different, too, since so much has changed during these last two thousand five hundred years. Still, they are basically the same, and you discover with amazement that since the inception of written human history, everything has remained sitting on one and the same spot.

Of course there is a great difference between an automobile in the USA in 1950 and a camel in Palestine in 30 AD. Of course the people lived differently and thought differently and had different problems and clothes and dwellings. But still, it is not entirely foreign as the moon's surface would be. And even the moon's surface would look somewhat like the Dolomites in Italy.

Christ's problem is much more comprehensive. It concerns the conflict of motion against frozen structures. Motion alone is infinite. Structure is finite and tight. Basically, the way people act and the fates they meet are the same. History somehow has remained sitting because man, who writes his own history, has remained sitting. The Murder of Christ could happen and does happen today as it happened then. The economic and social conflicts are even exact duplicates today of what they were then: Emperors and foreign governors and an enslaved nation, and tax burdens and national hatred and religious zeal and collaboration of the subjugated people's leaders with the conquerors, and tactics and guile and all the rest of the show. In order to comprehend Christ's story, you must start thinking in cosmic dimensions.

Christ somehow does not fit into all this. He did not fit then; he would not have fitted six thousand years ago, and he would not fit today. Can you imagine Christ walking around alive, speaking as he spoke, living and eating with sinners and harlots as he did, in the Cathedral of St. Stephen or of St. Peter? This is impossible. Yet these cathedrals were built to worship him. Why, then, could he not walk into such cathedrals? Not, as is said, because man has degenerated or forgotten Christ, or because the priests have been corrupted. We have good reason to believe that the people and the priests and their emotions and hopes and fears have not changed much since they worshipped Christ in the body, to this day when they worship his spirit. This too, all of it, has remained sitting.

No, it is not a later degeneration of the church which made men forget Christ, but it is today as it was then, thousands of years ago, THE GREAT GAP between the great hope and the true, real Self; between the phantasm of the Self and the reality of the Self; between mobile, productive energy and frozen energy.

When Christ began his mission when he was thirty years old, he still did not disturb anything or anybody. He only walked gracefully among them and they liked to look into the mirror to see their hope. The murder began to develop when the hope began to stir up motion. Christ was too mobile. Not too mobile in the sense of living Life. On the contrary, here we have at times the distinct impression from what the gospels tell us, that he was a little bit too demanding, a little bit too much set on principles. He had to be, of course, and we shall soon see why living Life in man develops - why it has to develop - strict principles and a strained seriousness if it is to prevail against the sitting human nature.

But Christ, in all his naivete, meant business. He took himself just as seriously as a deer takes itself seriously. "I am Life, of course! What else should I be?", so we hear him say.

Christ did not like to remain sitting in the home with his brothers and sisters and his mother, though he loved them dearly. He liked to wander about the beautiful countryside, to greet the sun when it rose over the horizon in glaring pink. He liked to see people in different places, though he never left Palestine. There is no indication whatsoever that Christ felt himself to be a saviour of mankind in the beginning of his wanderings. However, there is ample evidence from the history of his life as well as from what we know about human functioning, to the effect that at first he was different and felt different from the rest in that he could not sit still. He did not intend to spend the rest of his life at the carpentry bench. He loved people. He felt kindly toward them. His family was too narrow a domain for his lively agility, and, we may assume, also for his lively views. We know that his mother reproached him for not staying within the family bonds. He was not on too good terms with his brothers and sisters. And later, after he had already been seduced into Messianic leadership, he requested his followers to leave their brothers and sisters and mothers and fathers, and to follow him and his mission. He knew that compulsory family life kills every movement beyond its confines.

This, too, is comprehensible against the background of the contradiction between Life moving onward and Life remaining sitting. If Life is
sitting of the crowd, the "culture," the "civilization," the set opinion in science, the established routine in technology or education or medicine. If all people were mobile, there would be no reason for all this. They would love to move around, themselves. And they themselves, not single leaders or groups, would carry the burden of progress.

The vast majority of living men in any age or phase of history did not move out beyond their village district. Some do not move because they are poor. Most men do not move because motion is painful to them. They have just enough Life energy to make the motions that feed them and their sons and daughters. Only some merchants and gypsy-like people travel. It was not until the middle of the twentieth century that traveling became a commercialized mass product and that people began to go "abroad." However, the great majority still sit on their steaming summers in New York, Chicago and other such places. It is wrong to speak of people traveling, if only a minority travels, because it is the greater majority that is responsible for all that happens. And even if a majority would travel, travelling alone would not change their basic structure.

Those who travel today are not travelling because travelling is wholesome and good, but because "one travels" nowadays, and the neighbor would look upon them as peculiar if they had not seen what the Joneses had seen. Also, one travels because "one buys so cheaply with the dollar in Europe." Thus one sits again.

Christ does not travel to Europe because the dollar buys more in Europe than in the USA. He travels because he wants to see European people. He visits museums, like other people. But he does not go to the museum because "one has to have been" in a museum or one "has to have seen" this or that picture. He goes simply to see the picture. And this one does not really do, just as one does not really embrace a man or a woman for the sake of the happiness in embracing but in order to beget children. All this is foreign to Christ. And therefore he will and must in the end be murdered.

The immobility, the sitting go with the traveller wherever he or she moves. Therefore they admire and worship the real mover. On his travels Christ keeps to himself, though he meets people. He travels alone, with only a very few companions. Even when with his companions, he is mostly a bit separated from them, either a hundred or two hundred feet ahead of them or going alone somewhere into the woods to meditate. The followers rarely meditate. They mostly talk about their master, wondering what he is doing now or how he could possibly have done this or that. Thus they follow their own mirror image, the thing they so very much would like to but really cannot be.

truly Life, it moves onward into the unknown, but it dislikes moving on alone. It needs not pupils, not followers, not yes-sayers, not admirers, not worshippers. What it needs badly, what it cannot live without, is companionship, comradeship, friendship, closeness and intimacy, the warming understanding of another soul, the possibility to talk it out and to confide one's depth. There is nothing supernatural or extraordinary in this. It is an expression of true living, of natural sociality. No one wants or can live quite alone without risking lunacy.

Now, this deep urge for companionship is bound to turn sour, that is, to become a request, otherwise incompatible with living Life, if the friends and companions remain bound to their families, their wives, their children, their professions. These bondages act like dragchains on them. They rip them backward whenever a great expanding leap is required. Every great leader of men had to cope with this trouble. Every great leader of people requests the followers to abandon everything and to follow only him. This was true and still is, for the Catholic church as well as for the Red Fascist creed. It is true for every ship captain and his crew. It holds for every military leader or similar task group which has things to do, which has to keep moving and to remain mobile.

The difference between Christ's requests and that of the rest just mentioned, is that the latter are already fully established, rigidly organized associations of men which require abandonment of the sitting in any and every form; whereas Christ originally does not intend to create a church or a political movement. He just wants friends to wander around with, and he finds them petty, cumbersome, holding him back, impedying his joy of living. This would not matter or amount to much if he were not captured soon by his friends as the future Messiah. It is they, the friends, who slowly become admirers and followers. It is the led ones who determine the rules they get from their leaders, and never the other way around originally. There is nothing in this social world of ours, and nothing can be, that is not primarily and basically determined by the character and the behaviour of the people. There is no exception to this rule, no matter wherever we turn.

To begin with, it is, therefore, Christ's friends, turning into admirers, who induce him to request that they leave their families and jobs, and not Christ himself. This is not so because Christ is exceptional in this respect but because living Life would have to act the same way in any age and under any social or cultural circumstances if it wanted to move onward into the unknown without staying quite alone.

In this manner, life everywhere turns into leadership, rule, requirement, order, restriction, sacrifice, wherever it begins to move against the
They dream of him as their leader who will with all his might and god-given fury one day certainly drive the Romans out of the holy city. He is only waiting still and preparing. But the day of revenge will certainly come. Isn't he a leader? Their leader? They are ready to follow him through fire, and they already glow at the thought of going through fire with him. In the end, they will abandon him.

They try to persuade him to perform miracles, to demonstrate his divine power. This divine power to them is thunder and lightning and crushing noise from a thousand fanfares or cannons, and a bursting sky and a ripped curtain in the temple. The dead will rise from their graves, the greatest miracle of all will happen: The souls will return to their bodies, and they will walk around again just as they did a thousand years ago. This is the least he can do for them.

In their future religion, the true Christ will have disappeared entirely, and only the thunder and the lightning in the sky, and the earthquake will be retained together with the return of the dead.

Christ knows nothing of all this. He never spoke of or promised any thunder or lightning in the sky or earthquakes or ripped curtains. He lives and travels around on an entirely different plain. He does not think or even dream of any revolt. The Kingdom he feels in himself is not of this world, and he will tell them so shortly before the last agony. But nobody understands what he is talking about. They take him literally. A Kingdom is a Kingdom, isn't it? And a kingdom goes with a King and marches and trumpets and siege and conquest of cities. A leader has power and exerts power upon others.

This is what they expect from Jesus Christ. He is only still hiding. He only did not reveal himself yet. And they urge him to reveal himself, to give them a sign, again and again.

Christ begs them not to talk to others about his graceful influence on people and sick ones. He never speaks of miracles. In the end, a hundred years after his murder, the miracles will dominate the scene, not his rebuttal of the miracle-making.

Christ is against armed revolt. He refuses to lead any such revolt. He preaches the revolution of the soul, the turning outside of the deepest inside. Christ knows that unless the deepest inside is turned outside and made effective, soon doomsday will come upon his very generation. Christ feels more than he knows that man must find again and love his core if he is to survive and to establish the Kingdom of Heaven.

Christ slowly begins to realize the gap between his way and the others' ways. He begins painfully to realize that he must die sooner or later, and he begins to prepare his friends for this event. He knows he has to die because there is no place in this world for the Son of God to put his body to rest, but every sparrow has its nest.

If he would take the sword, as requested by his followers, he would not be killed, or he would be killed honorably, in action, and not dishonorably at the cross between two thieves. Christ knows he must die because there is no place for him in men's hearts or minds. They simply do not know what he is talking about. He does not speak in mysterious parables. He speaks clear words about crystal clear things. But they have no ear for these words. More, they will misinterpret these words and therefore he will have to die.

He quotes Isaiah who said:

"This people honors me with their lips, but their heart is far from me; in vain do they worship me, teaching as doctrines the precepts of men.

(Matthew 15: 8-9)"

He knows disaster will strike soon; it will have to strike. And nobody, not a single soul will help to save him, because, again as Isaiah said,

"You shall indeed hear but never understand, and you shall indeed see but never perceive.
For this people's heart has grown dull, and their ears are heavy of hearing, and their eyes they have closed, lest they should perceive with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart, and turn for me to heal them.

(Matthew 13: 14,15)"

This is the answer: No, they do not hear nor see nor feel with their hearts what they see and hear and perceive. Never, never will they understand, and the words of all prophets of all times have been wasted upon them. The martyrs have died in vain, the saints were burnt for nothing, and the Murder of Christ continues unabated.

Everything that human hearts have known and human thoughts have ever thought and human suffering has ever revealed about the tragic secret of man has been wasted. The books were stacked away or were rendered impotent by empty admiration. Men only want to be filled up where they feel empty. Nothing can fill them up. God was buried in them irretrievably. He will only be found again in their newborn sons and daughters if their hands can be kept from injuring their offspring. And Christ has to die because he came too close to their secret, because he refused to accept
their misinterpretation of the Kingdom of Heaven, because he stuck to his guns.

And this is the way they finally delivered him to his enemies:

He withstood the temptations of the evil and the devil. He withstood the temptation of power. Heartbreak went with the search for a way out of the trouble, out of the dilemma: how to be a leader of people and not to fall prey to the ways of people’s leaders. He knew well that power would not do it, could not do it.

Power, ultimately, is the result of the helplessness of the people. Power over men is either grabbed by leaders by force or leaders are pushed into power over people by the people themselves. A Caligula or Hitler or Djugashvili grabs the power with clear contempt for people, out of the acknowledgment of what people are and do. This type of power is taken because people let it happen, do not object to it, or even admire it.

The other type of power, the seduction of leaders into powerful positions, is an active accomplishment of empty, helpless men. Men change new liberating truths into new power of man over men. This sounds incredible. It is self-evident once one rids oneself of the communization and idolization of people and man in general. This very communization and idealization is a major tool of the protection of the mass plague. As long as you pity people, put them on the back, refuse to see them as they are, you will fail to find this hidden trail to the understanding of a huge mountain of age-old miseries. Christ’s story reveals this secret only through the failure of Christ to fall prey to seduction into power.

The way people mislead and seduce their great leaders into evil power devils is this:

At first people pay tribute to the ideas of what is called “progress,” hail the developers of such ideas, but they themselves remain sitting. If they have not killed the new idea right away, they still might slander or otherwise torture to death the pioneer. The gap between the ability to hope and the ability to do will in any case force people to feel the new idea as a burden, as a constant reminder of their immobility and deadness. This feeling of lagging and hobbling behind needs must develop into hatred of the new, the moving, the stirring. In this respect the hate for everything alive is rational on the part of ruined man. The new, moving idea gives people right out of their emotional security and safety. Here conservatism becomes rational. This security, even if it deadens man, is essential to his existence. He would perish without it. The big noise of the lout of freedom, the freedom peddler, should not distract from this realization. The freedom lout, who out of pure ignorance and lack of responsibility clamors for freedom because he would like to do as he pleases the bad way,

would, after having killed the conservative defender of the status quo, thoroughly fail in securing any social functioning at all, and will certainly, in order to save his head, become more cruel, more rampant in the suppression of living Life than any conservative man ever would dream of. This history has demonstrated, at a terrific cost to human lives, in the Russian imperialists of the twentieth century who came from the ranks of the people.

People are and must be conservative under the given conditions of their ways of living. There is no use in marching out of your village into the unknown if you have no blanket to protect yourself against the cold and no bread to eat. You had better remain sitting where you are with the little vegetable garden in the backyard. Therefore, people do and must hate the disturber of their emotional security. This, of course, means advocating the rights of the devil, but there is little use in fighting the devil unless you know why there are devils in this world in the first place.

The disturber of the secure sitting habits of man may fall prey to the hailing of his greatness and remain sitting himself. There are many such fates. In this case, nothing has really moved onward. There was only a little commotion, a stir in the deadened genitals of some men and women, but nothing much happened to endanger the community. Watch “sitting” orientals and you know and see what is meant here.

The disturber of the emotional security may not yield to the pressure of the sitting of man. In this case, he will be hunted, must be hunted like a wild animal. Or he dies and does not impede any longer the drag toward staleness. Here again, nothing much will change in the communal situation, except some dust will be stirred up on the road or in an innocent row in some tavern.

The real danger to man’s existence arises if the innovator or prophet does neither remain sitting himself nor die away silently. The real danger stems from the success of the prophet. Here are the steps to general social disaster:

1. The mass of inert men pick up the great hope entitled in the new message through a few little great men.

2. These little great men are not as inert as the big herd of men. They are alert, keen, out for success and power: not for power over people as yet.

3. The prophets who had condemned the sinful existence and saw new lands, hold out the promises unaware that they are creating the very foundation of a new devil power which they themselves would be the first to condemn. Unless they have reached the degree of self-denial and true
vision which puts into the glaring daylight the gap between hoping and doing in men, social disaster is bound to strike.

4. Little great men will seize the new idea. They will become drunk with the potentialities of the new vision. They will have neither the skill nor the patience to realize the danger and to acquire the necessary knowledge to handle the new vision. The great vision will inevitably make them drunk with dreams of power: Powerdrunk. These little great men will not want power right away. Powerdrunkenness is the unintended but certain result of the mixture of a great vision and little know-how. In this manner, new, worse evil is being created out of a splendid vision of redemption. It is this turning of vision into powerdrunkenness which has increased in scope over the ages as the prophets became more numerous and more people from the big herd entered the social scene. The sitting of man, the vision of the prophet and the turning of vision into powerdrunkenness in the little apostles of the great prophets constitutes the trio that is the reproductive system of man’s misery.

This turn from vision to power over man is inevitable; it will endure as long as the gap remains between the great dream and the factual impotence of man. Both John and Caiphas, Christ and the Inquisitor, arise from this gap in man’s nature.

It is the dynamic vicious circle which turned every single socialist leader during the first half of the twentieth century into a bureaucrat of statist power over men. The sequence of these events is inevitable as long as the gap is not closed. The powerdrunkenness is nobody’s fault but it is everybody’s responsibility. There is no greater danger to people’s futures than commiseration and pity. Pity will not remove the gap in men between the dreaming and the doing. It will only perpetuate it. In this sense of the perpetuation of man’s misery, socialists are enemies of men. The conservative does not pretend to improve man’s lot. He tells you frankly that he is for the status quo. The socialist appears as the “progressive leader” toward “freedom.” He is in reality a builder of slavery, not out of evil intent, but simply out of the seduction into leadership: he suffers from the mystically hoping but factually impotent masses of men.

Socialist sentiments are bound to lead into statism. They have led into statism everywhere, to the extent that socialism as an idea was taken seriously. Where socialism was no more than a humanitarian ideal, it did not force the leaders into statism, as in the Scandinavian countries in the twentieth century. But it wrought havoc in England and it brought disaster to Russia, exactly to the extent of the seriousness of the socialist ideal.

Nobody would blame the socialist leader for not seeing the gap or for mistaking people’s hopes for freedom for a capability for factually build-
and after him, the victim of the mistaken belief that the many can be suppressed by the few emperors and Talmudic scribes, against their will. He has no inkling of the fact that suppression of life works within the people themselves. Centuries of cruelties and death and despair and error and hideous crimes will pass before an awareness of the emotional sickness of man will begin to dawn upon a few. And even then, the few knowers will cling to the error and refuse to see the truth fully, face to face. They will believe that the mentally ill are bad by heredity, just as their predecessors believed that they were possessed by the devil and had to be burned at the stake.

The big evasion of Christ, who is Life, will keep murdering by the billion into the ages. They will convert foreign nations to Christianity by force, without an inkling of what Christ meant when he spoke of the Kingdom of Heaven within you. In the name of Christianity, in order to evade Christ, blood will flow in rivers, corpses will be dangling from the trees, screams will rebound from thick stone walls within prisons, and the insane, who are in touch with Christ, will be chained for life, all in the name of Christ.

And the nightmare will continue under a different name, this time under the disguise of the Anti-Christ who pretends to exterminate the Christian faith for its cruelty and ignorance, while it itself will surpass in method as well as speed anything that any inquisitor may ever have dreamed of doing. It took eight years to get Giordano Bruno to the stake; it takes only a few hours to put hundreds of innocent men and women to the wall today.

Hate will reign in the world and words of love and peace will at the same time wring from frozen mouths. Christ knows nothing of the structural hate from frustration within man. It will take hundreds of years and hundreds of saints and wise men to conceal the one single fact that one could put an end to the nightmare by stopping the Murder of Christ within the womb of billions of love-starved women who bear children.

The disaster is too big, too stupid, too obnoxious in its monstrosity for even Christ to be aware of its dimensions. He loves people too much. He believes in them too much. With such deep and sincere love in one's heart, it is not possible to conceive of man as an evil hier. Man does not show his hatred openly. He hides it and lives it clandestinely in a masterly manner. This hatred is too well disguised as hatred of the eternal enemy, of the emperor, of the outer evildoer, so that no trusting, loving soul would or could ever dream of suspecting it right within righteous man. Yet, this is true: The sticky love of the mother toward her child is true hatred; the rigid faithfulness of the wife is true hatred; she is full of longing for other men. The dependent caretaking of men for their families is true hatred. The admiration of the crowd for their beloved fuehrers is true hatred, potential murder. Let the redeemer turn his back on his flock, let the shepherd for a single day only abandon his sheep, and the sheep will turn into howling wolves and tear the shepherd to pieces.

All this is too unbelievable to be conceived and handled. Yet it is true. It is true to such an extent that we suspect, with good reason, that it is at the bottom of the big evasion of any and every truth the big as well as the small one. To get at the truth, this big lie has first to be uncovered. And uncovering this big lie means disaster to every soul involved.

The big hatred is well concealed and well enough controlled on the surface not to cause harm at close range. The child which was strangled emotionally by its mother in early infancy will not show the results until it has grown into a man who faces the task of loving a woman or into a woman who faces bringing up her child.

The distortion of gracefulness in a little girl by a frigid, ugly-faced mother will not show up until this girl has grown into a mother herself and has made her man and child unhappy for life. The last thought on the deathbed in many such a mother's mind will be the worry as to whether her daughter has preserved her virginity.

This is only a small glimpse onto the backstage of human misery. The big hatred will only be visible to the man or woman who fights for the survival in decency of their own love and life. It will only be accessible to the skilled surgeon of human emotions who knows how to open up a human soul without killing the body with a flood of hatred. The hatred's form and appearance will be manifold and varied in a thousand ways, but it will always be well hidden. In fact, all rules of good conduct and polite sociality feed on the necessity to conceal this big hatred. Certain strata of society through the ages will develop a special etiquette to cheat everybody into forgetting the existence of this structural hatred. The diplomats of the later post-Christian era will go to a peace conference fully aware that they are facing bitter hatred, ready to cheat, knowing that cheating is the only way to cope with the big hatred. Nobody will trust anybody, and everybody will know exactly what is going on in everybody else. And nobody will mention it. In the great conventions of the great mental hygiene councils, every single man and woman will know the misery of puberty from his or her own experience and from the mass misery they encounter in their offices and medical centers. Every single educator will know exactly why juvenile delinquency exists and what it means deep down: sex starvation at the height of genial development. But nobody will mention it. The big hatred is in between the juvenile misery and its po-
tential healers. And everybody pretends not to know about this hatred in the great cheating politeness and socialitis, because everybody is afraid of everybody else. And accordingly, everybody keeps putting everybody else on the back, like petting wild animals into mildness and harmlessness.

All this will be the inevitable consequence of the chronic Murder of Christ.

The Murder of Christ is inevitable, not because they hate, but because they love him too much in a way he cannot possibly satisfy.

Christ refuses to acknowledge his great difference. His love for his fellow man forbids him to know that he is so very much different. That he has got what they have not, and that he can do easily things they try in vain to accomplish. This is so because he feels and lives Life as it runs its course, while they first kill life within themselves and then try to bring it back by force. Life, however, cannot ever be forced. You cannot force a tree to grow, the greatest fact of hope against all evil dictators.

Christ thus remains close to his fellow men. He continues to be the great giver. They, the fellow men and women, continue to take from him, and they become so used to getting that it grows to be a second nature to be around him, as it were.

His continued presence and closeness will be the very reason to kill him. If he were remote, distant by way of haughtiness or false dignity, he would be safe. But he is close and humble and simply there, easily accessible to each one of them, day and night at any hour, another man among the crowd. Secretly they ask themselves: Why does he, the Master, let us, who know and do so little about his message, be always around him? He is splendid, but a little bit of a burden. To be solemn all the time, and to live the life of God all the time is high-minded but troublesome. Oh, true, the Master jokes with us, he teases us, we are wandering over the hills and the fields, and we see many people and children come to us, and people are curious about us, but we are not what we appear to be. We are not holy, not perfect enough. We are not pupils fully worthy of him. Did you ever hear him make a juicy, dirty joke? Never. Yet he associates with cortesans and tax collectors. He is so friendly to everyone; a bit of stand-offish dignity would help. The most stand-offish man will certainly be his successor and represent him after his death.

We know nothing about his love life. He never speaks about it, and you never can find out with whom he goes. Women love him, he is very attractive and manly. Did you ever see him kiss or make love to a woman? Never! He must come from heaven. He cannot be an ordinary mortal. Mortals joke, and drink, and get drunk at times, and tell each other little, dirty stories about their little love affairs; they 4-letter right and left, and

they have their little secrets which everybody knows and talks about. Sometimes they go into some faraway land and live it out, to be solidly virtuous again afterwards. They live for their wives and children only. Oh, we know, many hate that kind of life, but they stick to it and they tend their gardens and harvest their crop, and during the rainy season they do nothing very important, just talk, or dream or sleep a little nap. They distrust and despise each other but they are always friendly with each other. Sometimes they stone a woman who dared love a man out of wedlock, but on the whole they live quiet, orderly lives.

Why does not the Master have a woman? He left his family and asked others to leave their families and to follow him. He always lives and talks us away from this life of ours. It is burdensome to switch over to his world from the usual, the well accustomed. We love the thrill it gives us, but when will he reveal himself, lead us, make a sign, crush our enemies? He is always silent about this. He should start doing something. Something big. Make the world aware of his greatness. Then, to be his disciple would be so much easier and closer to our way of life. We cannot go on forever walking around in the fields, comforting the poor and bringing a little happiness to the sick here and there. We are looked upon as a queer, strange lot. We need something big, noisy, something with fanfares and marches and banners and shouting, and let us tell the Romans that we are their enemies.

The continued love and giving and filling of their empty egos did not help in the least. They want their way of life. And Christ does not realize this. They succeed in conveying upon him the feeling that he must do something big, noisy, impressive to be acknowledged as the Son of God. He, who withstood the temptations of sin and power, permits himself to be talked into a 'March upon Jerusalem.' And since Christ is so very different from a Mussolini who will march on Rome two thousand years later, since such marching is out of time with Christ's true nature, he will die miserably on the cross.

For all his love for man, Christ does not fully realize man. He feels himself as being a leader who never should abandon his flock of men. He has an inkling of impending disaster. He feels his life is incompatible with the common run of things. He knows nothing about the plague in man and for two thousand years nobody will know about the rampant plague in man. And so he yields. His enemies only waited for such an occasion to kill him. He was safe as long as he lived the life of Life. He was doomed the moment he began to mix his life with their lives.

He humbly mounts an ass and rides ahead of a few followers toward the big city with the big temple manned by powerful priests and toward
the fortress of the emperor's governor. He knows that he is going to die. "Behold we are going up to Jerusalem; and the Son of Man will be delivered to the chief priests and scribes, and they will condemn him to death, and deliver him to the Gentiles to be mocked and scourged and crucified, and he will be raised on the third day." (Matthew 20:18,19) He knows it, yet he goes. He tells them that he will be captured and killed, but they do not know what he is talking about. It is only another one of those thrills to them, one of those mysterious sayings that keep them filled with prickling delight for another day or two, until the next thrill is due them. Nobody warns him not to go. Nobody holds him back. He is abandoned already, though nobody is aware of it. He has not a single friend to count on. Friends would have understood, would not have wanted this. Friends would have known that his ways are not of this world of Talmudism and conquest, and that Life does not storm a huge city riding on an ass. Friends would have told him that this was ridiculous and would appear so to everyone; that crowds would gather to watch his procession out of a morbid curiosity only, like watching a circus. A few will shout "Hosannah in the Highest," but this will not alter much.

Two thousand years later, politicians will arrange hunger marches of the poor in big cities on cold winter days to show off the future proletarian rulers of society. A few will sing freedom songs, another few will shout "Down with the bourgeoisie," and a thin line of indifferent spectators will gather at the sidewalks to look at the procession of destitution and poverty and misery. The few Hunger Marchers will try desperately to imitate the march of a big military column. They will even have some guards in shabby uniform-like apparel marching ahead of them, and a few drums will beat the rhythm of the miserable march. Well-armed police will march in file on both sides of the column in order to protect the miserable ones from the wrathful hatred of the many. The pity for the wretches will one day get hold of the whole nation... and the end of it all will finally be this:
THE GREAT GAP

And just as Christ knew well that he was going to his death, so these "liberators" of mankind in rags will know (they will say so in plain words) that they will be going to get nowhere and that they will only establish another, more cruel, more godforsaken rule of power. They will march the marches of misery in full awareness of the futility of the undertaking. They will march because there will be nothing else they will be able to do in compliance with the rules that govern human conduct at the time.

They will be against revolt two thousand years later as Christ had been two thousand years before them. They will know well that "it" was "within them," to be liberated from their oppressed lives and not to be obtained by marches. But their leaders will know no better way. It will be the usual way. The outwardsness instead of the inwardsness.

CHAPTER VII
THE MARCH ON JERUSALEM

The march on Jerusalem is to drown out the constant reminder that Christ's way of life keeps pounding away at their hearts. Two thousand years later the streaming of love and life in the body will be finally known and understood. People will flock around the knower of streaming life, they will try to get orgasmic potency from him, to have it poured from barrels into them, to suck it from his presence, to obtain it through what is called "therapy." But no one will really know what he is talking about since no one has ever felt it, or if he felt the stir of life, he felt it with horror. Therefore, they will want to get it but not let it live or develop from their total life. They will work hard in bed for it, to "get" it; they will study books in order to find it; they will search for it in many embraces of hatred and disgust; they will kill themselves for not being able to obtain it, but they will kill true love the moment it appears in their senses or they will choke it when they will see it in newborn babies. Mothers will scream in horror at the sight of their newborn infants, "It moves! It moves, really, oh, horror!"

All this is somewhere, somehow known to the marchers at Jerusalem as it will be two thousand years later in big European cities, to every single one of them, because there is nothing the lack of which makes them as miserable as this lack; there is nothing else they call their God and Life and Christ. But they keep murdering it, fearing it, talking or marching it away, shooting it, hanging it. It is a constant reminder of their true misery, and therefore it must die. The American Medical Association has not recognized it yet, and the Sanhedrin is still searching the words of the prophets to find the meaning of life in 1930. But they will kill, will have to kill life which at this very moment is riding on an ass toward Jerusalem, seduced into compliance with the accepted way of life, the murderous way of life. Man has taken over God's ways and from now onward he will keep God's ways imprisoned and safely removed from any grasp of mind or body, worshipped away into mechanical litanies, transformed into dead crosses and skyrocketing cathedrals.

The ridiculous ride on the ass has to be effaced forever.

They seduce Christ into the march on Jerusalem not because they see him as he really is, not because they understand what his very being signi-
fies. They seduce him because of their own idea of what a prophet ought to be and do. Doesn’t it say in the books of the prophets what has to be fulfilled?

"Tell the daughter of Zion,
Behold, your king is coming to you,
Humble, and mounted on an ass,
and on a colt, the foal of an ass."  
(Matthew 21: 5)

It is not Christ’s way. It is their way. And then they tell the world that it was His way, which isn’t true. Even their dreams are too heavy a burden for them to carry. Somebody else must have dreamed their dream for them to feel comfortably free of responsibility. Christ never dreamed of conquering Jerusalem. It has never been in his vein. He has rebuked the ways of the Barabbases and the emperors many times, in vain. But there is no way out for him.

Two thousand years later the cosmic life force will be finally discovered and made usable for mankind. It will overturn millennia of human thinking. It will fill gaps which were left gaping in old human knowledge full of errors. It will reveal God’s meaning which was made inaccessible by chemistry and bigotry alike. It will fill the cosmic space which was declared empty. It will establish the lawful harmony of the universe. It will open up man’s souls to their own sources of faith and comfort. It will heal with great power in simple ways. It will establish new ways of thinking, neither mystical nor mechanical, but alive, according to man’s place in the general scheme of things. This will be the way of the Life Energy.

But they will not permit this to happen. They will drag the discoverer to a hopeless bacteriology department and want to obtain confirmation of his findings. They will rush to the physicists who were busy all their lives with killing every trace of the existence of such a cosmic force, and ask them to “control” the discovery of Life. They will want write-ups in the very newspapers where the killers of life hold the public scene in ignorance of Life.

The “liberators of the working class” will tell the public that the discoverer is not a member of the very psychiatric association which they are slandering in the motherland of the proletarians. They will ask why the name of the discoverer of Life is not in “Who’s Who” and why the producer of ice boxes has never heard of him. They will ask him to give a big lecture in the Academy of Medicine where one otherwise only hears about “Dolson,” the chemical promoted on the radio as a cure for everything.

They will, in short, only want the image of the change and will want to retain what they hate. They will bury their big hope before it will be born, just as they kill life in the newborn before they are born, in order to obtain quiet, orderly babies, easy to manage.

They will want redemption without the trouble of change and without the bother of knowing themselves. Every word will become an empty slogan, every move of a living body a sum of mechanical moves. They will talk nothing but corpses of words and think corpses of thoughts. Zero will equal zero in the accounting books as in the universe of empty space, and it will tell nothing whatsoever about factual human problems.

Since love goes only into them and nothing out of them, they must finally hate the giver and the redeemer. To lose one’s source of replenishing strength means losing one’s life. To fall back on one’s own emptiness and desert-like existence has become intolerable after contact with the Master. From this many ideas, widespread and detrimental to man, have developed and persisted through the ages.

There is the cherished idea that the common man should have the right of free movement, of choice of a place to work, the right to choose his or her profession, to come and to go as he pleases. This very same common man will not grant the same right to the working people when he becomes a dictator; he will refuse this right to his leader. The leader, no matter whether a state agency, a commercial boss or a military leader, must under no circumstances leave his flock or abandon it to its own devices. He has to stick it out, to be their public servant, and the captain must never abandon the sinking ship. Everybody else, first of all the hero of the street, can, of course, abandon anything.

From this very same sucker-need arises the martyr ideology. The need for martyrs has grown big over the centuries. The discoverer b: to suffer for the good he brings to the people. “This has always been that way,” which means, of course, it should always remain that way: Do not “THE PEOPLE” need somebody to admire, something to worship, somebody to emulate? The suffering of the martyr must be all visible and hearable. If it is silent suffering many may know, but nobody will give a damn about it. In order to become a hero, a child has to fall into a narrow well pipe and be struck there for days to be rescued by great crews of engineers. The whole nation stands by. But when thousands of children suffer the silent agonies of their maturing, frustrated desires, nobody gives a boot; it is even forbidden to mention it in the schools and universities where future parents and teachers are being hatched out by the thousands.

The great man has to suffer. Nobody will ever blame the emotional skunk who makes great deeds suffer. The great giver must suffer and never abandon his plight lest he fall prey to public condemnation. The public needs its hero to fill empty souls with the glow of admiration. Can you
imagine the American General after having won the second world war, refuse to accept the agony of settling European quibbling in the preparation for a third war? This is impossible. He must not rest, he must not retire, he must serve the public. If he doesn’t, disgrace and defamation are his certain fate.

Another ideal deriving from all this is “Love thy Enemy.” This is a very practical and useful thing— to the enemy. Christ does not love his enemies. He curses the scribes and the Pharisees in no uncertain terms. He scourges the money changers and throws over their tables spilling their money all over the place.

“. . . woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! because you shut the kingdom of heaven against men; for you neither enter yourselves, nor allow those who would enter to go in. Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you turns sea and land to make a single proselyte, and when he becomes a proselyte, you make him twice as much a child of hell as yourselves.”

“Woe to you, blind guides, who say, ‘If any one swears by the temple, it is nothing; but if any one swears by the gold of the temple, he is bound by his oath.’ You blind fools! For which is greater, the temple or the altar that has made the gift sacred? And you say, ‘If any one swears by the altar, it is nothing; but if any one swears by the gift that is on the altar, he is bound by his oath.’ You blind men! For which is greater, the gift or the altar that makes the gift sacred? So he who swears by the altar swears by it and by every thing on it; and he who swears by the temple, swears by it and by him who dwells in it; and he who swears by heaven, swears by the throne of God and by him who sits upon it.”

“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you make wide the seat of Moses and fill the synagogues with empty glory. You blind guides, straining out a gnat and swallowing a camel!”

“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you cleanse the outside of the cup and of the plate, but inside they are full of extortion and rapacity. You blind Pharisees! first cleanse the inside of the cup and of the plate, that the outside also may be clean.

“Woe to you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for you make the tombs of the prophets and adorn the monuments of the righteous, saying, ‘If we had lived in the days of our fathers, we would not have taken part with them in shedding the blood of the prophets.’ Thus you witness against yourselves, that you are sons of those who murdered the prophets. Fill up, then, the measure of your fathers. You serpents, you breed of vipers, how are you to escape being sentenced to hell? Therefore I send you prophets and wise men and scribes, of whom you will kill and crucify, and some you will scourge in your synagogues and persecute from town to town, that upon you may come all the righteous blood shed on earth, from the blood of innocent Abel to the blood of Zechariah the son of Barachiah, whom you murdered between the sanctuary and the altar. Truly, I say to you, all this will come upon this generation.

“O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, killing the prophets and stone those who are sent to you! How often I would have gathered your children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you would not! Behold, your house is forsaken and desolate. For I tell you, you will not see me again, until you say, ‘Blessed be he who comes in the name of the Lord.’”

(Matthew 23: 13-39)

Christ’s well-put “forgive thine enemy” meaning “understand thine enemy,” was distorted just as anything is being distorted and defaced that gets into the hands of empty souls. The plague will never forgive its enemies; the safer and better to be able to kick the fellow who is down on his knees once more, the kicked one must love his enemy. A pestilent district attorney will imprison an innocent man knowing well what he is doing; he will put away a father or a husband for twenty years into a fortress with bars at the windows. Someone discovers the mistake after twenty years and it happens sometimes that the innocent victim is released. Upon release he has to say publicly — this is expected from him lest he expose himself to further lawful persecution — that he bears no grudge against anyone. The pestilent character will go unchallenged to commit another crime against another victim who again will have to love his enemies and bear no grudge.

In this manner, a great idea born in a great soul was turned into a killer. From this request that the leader must not abandon his flock of helpless men will stem, after the leader will have been nailed to the cross, the other still more monstrous idea that he had to die to take all of the sins of mankind upon his shoulders. It is clear why, and this is exactly why nobody ever mentions it, never dares to touch this little gem of truth: They can go on sinning and the crucified one will be always merciful and take over all their sinning in all his great grace.

What a nightmare of a moral setting! Crucify an innocent man to be freed of sin yourself.

Christ feels all this when he enters Jerusalem. But he is tied down through his love for people. He is their captive, they do with him what they please; a leader should die for them. It is not Christ’s way. It has nothing whatsoever to do with Christ or his mission or his way of life. It is Roman way. And it will kill him.

Even if he knew the full story of the plague, how it works and how it captures its victims, he could not do a thing about it. He would soon find out that the plague knew how to protect itself against any attack; that it
has shut tight every single entrance to its own domain of evil-doing from the inside.

**THE PLAGUE IS BEING PROTECTED BY ITS VERY VICTIMS.**

For thousands of years nobody knows anything about the plague which roams the region of every living soul, killing, slandering, gossiping, murdering openly and clandestinely, causing wars, defaming, mutilating children, distorting great religious beliefs, fucking, farting, stealing, cheating, grabbing the fruits of the work of others, lying, knifing in the back, soiling everything that is clean and translucent, messing up every clear thought, taking over and destroying every single attempt at bettering man’s lot, looting, sequestrating the land, making slaves out of free people, shutting them up so they can not talk or complain, making laws to protect its own existence and misdeeds, strutting, uniforming, meddalling, diplomatizing, decorating, visible to every single eye, and yet seen by no one.

Empty souls do not ever drink great thoughts to change the world for the better. They only drink great thoughts to fill their empty souls. Nothing will ever be done about the misery. They honor, if they do not kill, their great sages and prophets not for the betterment of their lot but for the hope which warms their cold and barren souls. They will never point their fingers toward the plague which ravages the land and their own lives right in front of them. They accuse the tyrant but not the people who make tyrants powerful. They accuse the lawmaker but not the people whose eternal sitting on the spot makes bad laws possible. They will condemn the usurer but will not move a finger to stop it. Why bother? They will hail Christ for his attack upon the moneychangers but they themselves passed by the stands of the moneychangers for ages and did not say a word.

The crowd spread their garments on the road, and others cut branches from the trees and spread them on the road where Christ travelled toward Jerusalem. And the crowds shouted, “Hosanna to the Son of David! Blessed be he who comes in the name of the Lord! Hosanna in the highest!” When Christ will walk the road up to Golgatha, there will be not a single soul to sing Hosanna in the Highest. why? Why in heaven’s name is this so, and why in the Devil’s name has no one ever mentioned or pointed out this discrepancy? Because people will easily shout Hosanna to the Highest and turn their backs just as easily when the victim of the Hosanna-yelling will be down on his knees. This does not make sense, and only the defender of the plague will find it quite natural. It should be, emotionally no less than reasonably, the other way around:

When a leader is on his way toward possible victory, he should be met with silence. One should wait and see what he is and how he acts in tough situations. When this same leader has shown that he is reliable and well set, and later gets into trouble, ought not “The People” come to his rescue, shout Hosanna in the Highest then, free him, support him? Not why? They will always be absent when the leader, hailed when it was safe enough, gets into trouble. And this is the plague within the people. It is to its own disadvantage to be that way. It harms their own lives, not only the leader.

In this manner the plague is protected from attack of any kind. And since the plague dwells and acts within the people, it follows logically that people must not be criticized. Did you ever hear anyone criticize people? No. Oh, yes, you can ridicule them in plays and movies; you can say generally that people are evil, just as you can fume against sin in a general way. But start being concrete, tell people how they really are in great detail, and see what happens. People must not be criticized in this age of worship of “The People.” The people themselves don’t like it, and the politicians are powerful enough to punish the critics of people.

Yet, there is nothing more important, nothing more crucial to people’s lives than to know how badly arranged they are. They and nobody else are responsible for what happens to them.

Christ refused to acknowledge his differentness and to tell people what they truly are, and therefore he had to die. He did not choose any other way out of the seduced leader’s plight. These ways are:

To despise people, to have had no hope about them in the first place and to exercise truly Machiavellian power over them, as did Ganghis Kahn, Hitler, Nero, Stalin.

To adopt people’s ways and people’s favors, alter a start in an independent direction.

To abstain from any attempt at improvements and just function as a people’s administrator.

Instead, Christ adhered to his basic tenets without attacking the people’s ways, and so he died because of his pity. He died and had to die because he refused to acknowledge the terrifying fact that not only Judas, whom he picked out at the last supper, but every single one of his followers wanted him to be killed; a fact that clearly turned up in the complete abandonment he suffered later. The multitudes which had shouted, “Hosanna in the Highest,” only a few days before, just watched him carry the cross to Calvary, without moving a finger to rescue him. They had not given him what they had granted Barababbas, i.e., active support.

History has not shown so far another way of escaping the back-drag of people’s sitting. But also, nobody has yet attempted to tell the people of the earth the full truth about themselves and at the same time to refuse to
accept the role of being their leader; in other words, of falling prey to their compulsive mystification, which always is the Murder of Christ. The results of such a procedure will doubtless show up clearly and will tell their own story in due time.

The mass of human animals does not kill the leaders or drag them back onto the spot they sit upon out of conscious malice or in order to kill deliberately. People generally, except a few, are not sadistic. They are morosely immobile or stale, but not sadistic. But they have exerted the decisive influence upon human development through prohibition of any attack upon their own way of emotional existence. It was man who created his religions to begin with.

The sitting on the spot, the drinking of strength, the sucking of hope, the silent knowing of their own depth is not made-up in any way. It is structural. It is automatic. It is altogether a result of simultaneously still being an animal and yet being immobilized through armor. People do, in general, they do not philosophize about doing. They do the minimum necessary for their existence. People are in general and everywhere the source of all conservatism. The conservative leader can better rely on people than the one who has visions about a possibly better future. The czar, the emperor, is closer to people’s real ways than is the prophet; closer to their sitting. The prophets only reflect their silent hopes and dreams. It is clear why the prophet and not the czar is the one to be killed.

To realize all this and to abandon the adulation and embellishment of people is a first requirement for any valid approach to social matters. It is so very characteristic of social writers that they see either only the realities of people’s way or only their dreams. They rarely see both together. To the social writer in general, people are either only the ideal, the good, the decent, which is outwardly suppressed: Socialism. Or, people are a passive mass of pliable material to be shaped at will: Fascism. Liberalism knows little about people’s realities, but it keeps the great dream alive.

People are the determining factor of any happening in social processes. There is nothing whatsoever that can or will ever happen without basic rooting in people’s ways. It does not matter here whether people determine the course of things social by dullness and sitting, i.e., by passive suffering, or by active behaviour like upheavals. Everything social emerges from the big herd of people and returns to them. People are like the mass of an ocean upon the surface of which the dukes and the prostituted politicians and the czars and the rich and the social crackpots and the freedom peddlers cause a few ripples. These ripples may be fifty feet high waves which easily overturn small schooners, but in relation to the ocean it is nothing at all. The waves emerge from the ocean and return to it. They cannot exist or come about without the ocean. The depth of the ocean does not enter into the making of a ripple at all. Still, without the ocean there are no ocean surface ripples, and the depth of the ocean is active even in the littiest ripple.

The ocean of human living had not begun to stir before some one hundred years ago. The stillness of the ocean of human living was mistaken by the ripples for non-existence of an ocean at all. The ripples were like flies crawling along an elephant’s back. The fly is not aware of the elephant, particularly when the elephant is asleep. The social upheavals of the first half of the twentieth century are only the first stirrings of an elephant’s baby’s skin. There is a thick skin which makes the flies on the surface imperceptible. They simply do not matter. A single shiver in a single small spot can cause havoc among a heap of flies on the back of an elephant baby. And the baby will grow to be a huge, wild elephant. This elephant will live in huge elephant herds. And the huge elephant herds will roam about the countryside, for food and for fun, for water and forigs, or just for the sake of mere roaming about. And there is little anyone will be able to do about it. No one can ever predict what the elephants are going to decide about their destinies. Maybe they do not want any destiny; they may just want to roam around the countryside, without any respect for the tiny, tender huts of peculiar human philosophers. The elephants will graze and sip water through their trunks and scream and mate and feed their young and kill tigers and smash up and uproot huge mast-sized trees and trample to pulp many a philosopher’s hut. And there still will be nothing any philosopher or social scientist will be able to do about it. It is high time to recognize this fact: The ocean of human life has begun to stir, this is certain; and nobody can do anything about it, or direct it, or prevent it from happening. Nor can anybody reasonably complain that the ocean began to stir. It is not the communists who make the stir. It is the stir that makes the communists and the fascists and the other funny vermin. The fascists were swept away by the same stir, and the communists who believe they are the true world-shapers will find themselves one day trapped to a flat mud pie under the foot of one single elephant. There is far more, infinitely more to an elephant or an ocean, than any hack writer in a small office in Moscow or Chicago dares even to dream about. They are perfectly ridiculous and impress one as the movers of the ocean or the elephant herds only if one has the wrong perspective which mistakes the ripple on the surface as the result of a move of a fly. There is no greater difference between the little flies in brass in the Krem-
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The ocean of human living had not begun to stir before some one hundred years ago. The stillness of the ocean of human living was mistaken by the ripples for non-existence of an ocean at all. The ripples were like flies crawling along an elephant’s back. The fly is not aware of the elephant, particularly when the elephant is asleep. The social upheavals of the first half of the twentieth century are only the first stirrings of an elephant baby’s skin. There is a thick skin which makes the flies on the surface imperceptible. They simply do not matter. A single shiver in a single small spot can cause havoc among a heap of flies on the back of an elephant baby. And the baby will grow to be a huge, wild elephant. This elephant will live in huge elephant herds. And the huge elephant herds will roam about the countryside, for food and for fun, for water and figs, or just for the sake of mere roaming about. And there is little anyone will be able to do about it. No one can ever predict what the elephants are going to decide about their destinies. Maybe they do not want any destiny; they may just want to roam around the countryside, without any respect for the tiny, tinder huts of peculiar human philosophers. The elephants will graze and sip water through their trunks and scream and mate and feed their young and kill tigers and smash up and uproot huge mast-sized trees and trample to pulp many a philosopher’s hut. And there still will be nothing any philosopher or social scientist will be able to do about it. It is high time to recognize this fact: The ocean of human life has begun to stir, this is certain; and nobody can do anything about it, or direct it, or prevent it from happening. Nor can anybody reasonably complain that the ocean began to stir. It is not the communists who make the stir. It is the stir that makes the communists and the fascists and the other funny vermin. The fascists were swept away by the same stir, and the communists who believe they are the true world-shapers will find themselves one day trampled to a flat mud pie under the foot of one single elephant. There is far more, infinitely more to an elephant or an ocean, than any hack writer in a small office in Moscow or Chicago dares even to dream about. They are perfectly ridiculous and impress one as the movers of the ocean or the elephant herds only if one has the wrong perspective which mistakes the ripple on the surface as the result of a move of a fly. There is no greater difference between the little flies in brass in the Krem-
lin, or in any other similar place, and the mass of a thousand million people, than there is between a boat riding upon the waves of an ocean and the ocean itself. There are forces in and around this ocean in the face of which the boat or the fly are rendered completely negligible. This the sly business lawyer at the head of the Un-American Activities Committee does not understand. He promotes the power of the vermin by proclaiming it to be the very ocean itself. It isn’t; and the chairman of the committee was not the right person to erase the mistake about vermin in the first place.

The Catholic church grew out of and rested upon a sleeping elephant and an immobile ocean. The priests thought they ruled the sleeping ocean and the resting elephant, unaware that the ocean and the elephant did not even sense their sitting on their backs. The Catholic religion had an inkling, due to its origin from Christ, of the depth of the ocean and the power of the elephant herd. It all ended in mechanized litany, in the Little Man’s work once more. Litany murders Christ in every single prayer.

The Communist movement grew out of a ripple on the surface of a tiny part of the ocean. It was carried onward by a sweeping stir caused by a dream which faded away again. And the Little Men who rode the boat at that time, still think they caused the stir and, worse, they still cause the philosophers to think that it is they who make the stirring with “truly bolshevik courage, determination and conspiracy.” And this foolish notion is broadcast by many an American radio commentator all over the globe, just as the greatly impressed American newspaper man seems awed by the long-past emperor of Austria. It is all dead ducks, you great descendents of the tough pioneers in New England’s forests and in the Western vastnesses. Stop broadcasting about the foolish little men in the Kremlin, but don’t stop telling the people exactly what these Little Men are doing. And stop broadcasting about the Austrian emperor’s pretender to the Austrian throne. Watch the huge American elephant and the tremendous ocean of American potentialities, or you will be swept away with no trace left of you; a thing that would not matter very much regardless of who you are or whatever your name.

Christ did not believe that he was causing the stir in the ocean. He said he was the Son of Man, which he truly was. He felt what is in the big ocean and in the elephant herd and in his own blood and in his senses, and he said so freely. It was the flies who did not understand and made him go to Jerusalem to fight the emperor. Christ knew exactly what would happen because he felt that it was not his business to fight the emperor. Let the emperor have whatever he wants. Do not despise the tax collector. It does not really matter whether the emperors reign or the collectors collect taxes. The emperors and the taxes will be gone down the drain long before the Kingdom which Christ knew would come and stir itself into ruling the fates of the human species. And this will be when men will feel and know God, when the ripple on the surface of the ocean will become aware that it is a tiny bit of the great ocean, coming from it and returning to it, a beautiful passing event, but no more than an event vibrating with vigor and direction and motion as long as it lasts. The meaning of the existence of a wave ripple on the surface of an ocean is exactly what it does: Being a wave, rolling onward, spraying a beautiful gust of water all around itself and vanishing again. But the principle of the ripple remains as long as the ocean lasts. So, let us realize the principle of our existence.

Christ knows exactly that he is a stirring ripple coming from the big ocean and scheduled to return to the big ocean. He knows it in fact in such perfect lucidity that here alone is reason enough to kill him. The flies on the back of the elephant don’t like it. It disturbs their philosophy of life. Had Christ not made the fatal mistake of yielding for a moment to the ways of the flies on the backs of the huge elephants, he may have lived out his natural lifetime.

Christ is truly the Son of Man and he is to be understood as the Son of God. He is both because Man is the Son of God, and God is the Cosmic Energy Ocean of which Man is a tiny passing part, a ripple, coming from and going back into God, returning to the Great Father. Christ saw the deep meaning of being an ocean wave, i.e., being a Son of God. You are all children in God and of God, he told them; and they killed him because they believed that they ruled the earth, that they could bring God with bloody sacrifice of animals or with prepuca cut off from newborn boys’ penises, or with empty handwashing while retaining dirty souls, or with morbid attempts to find the meaning of God in the dot on top of an “i” as they still do today. They still force two- and three-year-old children to seek God in the dot of an “i” in their schools, using the rod for cruel punishment. This is a rotten lot, indeed. Their doings have nothing whatsoever to do with religion but only with sadistic compulsion neurosis, grown from deadened pelvies. The little men have done to religion what they have done to everything else: Turn it their own way. But there will once be a prophet who will realize this and not give a damn whether they believe him or not, whether they reach the Kingdom of God or not, whether they will be killed by the billion over the ages or not. This prophet will care only about seeing and sticking to the Kingdom of God within them. He will only stick to the principle of the ripple as a returning event and not to the single ripples or even a group of single ripples. And the ripple will be no more to him than a tiny stir of a whole ocean,
and it will be the ocean that matters in the ripple, not the ridiculous, passaway ripple itself.

This prophet knows these ripples would as big waves swallow and drown him in silence if he were too much concerned about them. He discovered the ocean in them and doesn't even care if they know it or not. This may save him from their fly fury.

They will ask him as they asked Christ in Jerusalem:

"By what authority are you doing these things, and who gave you this authority?"

He will not ask them a counter question impossible to answer. He will not say to them, "Neither will I tell you by what authority I do these things."

He will tell them off plainly. He will tell them it is none of their business, that he has acquired his authority to do what he does himself, that they are a nuisance, that he does not care whether they believe him or not, recognize him or not, take up his teachings in their schools and temples or not; whether they "recognize" him as a prophet or not, give him the Medal of Honor or not; that he is not out to convince anybody, that he does not care about anything except one thing: To keep in touch with the ocean within and without men.

And since every tiny fly has the ocean within itself, it will respect him and... maybe... will let him live out his natural lifetime.

He will know exactly as Christ knows, from experience, from living Life, from deep within, that the tax collectors and the harlots go into the Kingdom of God and not the Pharisees. Christ does not despise the harlots. He knows they carry to men an inking of the big ocean of love, even if distorted and dirty. But the Murderers of Christ will burn the harlots as witches at the stake. Much worse will happen.

If you know the ocean, be it asleep or stirring or fully awake, you know God and you know what all the Christs in the history of man have talked about. If you do not know the ocean, you are just simply lost no matter who you are. You may know about the ocean as if in a mirror only if you are afraid to drown in its depths, but you can never stop being a part of the ocean, emerging from its depths and returning to its stillness. And in coming from and returning to the ocean, you take its depth with you; not a little bit of depth as against the great ocean depth. Not a milligram of depth as against a thousand tons of depth. Depth is depth, no matter whether in a gram or a ton. It is a quality, and not a quantity. It is fully at work in a glowworm, as it is in an elephant. The tiny nerve in a butterfly does exactly the same thing, basically, as does the large nerve in a whale.

And you KNOW God. You refuse to believe that there is such a thing as NOT knowing or even not daring to know God. It was sick, forsaken, dried-up men who created the tale of God's forbidding people to look at him, to know him, to feel him, to live him. It is they who caused miserable men to try to find the hard way—on mere hearsay, on mere belief and trust—what they had abandoned so easily. It is, again, the people who caused Moses to issue the strict laws against worshipping the golden calf, against eating pig's flesh, and to wash the hands before meals. All this was necessary because, having lost God in yourself, and having lost your first sense of Life, you began to worship gold.

And this the scribes and the Pharisees will never forgive Christ; this it is that will force the scribes and the Pharisees to kill him:

That he told his people where and what the ocean is, while they kept searching the ocean in the books and had built little pools which they stirred with rudders to create a make-believe ocean.

Christ dares to show them the ocean depth. And therefore he must die. The Pharisees are no better or worse than are our geneticists and bacteriologists and pathologists and Marxologists in matters of life. They will unite, no matter how great their disagreement, to kill Christ, the common foe who has challenged their ghostly evasions. They will kill him because he told the people where life is to be found: in their own souls, in their guts, in their newborn babies, in the sweetness felt in their loins during the sexual embrace, in their burning, glowing forehead when they think, in their limbs stretched out toward the life-giving sun. They will kill him for all this, because he did not hide it away in Talmudic books.

But they will not kill him outright. Not without first covering up their murder with all the legal trimmings they can muster. And they will not lay hands on him directly, not personally. This would soil their dignity which they carry like gowns of silk in front of little people. They will do two things:

They will first trap Christ with the help of one of his closest followers. And, second, they will induce the emperor's governor, their worst foe and suppressor, to crucify Christ in the "perfectly legal" way.

This is the way it has been and has remained to this very day and will go on being for quite some time. They will not cease to kill this way until they have been rendered powerless to kill the soul in every human fruit already in the womb before it saw the light of day.

They will kill Jesus Christ for a crime they themselves imputed, they themselves invented, they themselves committed a thousand times; a crime Christ never dreamed of, never was close to, never possibly could have concocted.
If they are habitual spies themselves, they will kill Christ for espionage. If they are booters of people's efforts and goods, they will kill Christ for sabotage of public property. If they are robbers of banks, they will kill Christ for bank robbery. If they are cancer quacks, they will kill Christ for cancer-quackery. If they are dirty pigs in sexual things, they will accuse Christ of immorality, moral turpitude. And if, in order to gain riches they are promoting killer drugs by the million, they will accuse Christ of promoting cures. If they are dreaming of ruling the land like kings, they will accuse Christ of proclaiming himself King of the Jews.

They are the keepers of the rot of the world and they will continue to attend to their ugly jobs. They drive words about truth, but they are not out for truth. They are out to murder truth wherever they meet it. They talk about the ideal of the spirit, and they will kill the spirit wherever it lights up in a boy's or a girl's eyes. They will organize congresses of mental hygiene, and they will not mention or permit anyone to mention the very essence of sanity of the mind — the sensation of God's sweetness in the bodies of the young.

They are the curse of the world of Man, but their power they derive from the very men they destroy.

Man knows the truth but he was frightened into deadly silence. Where will the crowds be who once shouted “Hosannah to the Highest” when Christ will carry his cross toward Golgatha? They will be absent. But later the Church will have huge pictures painted showing Christ walking up to Golgatha with the multitudes standing admiringly by. Why don't they do anything to save their saviour? Did they shout Hosannah in the Highest? The saviour should save himself. Now, Son of Man, perform your miracle. And they will spit into his face, and will scourge his back, and tear down his honor, and they will let him suffer agonies to destroy his love for people and people's love for him. For they are hideous, beasts as no beast in the wild forest has ever been, cruel devils of hatred which has smoldered in their stale flesh, only waiting for the proper occasion to kill what it never, never was capable of feeling inside. And all this will come true, with inexorable logic and unavoidable consequentiality. Not only in 30 A.D., but all through the ages.

CHAPTER VIII
JUDAS ISCARIOT

It will happen in front of the very noses and ears and eyes of the great judges and wise men of all nations, but they will not mention it except in special cases when it belongs to the past and serves their ends only. The people will keep silent, knowing well what the dirty game is, and they will protect the evil betrayer of Christ, not the grace of love.

You can find Judas Iscariot in every land, in every association of men gathering around a rich giver, in any age in the history of mankind. It is the follower, the ardent pupil, the one ready to die for his master ahead of all the rest. It is the Little Man with the tight lips and the pale face, the burning eyes and with steel in his heart. It is the child beaten down into the mud, his soul flattened, grown up to be traitor by structure. It will be the hater and taker, the empty bag full of fury in expectation of heaven. The one who will not grasp with his body a single move or word or sound or look or graceful stroke of his master. It will be the empty bag waiting to be filled with joy he himself can never, never create in others. It will be the sharp-tongued, snake-like admirer of greatness he can never, never live up to. He is not out for thirty shillings of traitor's money. He is out to get the grace of God out of his sight. He must end the torture of daily meetings with the great soul. He is the one who will suffer agonies in having to turn green-yellow envy into a hideous love every single second of his being together with Christ, the Son of Life. He will be the one who has lost his soul and life and joy and childhood and his love for women and children. He will be the one who rides the bandwagon to get rich quick on the back of the giver, to get fame for nothing, knowledge without effort, love without sweetness, and first of all his daily filling up of his empty, dreary soul. He will cling to the rich giver like a leech. And he will feel desperate if he is kept from sucking the giver's riches for a single hour only. He will feel like a dirty rat, but he will not have the courage to kill himself. Therefore, he must kill the constant reminder of his own misery. He must destroy even the picture, the last memory of the torturing, life-giving strength there right in front of him. He can no longer bear to look into an honest face, like a clean brook, a straight expression of quiet, patient love and understanding.
He would never dream of killing a torturer of innocent children. Through the nights he nourishes his nightmares of a lost Life. He knows well his soul will never, never return from the dead. It is dead already and there is nothing to return to. There is no Kingdom of Heaven for him, and why should he wait so long, anyhow? Get going, Master. Get famous and be King of the Jews right away, to comfort my dried-up carcass, to fill me with pride, even if for a brief hour only. Let me feel my hardened heart beat faster with joy at the sight of your triumphs. Why do you always talk of things I cannot grasp or live or feel or ever hope to reach? Why don't you perform the things I can understand; the display of power, the howling of the herd of men, the uprising of all the suppressed of this earth toward a sudden victory of Heaven on Earth? Why should I have to search my soul, repent, to change my ways, to take the pain of heart-breaking thoughts, to go through transformation of my Self?

It all can be had so much more easily, so much more to my liking, with trumpets and fanfares. If you are the Son of God, why don't you destroy the enemies of my national honor? Why don't you fill my heart with sweet quiver at the sight of a thousand soldiers of the great emperor falling to pieces with one stroke of your fist armed with a flaming sword? Paradise is forever closed to me, and, roaming through this life without purpose, aim or love, sword and fire and death have been my only delights. My God is a God of revenge and thundering wrath. If you are the Son of God, why don't you act like the Son of My God? Your God is strange and out of my reach. Love is not of this world and never will be. You must force Man toward love, if love must be. I cannot bear your love. I cannot any longer bear the pure rays of heavenly light. I must kill you, I must, I must, because I love you, and need you and cannot live without you any longer. And live I must, so die you must.

I must not ever go to his enemies, but I will. In heaven's name, I must not betray my Master, but I surely will. I cannot forego the thrill of supreme hatred, the tickle of remorse, the emotion of feeling like a stinking skunk. So betray I must. Christ must and will prove that he is the Son of God. He will rescue himself. He will at the last moment perform the great miracle to give me the faith so badly lack.

I shall not really do him any harm. I shall force him finally to reveal himself as God's true Son. He is my beloved master, isn't he? I trust his strength, his godlike power. I shall not do him any harm. I do not want to do him any harm. But test I must his ways. He is too modest; he is not what I want him, must have him to be. He hides his power. He must prove it, show it, so I can be redeemed, freed from my eternal misery.

Chapter IX

Paul of Tarsus

Body Versus Flesh

Christ knows all this with a calm glow of bitterness. Christ tries to push away this knowing, but it keeps returning and nudging him. They are no good. They do not understand a thing. They hate me for disturbing their lives. They will certainly run away when disaster strikes. I must die. There is no other way. My world is not of this world. This world would have to change or at least be ready to change soon in a crucial manner to accept me. It cannot be done by the sword. It must be done by love. But the love of God has gone from their hearts in times long past. Therefore they do not understand. Children still understand; then they lose it fast.

I must die, since I cannot win now. They will crucify me. I must tell them, prepare them for the event. They must not suffer too much. But they do not really understand. I shall meet them and talk to them at my last supper with them.

Christ does not, in his great outpouring love, find the way to live for his world's sake. To add a few years to finish his mission of living Life. The single accidental soul is still too important to him. He does not reach the conclusion of the unimportance of the single life, of the importance of the principle of Life itself, which will preserve billions of single lives. He should abandon his flock. He should retire, go away, hide until the storm is over. His sacrifice won't help a bit. All will remain as it had been through the ages. His great grace and love will be wasted. They will never understand. They will only take again, mistake his death to have happened to save their souls and to free them from their sins. They are and remain selfish to the core, without grace or love to the last. He has to die, to die to save them from their sins. He must die “for them.” Otherwise his mission is not fulfilled.

How great must be the love for man to deliver Christ to this sacrifice for worthless, thankless men? Is it worth it? This deep immorality – is it worth a single life like Christ’s?

It will not save a single child from the cruelties of distorted life. It will increase the suffering of innocent souls. His love which embraces all
love, of the body and the soul, will be transformed into the Killer of God's love, and only a hard face with a fake smile will remain. The cosmic meaning of man which he sensed and tried in vain to teach to his fellow man, will become a mirror image, and wherever this true meaning will turn up again it will be killed cruelly, mercilessly, by his very representatives. He has forgiven the adulteress because he knew the sexual misery of man. His church will kill the adulteress as did the old Jews. There will be no mercy. He has lived with sinners and with harlots and with publicans, and he knew that persecuted life lives its bits of joy in hidden, dark, filthy caverns. His representatives will not know this and will have no mercy with publicans and sinners and harlots. They will turn the very love of God into a grave sin, and they will not distinguish the love of God from the love of the Devil. Two thousand years will pass before man's minds will dare approach the love of God again. And what will they do then? Repent? Change their ways? Find and admit their error? Discover Christ again? Return to his great love? Impossible. They will remain sitting in Paul's cathedrals as they and their kind have been sitting through the ages.

They will forbid the feel of the sweet love of God even in the very holy marriage they themselves are blessing at the altars. Husbands will never in their life see the bodies of their spouses. Darkness will engulf their senses. God's love will be driven out from their churches completely several hundreds of years after Calvary, and the devil will reign. New churches will be formed, in the search for God's love; the Protestants will restore some direction toward God's sweet love, but again God's love will submerge in Puritanism. They will know the truth somewhat more clearly, but they will never say so. Some will regain mercy with the love of God, will forgive the Young for loving with their bodies, but they will never restore the Love of God to its proper rights.

They will hide away the evidence of Christ's love for women, as God himself has created it, into deep, dark catacombs with heavy locks at the doors and the keys thrown into the river. No human soul will ever know the full truth about Christ's love of the body.

Christ's ways lend themselves as the seeds of a future religion. It is, essentially, a religion of love. Love encompasses every kind of love: The love of your parents, the love between man and woman, the love of your neighbor and of your enemy, and the child, and deer and God and the whole world. One cannot cut apart love and say: You may let your love stream in this, but you must not let love stream in that. As a little boy you may love your mother fully, but as a young man you must not love your girl fully, with all your glowing senses. Senses are bad, sinful; kill them.

And sensual don't will reign in the lives of men.

One cannot tell love to be there at one time and not to be there at another time. One cannot possibly tell a bridegroom to love his future wife up till ten o'clock in the evening, and after ten, when the marriage ceremony has taken place to love her in a different way. This is not the way of God's love, which cannot be neatly subdivided into parts nor restricted in time one way or another.

If you are a man and you love a woman, you may start loving her the full way, wanting to melt into her as God has established it. How can you stop the flow of love? Christ, according to his apostles, is against adultery; but did he say that to desire another man's wife even in thought is a grave sin? How much did the narrators of Christ's story put into his mouth that was not his meaning?

One can with certainty put characteristics together which do belong together, and separate those that do not belong. It is entirely possible that a man of spirit and love makes women happy but dislikes adultery, especially the type practiced in average life by the average man or woman. However, it is unthinkable that a man with a glowing body and a sane mind, who always had made women — young, desirable women around him — happy, should preach asceticism or restrict love to a type of marriage which at his time does not exist in the form in which it later appears in the age which carries his name. Where does the sharp, merciless battle against the "Sins of the Flesh" originate? What does the cruelty mean — the cruelty with which this sin especially is being punished through the ages? Why the tale of the virgin birth of Christ, never mentioned or even hinted at by Christ himself or even by his apostles in the four gospels?

The condemnation of the flesh in the Catholic form comes late in the history of the Christian church. It first appears in Paul, who creates the empire of Christianity by carrying it out of the narrow domain of existence as a Jewish sect. And the strict asceticism for the priests does not appear until nearly four centuries after the death of Christ. Christ never mentions asceticism, and we cannot, from what we hear in the four narratives about Christ, imagine him demanding abstinence from the genital embrace, either for himself or for his followers. There is no indication to the effect that he lived in abstinence with the women he knew, and there is no indication in his whole being to such effect. It would not fit the picture of a man, young, strong, attractive, desirable, and surrounded by young, healthy women, associating with sinners, publicans and courtesans, knowing as he well did the ways of life among the poor, a carpenter by profession, to be an ascetic. He could not possibly be an ascetic as he is presented to us, with full loving. And it would not fit the picture if he were
conceived as a God in a Paulinian world which had taken so much over from Greek religion. Gods are not and never were, in the Greek world, depicted as abstinent creatures. And Paul’s later raving scorn is directed toward the “flesh,” that is, the dirty way of sex and not against the natural, i.e., the “body.” But this distinction will disappear entirely in the church of the Popes.

Why, then, the condemnation of the sexual desire as the dynamic core of the whole Catholic world to this day and with such severity?

We must, in accordance with what is known to man about the ways of love in the animal as well as in his own world, assume that the Christians, in building up their empire all through the world, beginning with Paul, hit upon the pornographic structure of people at large. This structure, which does not know love except in its dirty, distorted, unclean manner, seized upon the religion of love to justify its own rampant dirtiness. This very same thing repeated itself when the function of the orgasmic convulsion of the living protoplasm was finally discovered in the twentieth century. Natural love and the natural right to live it were taken over by the perverted spirit and thwarted desires of armored man, and put to its evil services. There is no way to delineate the Godlike from the Devilish once the Godlike starts flowing. This is so since the Devilish is only the perverted Godlike. Therefore, the Devilish will at first be hard to distinguish from the Godly, and it will often slip through disguised as the true love. In the end, these two ways of being are incompatible, exclusive of each other. But in the beginning, at the onset of the flow of love, the distinction will be unsharp.

There is nothing more easy than to create a religion of free-for-all 4-lettering out of a teaching of love which includes the natural genital embrace.

And no greater disaster could strike mankind than such a development of a brothel religion from a message of love including the genital embrace. Every founder of such a movement would of compelling necessity have to do one thing first of all and above all other things. He would have to curb the pornographic flood of a free-for-all fucking epidemic by all means. This would have to be done in any land, at any time of history and with any kind of historical background, since the genital action of animals, including man, is a bio-energetic function and the valve of the life energy itself. Any kind of excitation of the living organism will needs increase the inner pressure and lower the natural resistance of the valve mechanism. In times of crises such as wars, famines, floods and other great disasters, and in great ideological revolutions such as the birth of a new religion, the inner pressure of Life must increase a million fold.

Under natural conditions and with a biological structure capable of harmony and gratification, which is a temporary lowering of the urge and calming within one’s self, there would be little danger to individual or community. Here and there somebody would overdo, but little harm would come of it.

The situation is entirely different with organisms incapable of gratification. The excitation of the biosystem and the increase of inner pressure would not give way to discharge and gratification, and thus to calmness, but would inevitably lead to an increasingly stronger inner pressure with no way out of it. The valves to let the stream flow off are shut and the dams would burst everywhere. There is little doubt that such a free-for-all-fucking period as we sometimes witness during wars, would swamp away every vestige of human existence without providing any happiness or gratification.

When the Christian faith began to grow out of its local, restricted area of influence; when it began to spread over ever widerening territories, when it especially began to act upon formerly pagan countries, the old religious cults of natural fruitfulness and of the phallus poured into the new vessels, threatening to demolish the very foundation of the religion of love of Christ. These old pagan cultures were at their decline, whereas the new Christian faith was in its beginning, flourishing stage. Without the sharp turn against the development of a fucking religion in the multitudes who joined the Church, the Christian faith could not have come through with its basic gospel of Love of Man for Man; it would have been swamped away by the fucker chaos, the loveless, hateful, dirty, piggish, cruel, reckless rubbing of cold penises against the walls of dry vaginas with subsequent disgust, remorse, hate, contempt and murder of the fellow man and woman.

It is immaterial here whether or not the builders of the Christian Empire were aware of the nature of the danger. One can, however, be certain that they must have sensed the danger, apart from all personal aversion to fully functioning natural love. They must have seen or felt, during the declining phase of Roman rule, the sweeping tide of dirt and loveless embraces ruin human lives. And they were forced to clamp down on it. Paul’s procedures to this effect are quite unmistakable. In the twentieth century, soon after the Russian Revolution had opened the gates of love, new and more cruel restrictions set in, for the very same reasons.

Paul, of course, had no clear idea of the contradictory nature of what he calls the “body” and the “flesh.” “Do you not know that your bodies are members of Christ?” This is fully true in the sense of Christ’s being the love of God and the body being a member to this love. “Every other
sin which a man commits is outside the body but the immoral man sins against his own body.” The modern ergonomic physician must fully agree with this commandment if the body is understood as the executor of full natural love. A man or a woman of full genital love capacity will feel miserable after an ugly, empty, disgusting act of rubbing a cold penis against dry vagina walls. He or she will feel it as a disgrace, as a defiling of their clean limbs. Did Paul mean this, which is true and right? We have reason to doubt it.

Christ never seemed to have been concerned with the fulfillment of natural full bodily love in the human animal. We can assume from what we know about man, that Christ understood and lived the clean, natural way of a full gratifying love; that he abhorred the dirty fuck out of nowhere into nothingness.

In Paul, such awareness seems equally unlikely. Neither was he concerned with the natural sex-economy of the population. He knew nothing about the emergence of mental ills from the frustration of natural love, and he was probably far removed from any awareness of the physical consequences of a religion of pure love; “pure” here taken as not dirty, not pornographic, not slimy, not cold and empty, and not cruel and reckless. The purity of the heart and the purity of love at the same time do not exclude the genitals of mankind, at least they do not do so in clear words.

Such a ban on the genitals of Man, even in the sacred marriage, appears much later, in the beginning of the development of the social power of the church, which means a church encompassing millions of multitudes. Here the Catholic’s rigid ban on the genitals begins to make sense, though it only leads into a dead-end-street without any hope of a solution to this crucial problem of man’s existence.


The universal, all-embracing love of Christ must be curbed, restricted; the genitals must be excluded, and even the sweet streaming in the loins must be condemned lest the first stir in man’s loins lead to the free-fuck-for-all way of life.

It is probably the greatest lesson taught to humanity ever since the inception of written history. **Natural love pouring into dead genitals turns into hatred and stale murder of social living.** With this, the great misery begins, and man becomes ensnared in the complications of a life full of taboos.

Every founder of a religion had to face this very same problem, being ill-equipped to cope with it. This emerges clearly from the teaching of Gautama Buddha and the faith of Mohammed. The great mistake is not the curbing of man’s evil urges for free-for-all-fucking with dead genitals. The great mistake is the burying of the very natural powers in man’s body which alone are capable of putting out of function the perverted sex in mankind. The alternative to the pornographic genitality of the Catholic priests of the Middle Ages was not the Puritanism of Luther’s origin, but the cleanliness of the original Christian love-life.

The clear distinction between the primary, natural, socially fruitful genital desires and needs, and the secondary, barren, filthy, cruel, unsatisfactory, perverted drives of man will not be made before twenty centuries will pass; and then there will be great agony in the way of the clearing of the rubble from ruins of thousands of years standing. The first great and deep-going psychology in man’s history will take over the great confusion of primary and secondary drives and will implant the great evasion in the minds of thousands of physicians, educators, nurses and parents. Nobody will dare touch the grave problem of the orgasm function which is so badly mingled with the sexual filth of the ages.

The sexologists in the beginning of the twentieth century will deal with the perverted sex of man as if it were naturally given. There will be little inking of the origin of the perverted nature of sex from the suppression of the streaming love in the child and in the adolescent. There will at first be no organ to understand what sweet streaming love is. They will deal with the homo-sexuals as a third kind of sex. They will exhaust their interest in phallicus and condoms and Indian love techniques. They will give advice to the ignorant and the impotent as to how to be “successful” (mark the word “successful”) in “performing” (mark the word “performing”) the sexual act. They will teach love “techniques” (mark the word “techniques”), how to play with each other’s genitals, how to excite each other, what to do and what not to do, what positions to take in the sexual embrace. They will rightly, try hard to reduce the great guilt feeling that dawns out all genital activity, from the self-satisfaction of the maturing adolescent to the first embrace after the marriage ceremony. But they will not touch or permit anyone to touch the streaming of love in the body of the children, of the maturing young ones and in the natural full embrace. The Catholic church will issue warnings and pontifical declarations against all these attempts to remedy the greatest tragedy that has befallen a whole living species, Man. The Christian church will try hard to hold its own territory which rests on the condemnation of the flesh, which truly, in the deep sense, means chronic Murder of Christ.

Politicians will seize the opportunity which offers itself here, and will promise the “freedom of love” for “the masses.” They will know little of
what love is, how it works, what happened to it in past historical times; they will even ban any inquiry into the laws of the body from their rostrums when the great power of this problem will threaten to outdrown the noise of their economic propaganda. In the great Russian revolution, they will first issue laws to free mankind sexually, but the free-fuck-for-all epidemic will soon appear, and, to maintain some order, they will begin to suppress all love, forbid the teaching and learning of love, and finally they will reinstate laws of marriage worse than the ones given by the czars.

All this will be ugly, but necessary and unavoidable. It will repeat itself until man will permit his loins to feel the streaming of life again; not until then will dead, dry female organs stop receiving pushing, rubbing, piercing cold male organs, the source of all frustration and the dread of all true love which they came to call the Love of Christ.

All this explains satisfactorily the sharp ban on all genital acts which mean happiness and gratification even in the sacred and Church-blessed marriage. It is impossible to feel the beginning of the stir of life and not to feel the urge to merge with another body. And one cannot ever hope to let nature run its course without danger to human living if the stir turns into fright, and the fright into a rush-fuck "to get rid of tension." There is no hate greater than the hate emerging from this frustrated and thwarted love of Christ. And there is no temptation to murder greater than that emerging from this sense of living Life forever unreachable, forever receding from the outstretched hand. And all this was implicitly entailed in the preparation of the Murder of Christ 30 A. D.

Chapter X

PROTECTING THE MURDERERS OF CHRIST

The most fantastic, perverted, incredible fact is this: The murder of Christ through the ages is protected by the people themselves who suffer from it most. The murder of Christ is protected by:

- Silence on the part of the multitudes; the people know the truth...
- Why don’t they speak up?
- Open defense of the murderer if and when it happens that a finger is being pointed at him, defense especially by so-called “Liberals”;
- Slander and persecution of Christ on the part of pestilent little Fuehrers risen from amongst the people;
- The whole system of procedure in courts and the shaping of public opinion: silence through the ages about the ways and means of the emotional plague in the books of learning of all nations.
- Nobody has ever dared to attack the emotional plague as an integral principle of basic human organization. There do not exist any laws directly protecting love and truth.

Incredibly perverse as the protection of the murder of Christ by the victims of the plague themselves is, the rebuttal of the prophet is perfectly correct, following a cruel logic:

If the prophet does not compromise with the prevalent public opinion, if he refuses to fulfill the people’s demand to become their oppressor, if he sticks to his ways and beliefs and, naturally, is not able to ever satisfy the expectation on the part of the multitude of miracle performances, he must of necessity die. The cruelly valid reason is this: If the prophet’s demands were to be realized right away, the general state of affairs would be far worse in man and society alike, than the immobility and the rot which he defies. The impossibility of the realization of his dream is given in the impossibility of the human character structure to live, to carry on, to secure, even to understand or to be aware of the prophet’s world without shattering anxiety.

In this tragic entanglement of man is rooted everything that protects the status quo: everything that is directed against man’s dream of paradise, which, from the standpoint of the prophet, is rational and fulfillable. In this tragic Gordian knot, everything is secured in an insoluble entanglement that makes the irrational rational, that establishes and maintains the
rule of the Devil which is the perverted love of Christ, which is the Emotional Plague of the ages. The sergeant carrier of the Emotional Plague is usually a productive but abortive great doer or lover.

The whole situation is incredible and fantastic to such an extent that the sages of the ages have failed to see it. The "logic of the illogic" begins with the fact that everything is perfectly rational and correct within the realm of the Devil's reign. Everything is as it should be, and accordingly is secured by law and institution. People protect it and must protect it, since otherwise, as persons and as carriers of certain functions in this present setup, they would perish.

Only such a leader of men, as he who on account of this very insight abandoned the ambition and resisted the temptation to become a leader of men at all, can be the true guide. Standing far outside without the urge to better the lot of these present generations, such a leader will be able to prepare the way out of the entanglement and the rut. The true leader of man will think and act far beyond his own age, beyond the age of written history, beyond the age of past society as a whole. He must, if he wishes to see man within his setting in the domain of what he calls 800, write man off, as he was and is, completely, without remorse, without hesitation.

It is, again, plausastically enough, the Christian love for man in the cosmic sense, the very principle of Christ, to love one's neighbor as oneself, which has been perverted like anything and everything else into a powerful weapon to kill Christ through the ages. This godly principle is being used to protect the killer of Christ. And this is as it must be, again within the framework of man as he is and must be. The cosmic, tragic fate of Christ is that his death is necessary and absolutely logical as a consequence of man's character structure which cannot ever be changed by any means once it has been formed. Once a tree has been forced to grow a crooked trunk, no power in the world can straighten it out. And since in the realm of man the crooked stem is being transmitted to the future generations by the mere force of adaptation to the conditions of crooked trunks, the murder of Christ will remain necessary as long as the tree trunks continue to grow crooked. The crooked tree trunk will hate and will have to murder the straight tree trunk until the tree trunks will start growing straight all around and will no longer cause terror in crooked tree trunks. It is exactly here where the task of our "Children of the Future" sets in.

The ways of the chronic murder of Christ are many and varied. Let us survey the territory:

The final, shameful crucifixion of Christ is not accessible to comprehension unless the hidden, devious, well-set methods of the Emotional Plague are thoroughly understood. The very fact that the secret of the murder of Christ has remained unsolved until human knowledge succeeded in penetrating beyond the domain of man's armored existence into the core of his Life principle, is a major accomplishment and expression of the devilish rationality of the Plague. Protective guards of the secret were:

The principle of Christian Love for the enemy, i.e., the killer of Christ.
The evasion of truth as a principle.
The repression of man's childhood experiences over the ages.
The armor of man's Life system, which did not permit him ever to search for the solution of the Christ tragedy within himself.
The transformation into the mystical of everything that is real in Christ's existence and teachings, i.e., the inaccessibility of the image in the mirror.

Finally, on top of it all, and well rooted in its inner logic, the sum total of all human ideas about morals and ethics and law and the state and the beyond and the cosmic destiny, things all of which are part and parcel of man's great evasion of his rootings and origin in the genital organs, the symbols of fertility and creativity in the old pagan religions.

At least a thousandth part of the futile effort made through the ages to understand Christ's tragedy, could deservedly be used to find out whether the monotheistic religious systems, beginning with the Jewish, were not strenuous efforts to cope with a fucking, farting, gossiping, maligning, sitting, dull, malignant, murderous, envious, underhanded, empty, unthinking, stubborn character structure as it had been created in the subjects of the great patriarchal empires of Asia and the Mediterranean Sea. In order to save the Jews from persecution in Egypt, Moses had to organize and to civilize them. Was it not this that forced him to give them the ten commandments and the rules for cleanliness and orderliness? And this in turn could not be accomplished without full suppression of the malignant secondary character structure. It had to be replaced by an ethics which in its cruelty and rigidity of demands only took over from the perverted drives, the cruel qualities it had to keep in check with all the severity and brutality it could muster. The rule of circumcision as one of the most sacred beliefs of the Jews, points clearly to the genitals as the source of the evil.

From this, finally, Christ recoiled, as had many prophets before him. But it appears that no one before him had had the character structure which not only in thought penetrated to the core of man's origin, but in addition lived the very Life of God as it is here understood, as a Life of Nature including uncut genitals and Love of Love itself.

One cannot possibly imagine the Jews in Christ's time being capable
of switching over en masse, and in a short time, to Christ's teachings. They could, of course, admire him, wish him success, they may have believed in the usefulness and rationality of his revolutionary criticism of the Judaism of those days, but never would they have been capable of living Christ's life. Their society and daily routine would have been shattered at the first attempt to do so.

Seen in this light, the severe, murderous animosity which the teachings of orgonomy had met first in the twentieth century become perfectly understandable. Can you imagine men in the twentieth century of Hitler and Stalin and Mussolini, living according to the great insights of an unconscious mind and of the importance of natural organic genitality? This is quite impossible. The character structures of man in the twentieth century seemed ready to listen to it, but not to live it. Psychoanalysis accordingly degenerated into a cultural philosophy of a very bad kind within three decades after its birth, and Sex-economy had to fight for its life more than three decades to prevail against the murdering and slandering and gossiping and tearing down of honor and police persecution. It did not succeed in getting a firm foothold till the general sexual misery became too obvious to everyone to ignore; till American military medicine had to reject every fourth or fifth man from military service because of mental disorders; till adolescents fell prey to addiction en masse due to their burning genital frustrations in an incipient sexual revolution; till marital happiness marred the conscience of all concerned and the courts and newspapers were filled with reports of marital murder. This age was still far removed from grasping the close connection between "private" misery and the great wars, the mass killings in Germany, Russia and Korea. But the sexual revolution had come under way. Thus Sex-economy escaped the fate of the Murder of Christ so far. It also had powerful support by the discovery of the Life Energy in 1936, which turned public attention toward the biological nature of man's trouble. The sharp distinction of Sex-economy between the primary, natural, and the secondary, perverted drives found its formal expression in a change of terms which pertained to sexual matters, and this, too, helped to keep the atmosphere clean. The term "sexual intercourse" had come to mean filth to everybody; the term "cultural embrace" distinguished the clean from the dirty act and it is here to stay. The word sex, abused and smutted into a horrible nightmare, into a rubbing of cold penises within stale vaginas, was completely abandoned and the new findings of the glowing, streaming of Life in the organism during the embrace were submerged under the term "orgonotic", which as yet had not been besmirched by the withering, cruel hands of the plague. There can be little doubt, however, that sooner or later the plague will try its hand again on this clean function, too. But this time we are better prepared to cope with the evil.

Slander, defamation, snooping of pornographically oriented state officials, of frustrated women and piggishly minded men are, of course, still around and quite busy. But they are less successful lately since it has been learned that one can use the truth as a weapon against the plague; since it has become possible to break the deadlock and the ban on attacking the carrier of the plague. The Christian principle of "Love Thy Neighbor as Thyself" and "Forgive Your Enemies," which is inherent in all great deeds far beyond the domain of the Christian church, which is given by the closeness to the principles of life and depth and truth, is centered on the protection of Christ and God and love and genitality in the newborn infants. It is no longer as easy as it used to be to protect those who murder Christ in millions of innocent children and adolescents in agony with genital frustration.

The murderer of Christ has been recognized; the mask of joviality and uprightness has been torn, on principle, from his ugly face. His basic character structure, which is a murderous mixture of frustration, envy, intolerance of living Life, impulses to pierce, to kill Life, to besmirch whatever is clean and lovely, of stiffened faces and limbs, and a mind full of dirty dreams, has been carefully studied and is being revealed, to be known far and wide to everyone.

This is only a beginning. The murder may still occur and there are many hideouts inaccessible as yet to the weapons of reason and of interest in the future fates of unborn generations. Murder of Christ will certainly and abundantly still occur. But the spell has definitely been broken. The ENDING of the murder of Christ is at hand, not as the Kingdom of God, not as a dream, but as a crucial task for generations of educators and psychiatrists and physicians and administrators.

It is no longer a matter of proclaiming any truths but of searching out the hideouts of the plague. Will the plague succeed in turning this job again into a nightmare of human agony? Possibly, but not probably.

Let us learn more about the plague killed Christ again, many centuries after the Murder of Christ: this time in the form of a great natural philosophy which taught the totality, continuity and comprehensive aliveness of the universe. The originator of this natural philosophy, and thus an anticipator of some basic orgonomic thoughts, was Giordano Bruno.
CHAPTER XI
MOCENIGO

THE MURDER OF CHRIST IN GIORDANO BRUNO

There are empty souls which thirst for excitement of some kind to fill their desert minds. They will, accordingly, hatch evil. Not all of them, true, but a few will do it, and their victims will most likely be a Giordano Bruno. And Giordano Bruno is chosen as a victim because he rediscovered Christ in the Universe, i.e., the love of God in terms of astrophysics.

Bruno had, in the sixteenth century, by mere thought, anticipated the factual discovery of the cosmic orgone energy in the twentieth century. He had discovered and captured in a system of thought, the interrelations between the body and the mind, the single organism and its environment, the basic unity and multiplicity of the universe, an infinite universe embracing infinitely numerous worlds. Everything exists for itself, and yet it is an integral part of a whole. Therefore, the individual unit or soul exists for itself and, at the same time, is a part of the whole which is infinite, one and multiple at the same time. Bruno believed in a universal soul which animated the world; this soul to him was identical with God. Bruno was basically a functionalist. He knew about the simultaneous functional identity and antithesis, even if only in an abstract manner. He moved within the general stream that carried human thought to the concrete formulation of functional organometric equations four hundred years later. He described, according to his organomic sense, many qualities of the atmospheric orgone energy which the discoverer of the Life Energy in the twentieth century made visible, manageable and usable in a practical, bio-energetic way. To Bruno, the universe and all its parts had qualities identical with life. In his system there was no unbridgeable contradiction between individualism and universalism, since the individual was an integral part of an all-encompassing whole, and not a mere number to a part in a sum of parts, as in mechanical mathematics. The "World Soul" was in everything, acting as an individual soul and, at the same time, as an integral part of the universal soul. These views are, in spite of astrophysical formulation, in accord with modern organomic functionalism.

Bruno had discovered the road that leads to knowing God, and therefore he had to die. And die he did, indeed, a death of nine long years, from 1591 till 1600, when on February 18th in the early morning he was led, with prayers, by the heirs of Jesus Christ, to the stake and given over to the flames, all in the name of love of the Creator.

Though the Catholic church, due to the great power it exerted over millions of human souls, had developed the cruel techniques of empire builders; though it developed them into a great art, among them the burning at the stake of dangerous searchers of the realities of Christ’s world, it would be wrong to attribute these ways of the devil to the church only. The church is no more responsible for the creation and maintenance of the methods of the emotional plague than was Nero or Caligula or Genghis Khan or, in modern times, the Hitlers and the Stalins. The plague has developed its rampant malignancy wherever leaders had to face the grave task of holding sick, deadened, cruel multitudes together in unity and cooperation.

Bruno’s teachings, in the right direction as they were, carried with them too much force, too much power to change the order which kept the still-simmering mass of human animals together — a mass which within the next three centuries would develop its dreams into upheavals that were destined to shake the world of man to its very foundations. To permit the discovery of God and his Kingdom to become a practical reality, to let men grasp with their minds and hearts and their practical lives what the church had transformed into a mystery, removed far away into unreachable heavens, would have amounted to precipitation of an early general disaster. This is the tragedy of all knowledge which emerges at the wrong time into an unprepared world. Therefore, Bruno the Nolan, had to die.

It is rarely the inquisitors in high places, the attorney generals, the high pontiffs of established beliefs, who start the trouble. It is not the multitude of passive, suffering and dreaming mankind which takes the Bruno’s before the tribunal of inquisitors, condemned in advance to die, and therewithon delivered to the stake to burn. Neither inquisitor nor sleeping mass of mankind are or feel responsible for the death of a knower. The sleeping men are entirely unaware of what is perpetrated in their behalf, and the inquisitor only follows the set rules of certain laws, mechanically, in a wooden manner, like a robot, without mercy or freedom to act otherwise.

The true killer who starts the ugly show, is usually an inconspicuous; upright citizen who has nothing to do with either the problem of the sleeping and dreaming herd of men or with the grave administrative responsibilities of the inquisitors and judges. The true killer is the bloodhound who stirs up the escaped prisoner, not because he hates the prisoner
or because he is out to restore justice or because he knows anything at all what it is all about. The true killer is an accidental nuisance, a mishap that strikes the victim without rhyme or reason, like a stray bullet from the gun of a hunter who misses a deer and kills a casually by-passing game warden.

The true killer does not intend to kill this specific person or any other individual. The victim becomes the prey of the pestilent killer for reasons which have nothing whatsoever to do with his true life or with his beliefs or his relationship to the killer. The victim only happened to cross the way of the killer at a certain moment; a moment which bears importance to the life of the killer, but not to the life of the victim. An executioner who is paid for his job of killing, does not hate his victim, he does not choose it or wish it evil. The executioner kills because he chose the profession of killing, no matter who happens to be under his ax or guillotine blade or in the electric chair. The killer, on the other hand, kills because he must kill. The victim happens to be a victim only because he happened to be around at a certain opportune moment.

The killer of Giordano Bruno happened to be a Venetian nobleman by the utterly unimportant name of Giovanni Mocenigo. This name has no rational meaning whatsoever. Nobody had heard of it before the killing, and nobody even cared to remember it after the killing. His name could have just as well been Cocenigo or Martenigo. It wouldn’t matter at all. Mocenigo is a sonentity of some proportion. He knows nothing, does nothing, loves nothing, cares for nothing except for his complete nothingness. He sits around or walks around, not necessarily always in a palace, habitually breeding evil. He produces dreams of evil like a hen lays eggs, one every once in a while. He is too smart to just do evil like a simple, daring, foolhardy criminal, such as robbing a bank to get money the easy way, or attacking a girl on the street at night out of sex-starvation. The pestilent killer does not even produce a sound reason for his evil deed. Since there is no sound reason within himself to commit a crime, he must search in someone else for a reason to kill. His own barrenness of soul and emptiness of mind is no good reason to kill; why should he kill somebody else if he himself is empty like a desert? Therefore, the pestilent character will hatch out a most elaborate reason to kill somebody, no matter whom. The victim must only have one characteristic to provide the good reason to be murdered: He must in some way be at variance with the ways of the sleeping or sitting crowd, preferably a soul like Christ who knows the smell of eternity.

The pestilent killer will, in contradistinction to the reasonable killer who goes after money or rape, gain nothing from the murder. He murders his victim simply because he cannot stand the existence of such souls as Bruno’s or Christ’s or Ghandi’s or Lincoln’s. He may be anybody in any government or commercial office, in a bacteriological university institute or in a cancer society. He may be young or old, a man or a woman. What matters is only one thing: He breeds evil out of frustrated, cruelly perverted genital desire, and hates the Love of God which he is resolved to kill in the name of God or Christ or national honor.

Accordingly, Mocenigo, the empty do-nothing nobleman from Venice, writes two letters to Bruno, who at that time lived in Frankfurt, inviting the scholar to teach him the “art of memory and invention.” That means: Mocenigo knows Bruno is very rich in a quite different manner than he himself, and he plans to suck dry his future victim. Bruno believes in the power of love which binds all together in all and is the urge to all good. Therefore, he is scheduled to be killed by Mocenigo. Believing firmly in the great love in the universe which binds all men together into one and creates the great good in man, just as Jesus Christ believed in the power of Love as the great force in the Kingdom of God, Bruno agrees to move into the home of his murderer.

Bruno is expected to impart his knowledge of the great art of thinking to his murderer, Mocenigo. He is not supposed to give this knowledge to anybody else. When Bruno expresses his desire to return to Frankfurt to get some works printed, Mocenigo objects and threatens Bruno with the holy office. Mocenigo, of course, as every similar killer, has his connections with the inquisition. He is going to use them to the detriment of the rich giver should the latter not be willing to convey upon the killer his great art of thinking and memory. Mocenigo is firmly set to get what he wants, even at the price of murder. Of course, Mocenigo does not care for knowledge. He would not know what to do with it, how to handle it, how to let it grow or how to apply it.

He is only capable of sitting and breeding evil out of dead genitals. He does not care in the least for knowledge for the sake of knowing or learning or finding or solving riddles. He just wants knowledge as you want a nice car or a juke box to play gay tunes, or a rowboat or a girl from a certain bar, or just a dish of fish to fill your belly. It is the getting, the getting it from somebody else who has worked and toiled hard for it, that matters. Mocenigo must be filled up with knowledge which he can neither produce nor digest himself when he gets it. He cannot stand anybody else having knowledge or the skill of obtaining wisdom. He cannot bear seeing somebody, even a thousand miles away, enjoying the belief in love and a universal soul which, possibly, sometime in an uncertain future, could or even factually would bind men together in peace. Whether you
call them Mocenigo o Caiafas or Judas or Saul of Tarsus or Stalin, it is and remains always the same old story. They just cannot stand it; it makes them green with envy; it fills them with unbearable desire for something they are utterly incapable of possessing, and therefore, they will deliver Christ to the cross and Bruno to the stake or scientific sociology to the dogs. The closer the future victim is to the Kingdom of God with his knowledge, the surer will he be chosen to be murdered by the pestilent character.

All this goes on with not a single soul, not even the murderer himself being aware of what is happening. When Bruno insists on departure, perhaps sensing the malignancy of his murderer, Mocenigo seizes him at night from his bed with the help of an "arm of the Law." From here onward the machinery of the organized emotional plague of all ages takes over like a robot grindstone, never to stop until the victim is squeezed to pulp. The envy and evil plotting of Mocenigo does not count and does not even appear among the arguments in the protocols. The true motive of the murderer is not mentioned or even admitted to count at any time, neither in 1592 nor in 1952; neither in Italy nor in the USA nor in the USSR. The true motive of the cowardly killer is banned from inquiry all over this planet, except where simple routine murders are concerned, never in cases of the Murder of Christ. The Bar Associations of all lands do not tolerate even the discussion of the motivation of such killing. The judges who sentence and the executioners go free, no matter how innocent the victim. If, occasionally, after decades, the error can no longer be kept hidden, the victim, if alive, must say, "Thank you very much," or, if dead, somebody kneels in prayer at his grave. But nobody dares to attack the true killer.

From now onward, it is of no importance whatsoever what fills the protocols, whether it is forbidden to have the Earth circle around the sun or to believe in a Soul of the Universe or in Universal Love or whether one has lectured here or lectured there, whether one has been decent all his life and committed only the blunder of meeting accidentally a pestilent sniper shooting from ambush. Nothing matters, since the true motive is the murder of Christ who could actually accomplish the dreaded realization of the Kingdom of God on Earth. It does not matter whether Jesus actually proclaimed himself as the King of the Jews or not. It is merely a pretext, and everybody is aware of this; therefore, nobody mentions it or does anything about it. The established law is geared to eternal seeking of the Kingdom of God, but not to the finding of the Kingdom of Heaven, not to the ways of Christ who knows the ways of the Kingdom of God. Only formalities count. Every appearance of fairness and precaution not to commit a judicial murder will be carefully guarded in order to commit the murder in the "proper, legal" ways. No one should ever be accused of injustice. The record of honor must remain clean. Everybody knows what has been done, and nobody moves a finger.

Much later, when the victim will have been long dead, when his screams to heaven in the evocation of God will have been silenced forever, when the myth of "justice done" will have evaporated, historians will dig out the facts, when all is fairly safe; and it might happen that a Pope kneels at the grave of one of the victims to restore his posthumous honor. Thank you, Sir! we hear the victim whisper. And God once more turns away from his Godlike creation, Man, and continues to send his prophets to preach in vast, empty deserts. Mocenigo is forgotten. Nobody investigated him, nobody ever thought him guilty, though a few may despise him. More, there will be many who will tell you that Christ has been justly crucified, for he has acted as a common rebel against established government, that he had unnecessarily provoked the scribes, that he would better have sat still and quiet and left the souls of men alone in peace to sit it out forever and ever after. And books will be written and read by the multitude, books that tell you how to escape the truth about the Murder of Christ, how to obtain peace of mind. Don't touch it, ever!
CHAPTER XII

TOWARD GOLGATHA

Christ must die on the cross at Golgatha. Not because he endangered the Roman Empire. Others have endangered the Roman Empire and lived. Christ would die, not because he aroused the caste of the priests by his harsh words of criticism. Others had criticized the Sanhedrin; others had cursed the hypocrisy of the mechanized, Talmudic Jew, and continued to live. Christ did not die in shame because he pretended to be King of the Jews. He never dreamed of being the Emperor of the Jews. He would have rejected such an idea if it had been offered to him by the Roman emperor himself.

Christ would not know how to be a "King of the Jews." Can you imagine Christ riding a fiery white stallion, galloping ahead of a column of mounted Maccabeans, with sword drawn, blinking in the early morning sun, and shouting, "Heigh Hop! Hop Heigh! Forward, Charge!"? This cannot be visualized. It is unthinkable, impossible; it would be perfectly ridiculous. No worse degradation of living life in Christ can be imagined. You can imagine Caesar, Napoleon, Hitler, but not Christ in this situation. Christ simply does not fit here.

Accordingly, Christ will be scourged and crucified by the people as the "King of the Jews."

Christ does not fit and looks ridiculous in any attire which means aristocratic honors and high standing in the world of armored man. You cannot imagine Christ rattling down a litany, nor can you imagine him ever receiving the Honorary Degree of Doctor of Law at X University. He was a stranger in Jerusalem, and he would have been a stranger in any city in any place in the world at any time during written human history. Christ has a natural dignity and a direct, charming acuity of speech which is not fitting. One just does not behave that way. People love it and flock around a man having such gifts; but they would never do it themselves. They would blush, feel uncomfortable, somewhat out of place in any gathering of men behaving like Christ—simple, and straight, sharp-witted but not smart alecky, radiating love and contact but not intrusive or clinging.

Christ does not fit into this world except within the small flock of innocent, ignorant admirers and followers in the midst of the green hills and vineyards of Galilee. And even with his admirers he is out of place. He is incapable of fully enjoying the hailing as does a Mussolini, the abortive genius who fits people's dreams of a hero like a glove made to fit the hand. It is more likely that the admirers feel uncomfortable in his presence, not being quite free to make their usual sex jokes or to engage in small chatter and talk-chat.

Christ is entirely out of place anywhere among armored men, yet he is their very hope, the essence of their dreams about a better future life. His greatness in simple, straight thinking turns out to be a handicap in the twisted and complicated arguments with the scribes. One just does not think straight and simple. It amounts to being offensive. You tell the scribes that you can see life moving in a bit of heated coal, easily and without any difficulty. The scribe does not simply look into a microscope. He keeps arguing with you about how unseen molecules push the particles around. You keep telling the Pharisee that you can see, easily, without effort, that deadly rot bacteria develop in deadened organs out of the tissue itself. The scribe will never look into the microscope, but he will tell the multitude that you have not sterilized the tissue and that it was "only air-gersms," though he himself has never seen or demonstrated the air-gersms.

Life is completely out of place in this world of Pharisees and Talmudic scribes and medical councils on pharmacy.

You tell the Talmudist that to cut the skin off of little boys' penises hurts; that it hurts badly and that the screaming of the baby is a sign of utter agony. The scribe will tell the multitude that the child really does not feel anything at all since soon after birth no sheaths of the nerve fibers have yet developed, or similar nonsense; and "the people" will ask you whether your idea about the pain connected with the cutting off of preputia without anesthesia has been recognized by the scribes.

In order to save babies from the agony of circumcision, you must fight, and you get involved in a tangle of all kinds of things. The fact that cutting off preputia hurts horribly cannot prevail. Christ is against many rituals of such a cruel nature, and therefore he must die.

There are simple things in this world, clearly visible to everyone, which require little thinking to understand, just a bit of common sense and judgment. The agony of genital frustration in adolescence is such a thing. Every single man and woman has gone through this agony. Every single man and woman has struggled with its pain and hopelessness. As long as you are alone in stating the fact that puberty is maturing of the genital function and readiness for the full embrace, you are all right. The moment you get into a physiological institute of any university of the early twentieth century and talk about this simple matter, you get hopelessly entangled.
First, you feel out of place in a university auditorium talking about the genital embrace in puberty. It just does not fit and it is looked upon with frowned eyebrows as unfitting, bad behaviour. The professors have never talked about it; they have never permitted anyone in their classes to take up this crucial subject. In order to hide the self-evident fact that you were built, by nature which is God, to mate in puberty, a hedgepodge of ad hoc theories were created, all kinds of arguments, the details of which cannot possibly be reconciled with each other, a tangle of ideas and assumptions that everybody has a right to be wrong and to have his own private opinion about excitation in puberty, which he acquired during his desperate battle to hide his own masturbation from the eyes of the father in order not to get beaten up. After a while, you just have to give up the debate. There is no hope of ever penetrating the tangle, and you decide that you must keep away and remain alone.

The scribes are the guards at the gates to the palaces of knowledge. They let no truth about essentials pass through the gate to the inside. They let truth pass to the outside only.

All this is true at any time. Everybody knows it. Many have written large volumes about it. And nothing happens. All knowers of the simple things were out of place, a great embarrassment to any type of scribe. The scribe is the personification in science of the sitting of people, of their immobility in mind and body.

In Galilee, Christ can somewhat be what he is. Nobody, except his closest relatives, questions his natural dignity, his place among the hills. One may feel that he is different or that he is exaggerating or unnecessarily “dreamy.” But in Galilee he can still mix with people, talk, eat like an ordinary human being, and enjoy a few friends.

In Jerusalem he cannot be quite himself. He is torn from his home where he so naturally belongs. He is forced to become a bit like the rest if he wishes to be with the rest. One apostle, according to Renan, hints at Christ’s having been lured into Jerusalem to be killed.

In Galilee among the hills where he is left alone to his own world, he can say simple things in a simple way, and they will remain valid for thousands of years. In Jerusalem everything he says sounds funny. He has to argue, he loses his harmonious totality of existence, he must split up his great oneness and start knowing point 23 in number 5639965 of the Talmud in order to prevail. Christ’s way of life is valid over the ages. It is not valid and could and will not stand up in any court in this man-shaped world.

In order to understand the murder of Christ, one must see things in their perspective of common living, which, distorted as it is, has the power to distort even eternal truth into a social crime. This is true to such an extent that anyone in the place of Christ would do well to warn the world against his own teachings. Not only he, personally, does not fit. His teachings do not fit, either. Not only do his close friends and relatives and disciples not understand what he is talking about; the world of man at large does not, cannot, dare not understand.

And this is the true tragedy of truth itself, that it cannot possibly be accepted without being watered down, distorted, flattened, deprived of its sharpness. Oh, yes, a little truth, a useful truth such as improvement of wine growing or radio receiving or military ballistics—all this is well and good, acceptable and respectable. Not Christ’s basic truth. It cannot stand up in any court. It is, seen from the standpoint of armored, immobilized, well-set man, a crime, a dangerous stirring up of life. True, without such truth nothing whatsoever can ever change. No ill can be really exterminated. The misery must remain. But the truth itself is a crime, a crime against the very life of any nation geared to things as they are.

This is valid to a frightening extent; the fake dealings in social improvement on the part of evil politicians are necessary in spite of their horrible emptiness, even to such a degree that nor do to advocate the devil and be against God’s reign is paramount to treason. And because the tragic dilemma as just outlined is so severe and insuperable, nothing moves or has moved in thousands of years since the inception of human mechanical civilization as far as man himself is concerned. The murder of Christ is true today as it was two thousand years ago.

Thousands of years of Chinese and Japanese immobility in social and personal matters makes good sense. Moving freely would have meant disaster and actually spelled disaster when the Chinese Red Devil took over from Sun Yat Sen.

The evil thing is not the sitting in the rut over millenia, not the ideas of the reformers, not even the misery of the multitudes, but, by comparison, the evil that is bound to emerge the moment the freedom vulture starts rearing its ugly, pernicious wings and dispatches his freedom peddlers to the farthest corners of the earth.

To hide one’s senses before these truly tragic contradictions in the basic existence of mankind is to help the devil and to worsen the misery. There is, according to experiencing of and conscientious reasoning about the plague, no trace of a hope for mankind as long as the ostrich policy will be upheld in the face of the necessity to Murder Christ. It is because the total problem is so tragically rational that mankind has recoiled from tackling it; man always has evaded it and will continue to evade it for quite some time to come, as long as infants will be subjected to character
ARMORED MAN IS BOUND TO MURDER CHRIST IN ORDER TO EXIST.

This is a realization directed against the practical effectiveness of any insight of some rank. It can no longer be circumvented. It will bother and torment humanity for ages, and it will slay many innocent victims. One cannot expect that a ruined species will dissolve its greatest trouble easily and speedily once someone gets a bright idea and starts with the proper kind of political propaganda. This, again, is grasper realities in the mirror only.

The big noise created by philosophic students of man's nature is an expert device to keep this realization of the magnitude of the tragedy away from man's senses and intellect.

This is the practical dilemma:

If a truth is too monumental, it turns into a nuisance and is rendered useless. If a truth keeps itself little and innocuous in order to survive, it will be submerged in endless arguments and remain ineffectice.

It is like facing a beloved child who is dying from an ailment that could be cured by a remedy which cannot be reached and applied in time. It is like the feeling of a mother in Korea in 1950 whose child was lost in the melee of confusion, who knows that it must be somewhere, still alive, perhaps in the orchard of the old shattered house, hiding and crying bitterly, that you could reach it easily and save it within a few minutes' walking time, but that it is finished because there is a battle raging exactly between the mother and her lost child.

It is like being hopelessly caught in a burning house and knowing with perfect lucidity that you could have saved yourself and your dear ones if you only had in time put up an escape stepladder at the window.

It is like all this, only multiplied by the billion. If the chronic Murder of Christ could be stopped, which it cannot be, the reign of God would become a reality.

Christ did not dream mystical dreams. His ideas were not unreal or impracticable in themselves. They are real and practical. They could solve a lot of problems, disperse a great heap of misery. Unfortunately, the use of Christ's truth by man would kill mankind. This is true because man is set up the wrong way for this truth that could save him. The character armor came into being from terror of exactly the same truth which alone can stop the armor system that kills life in the womb already. And the Murder of Christ will continue to occur as long as the hidden pathway is not found that leads from the ill-fated structure of man towards the saving realization of the truth. Proclaiming the truth—this alone will never do it. The truth will be and will have to be killed.

In this sense and seen in this crucial perspective, even the scourging and ridiculing of Christ makes horrible sense. There is a truth and a rationale in everything irrational that happens, in every murder, rape, war, suicide; so also in the scourging of Christ.

Christ must be ridiculed, defamed, scourged, rendered helpless and despicable, handled worse than a common thief, because his lucid, unbeatable way of showing the hope must be fully, thoroughly and irreversibly exterminated. It cannot, must not any longer face a people who have lost the capacity to reach it and to live it; who would inevitably go to ruin if it were really touching this truth, if it would succeed in taking the glory of God out of the mirror and making it touchable right in front of its eyes with its own bare hands.

This now begins to make sense, though utter, perfect nonsense it truly is. It begins to make sense how it was possible that ethics and morals always have been and still are mere mirror images, something to look at but not to grasp or live practically. The look into the mirror and at the image of an unreachable God still has retained some power of restraint, of conscience so as not to go too far, to feel the last remainder of inner clean emotions within oneself when listening to church music played at an organ, to behave decently in the presence of an attractive woman when one is sexually starved; not to cheat the neighbor all the way but just a little stretch; not to shoot one's nagging wife completely dead right away when she had slept with another man but only to beat her up, with inner remorse afterwards; not to kill one's child for touching his genitals, in accordance with a cruel religious law, but only to smack its fingers; not to keep murdering thousands of Negroes in the South of America for being constantly reminded by them of soft limbs and sensual lips and the dreamed pleasure of the genital embrace as it once was in the bush, but to kill and hang only two or five Negroes during a year's time; and to have to quibble, at least morally, about solving the Negro problem in the great democracy of free Southern Americans; and finally to have to give in an inch out of a mile in this struggle for the dignity of man by permitting one in a hundred Negro students to enter a university, or a white soldier unit; and not to keep them out and talk badly about them altogether. Is the Negro himself not a bit responsible for what happens to him? How would he behave if the whites were in his place? He already hates the Jew no less than the Jew hates and despises the Negro. It is all rooted in the people themselves, and nobody dares to mention it.

All this is necessary, though an advocacy of the devil it really is. But filthy water in a desert is better than none at all. On us it is.

It is. At least we can do little about it by despising it. The freedom peddler is required to come into being in order to provide some substitute
for Christ. The freedom peddler comes in when man realizes the transposition of Christ into a mirror image and turns once more to searching the real, touchable, livable Christ. The freedom peddler is a very late product of man’s struggle for release from his emotional trap; he does not really establish himself as a public figure till the Catholic peace and brotherhood peddler has succeeded in shutting every single exit from the trap toward the domain of Christ, the Kingdom of Love and eternal happiness. Enlightenment, renaissance, reformation and the first political revolutions will have to pass before the socialist freedom peddler will begin to occupy the public mind. He introduces for the first time the idea of filthy water in the desert being better than no water at all. It will take some three hundred years from the crucifixion of the prophet of total love to the transformation of his message into a political power that will kill love of the body wherever it will meet it. It will reign for more than a thousand years, until the Renaissance and Reformation will begin to grope again toward the forbidden truths; and another six hundred years will pass before the first ideas about “sexual freedom” and “equal rights of women” will begin to stir men’s minds. It will take only fifteen years from the establishment of the first sexual freedom laws until their revocation by little freedom peddlers in power. And again, in the United States of America, a new thrust toward Christ’s Kingdom will develop in psychiatry, while the churches of Christ will anxiously search for the means to stop the beginnings of a realization of Christ’s Kingdom of Love on earth. Toward the end of the twentieth century after the Murder of Christ, his church will still condemn as sinful the streaming of love in the joins, and will proclaim now, as before, the virgin birth. All this will happen with a cruel logic.

The freedom peddler will emerge in the story of the chronic Murder of Christ at the right moment and in the proper place. But first, Christ has to suffer mental agonies before he submits to scourging and crucifixion. Christ feels that he has fallen victim to the ways of doing things as they usually are done, as they have been done thousands of years before and as they will continue to be done thousands of years after him. The people to whom he tried to give the vision of the Kingdom of Heaven take the word “kingdom” their own way and expect him to ride a white stallion in glittering armor. They simply cannot visualize a Kingdom without a king and a stallion, and his messenger without a sword. Centuries later, they will actually carry wars of the Cross to the Holy Land. No matter what Christ does to show them the true ways of God, they are structurally incapable of understanding him. And this must slowly begin to be felt by Christ. Christ did not care to be a prophet or the Messiah in the first place. He was seduced into it by the burning expectation of the admirers around him that he actually had a message to deliver from his God. In this he was perfectly honest, not a faker or an epileptic mystic, not a lunatic, nor a common political rebel who misused the confidence of the people. When he felt that he was able to comfort men, to pour a new hope into their sick hearts, to make them feel better, lighter, to cause their eyes to glow again, he was led to believe that he actually served some mission in the holy sense people used to think of it. He accepted the role of a religious leader, and he got himself into trouble. At first he was not aware of what to answer but slowly he realized his power over people and thus overlooked people’s power over him, he fell victim to a sickness within the people which had not ever been understood or even known until the very day this writing will reach people. Unintentionally, unknowingly and naively, he took over the role they imposed on him and he began to develop the language of a prophet or Messiah and the ways of a religious leader. This is easy to see, now, as it was easy for him to do, then. In this manner, Christ became a victim of the people’s craving for an idol from whom to drink hope and strength into their desert souls. Christ, out of love for man, could adapt to man’s ways; man could not possibly adapt to Christ’s ways. Not even a half-way compromise was possible. The people were stronger all along the line of development and have remained to this day the sole victors, in good as well as bad ways.

Christ would not have been human as he was, nor would he have loved people as he did, if he had not enjoyed the praise and admiration which was bestowed upon him. And this praise and admiration is the bait on the hook which is on the line held by empty, love-starved people to capture a decent, loving, glowing carpenter as a leader to fill their needs.

The inner turmoil in any true leader who emerges from this mess, soon impresses its marks upon his face, long before he meets with final disaster. If he is a true lover of man and a true friend and helper, he will needs realize the hidden trap which was set, the unrealities and impossibilities of the expectations, the precarious sitting on one spot on the part of the multitudes; and if he is firmly rooted in his inner depths, he will be torn to pieces between his way of life and the armored people’s way of life. The two ways are, as things in emotional matters stand, irrecusable.

The prophet will keep the principle clean because his emotions are clean. The multitude will force him, because of the sitting, to give up his
principles and to adjust to their ways, i.e., to transform the realities in the principle into a mirror image of a fata morgana.

Can you imagine Christ delivering a speech on the day of the Bastille, July the 14th, from the rostrum of a huge meeting hall? This is not possible.

Can you imagine Christ receiving a decoration, a medal of this or that kind, for the greatest contribution to the idea of peace on earth and brotherhood of mankind in Jerusalem in his time or in any land in our time? This is quite unthinkable.

Can you imagine Christ who lives and thinks in truly cosmic spaces and according to the laws of the cosmic Life Energy, approaching the Sanhedrin or the priests in the temple for approval of his teachings, for recognition? And this it always is that people want: Not to be separated from the big herd; not to lose the common way of life, their leaders to be esteemed by their enemies and honored by the powerful of the day who are out to destroy them. Christ is expected to deliver a speech on Bastille Day in a convention hall before thousands of delegates of the international peace party of the liberators of mankind and the peaceful people's democracies. He is expected to be decorated with the legion of high glory or the yellow star.

And therefore, Christ never meets the Christians, and his way leads farther and farther away from theirs if he definitely refuses to become a freedom peddler in the First Century in the Christian era.

What is true for the Christians is also true for the Buddhists and the Mohammedans and the Hindus and the Stalinists and the Freemasons and all the other popular movements. And the people always remain the victors, the final determinant of things and events — to their own detriment as long as they keep sitting and force armor in their new-born infants.

Some interpreters of Christ believe that the revival of Lazarus was "put over" on Christ, by his friends who wanted to help him to fame, to victory over the apathy towards his teachings in Jerusalem (Renan). According to this interpretation, Lazarus, who was reported dead, emerged from a tomb with bandages on his head and body, to meet Christ. Christ was shaken to a tremor, to see his friend alive, and had really nothing whatsoever to do with the whole performance. The onlookers mistook this scene for an act of supreme tragi-comedy.

In the minds of the admirers of Christ, the divine virtue is expressed in epileptic convulsions. This is true as far as it refers to the involuntary convulsive action in the life system in a great emotional upheaval, a function which is closely allied with the orgasmic convolution which is the supreme, coordinated discharge of surplus Life Energy. Epileptic attacks are truly extragenital orgastic convulsions, thus, in a deep sense, manifestations of the divine, i.e., Life.

Christ is torn between these sharply conflicting emotions:

He spoke the truth as he knew it and felt it, but he knew that nobody really understood.

He loved his people but he also felt trapped by them into an expression of life which was not his.

He knew he could never conquer his enemies and that he would not accomplish anything by using the sword.

Their ways were of this world and his ways were not of this world.

He knew that he would be betrayed and even knew that it would be one of his closest friends who would betray him.

He continued to adhere to them in deep friendship though he knew perfectly well that they did not understand, that they dragged him off his way and that they were just sitting on the spot, dreaming of the ready-made heavens on earth.

Christ had, however, not reached the full realization of having fallen prey to the most serious sickness of the human race: the need to fill itself with hope, for the Filling's sake and not for the hope's sake. Christ spread and poured out hope for the hope's sake. And therefore they could never meet. And filling up with hope for the filling's sake remained the guiding line of men to this very day. It does not matter what they hope for. The only thing that matters is the hoping itself, the thrill of hope, the glow of hope. And therefore there are many kinds of hopes in this world of man, but none that has ever been fulfilled. And:

The more numerous and varied the hopes that thrill the nerves, the worse becomes the social chaos.

Christ knew he is trapped. There is no way out. He had gone too far, and worse still, he had gone too far on a road that leads away from his Kingdom of Love and God and Peace on Earth and Brotherhood of Man. He knows with perfect lucidity that he must die in vain. He is trapped in something he never intended to perform; he never dreamed of dying for the Sin of Mankind. This will be imputed to him by a humanity which wants to get rid of its big heap of sins and which needs a victim to take over the heavy burden.

If he were a God who came down to earth to die for the sins of mankind, he would not suffer the agonies of Bethany. He cries out, "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, killing the prophets and stoning those who are sent to you! How often would I have gathered your children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you would not!" (Matthew 23: 37)

Christ, the eagle, has hatched the eggs of little, blind chicks, thinking
that he would hatch some eagles to carry his message into the wide world.
The shame of it is, the blind chicks had seduced him into hatching out their eggs, and he did not know what he was doing when he kept hatching eggs.

Christ knows he is finished, and finished for nothing, nothing at all. He knows he will and must die for something he had never thought, taught, lived, dreamed of, claimed or even hinted at. He knows it long before the actual false accusation. He knows it because he learned to see man's ways. He knows it because he suffers the trap he is in.

Christ's humanity is his Godlike quality. It is the quality of all creatures who remained creatures of Life and Love; who know the sweetness in their bodies during mating; who know how to let this sweetness stream into the bodies of their babies, their children, their lovers and their friends. Their love is in their bodies and not in a mirror. It can be grasped and lived and loved itself. It radiates from the eyes in a warm glow and in a sad look; it goes through you in gentleness, it knows you when it looks, and it strokes you lovingly with its gentle grace. And this very love for his fellow man has led him into the ghastly trap and to the cross.

CHAPTER XIII

THE DISCIPLES SLEEP

The tragedy of Christ is so moving because it is the universal tragedy; a tragedy that encompasses the tragedy of man per se. Man is armored. Everything passes to the inside only, little or nothing to the outside. Man sits because his movements are painfully restricted. When Life moves ahead, he will go a stretch with it, then he will remain sitting on the spot. And he will hate Life for it moves onward while he is left behind. From this the Murder of Christ develops irresistibly. Sitting man does not want to be left behind. He wants to be loved, protected, taken care of, secured, warmed. He wants to get all the comfort from Christ and he is willing to pay amply in admiration for it. If he loses some or all of these comforts, the emotional plague rears up in him. He will slander one thing: The giver. He will never cut loose from the past giver of love and stand alone or turn somewhere else. No hate can compare with the hatred deriving from this frustration.

Christ knows his cosmic meaning. "Heaven and earth will pass away, but my words will not pass away. . . . But of that day and hour no one knows, not even the angels in heaven, nor the Son, but only the Father. Take heed, watch; for you do not know when the time will come. . . . Watch, lest he come suddenly and find you asleep. And what I say to you I say to all: Watch." Be alert, do, change, keep changing, moving, giving, loving, building.

It is completely useless. Christ still hopes that they understand. They do not. They only suck in his glowing words. But they do not, they can not understand. "I will strike the shepherd, and the sheep will be scattered." Christ tells them that they will all fall away when the ghastly hour strikes. They do not understand. Every one among them thinks all the others will fall away only not he himself. Christ knows differently. He knows it because it is written in their faces, it is expressed in every single one of their motions and words. Therefore, feeling it, he knows. And still he loves them, because he understands. He would be better off to curse them, to stop seeing them, because one among them has already betrayed him to his enemies.

This is the way of Life: It suffers far worse for the doing of its murderer than for its own death. It suffers more from the principle of betrayal
and persecution than from its results. It is suffering since the murder and the betrayal are, seen from Life’s own vantage point, unnecessary, an ugly rasping tone in a beautiful symphony, like the smashing of the head of an infant, sucking at the mother’s breast, by the gun butt of a raving, warring soldier; it is like killing off the mothers and fathers of little children that leaves them prostrate on the roads, with a bleak sorrow in their little frozen hearts.

But disciples have no hearts. They only want to get inspiration and warmth from the master. At Getsemane, shortly before Christ is taken away, he wants to pray, and he asks them to stay a little behind and to pray, too. He takes only three of them farther along with him, and then he leaves these behind, too, asking them to stay and pray. His agony is heartbreaking; he is troubled and greatly distressed. He falls to the ground and prays, a child of the great heavenly Kingdom like other children of the heavens who fall to the ground and pray in many lands and at all times in all nations: Their fathers and mothers had been shot away by the emotional plague waging wars and pestilence, and nobody does or can do anything about it. All hearts had died out long ago and the will had withered away in the many. Life has been drained away from their blood. It is not their fault that they sit or sleep. Forgive them for they know not what they are doing.

Christ begs them: “My soul is very sorrowful, even to death; remain here and watch.” He prays to his Father, humbly, to let this hour pass by him, and, if possible, to remove the cup of the final agony from him. Yet, if it cannot be done, he is ready to drink it all to the end, in utter submission to the will of God.

When Life returns to its children, after the great agony, it finds them all asleep. Not a single admirer and getter of love is awake. They do not care; they have no hearts, only emptied souls to be kept alive by continuous pouring in of Life’s heavenly sap. It is all quite clear. It cannot be otherwise. It must be and will remain as it is for a very long time of agony to come. This is so because the soul was killed in every baby already in the womb. Therefore it cannot do otherwise, try as honestly as it may.

The gospel repeats the account of the sleeping, fleeing, betraying disciples several times.

And Jesus said to him [Peter], “Truly, I say to you, this very night, before the cock crows twice, you will deny me three times.”

(Mark 14: 30)

And he came and found them sleeping, and he said to Peter, “Simon, are you asleep? Could you not watch one hour? Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation; the spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak.” And again

he went away and prayed, saying the same words. And again he came and found them sleeping, for their eyes were very heavy; and they did not know what to answer him. And he came the third time, and said to them, “Are you still sleeping and taking your rest? It is enough; the hour has come; the Son of man is betrayed into the hands of sinners. Rise, let us be going; see, my betrayer is at hand.”

(Mark 14: 37-42)

And Jesus said to them [the captors], “Have you come out as against a robber, with swords and clubs to capture me? Day after day I was with you in the temple teaching, and you did not seize me. But let the scriptures be fulfilled.” And they [the pupils] all forsook him, and fled.

(Mark 14: 48-50)

In its primitive manner, this account tries to impress upon us something crucial, something awfully important that concerns all of us everywhere and at any time:

It says:

Be on your guard, men who guard the ways of living Life. You will be betrayed into leading ruined men toward a freedom which they cannot ever bear.

You will be misled into giving them all and getting empty admiration out of them right away again in return. Therefore they never get enough and must be filled all the while. They do not return comfort to the giver, it seeps out of them, dispersing uselessly in the sand.

You will believe that they mean what they say. They do not. They only speak to please you in order to get more of the very sap of life from you.

They will follow you awhile, then they will, sooner or later, begin to smile about you in secret and say how wonderfully silly you are in your great enthusiasm, how unrealistically convinced that the great hope can be accomplished. It can not, to their minds. They know it and they are right. You are a dreamer to them, a phantast, something queer, strangely affected like a lunatic. They are right from where they are and what they are. But, you are right from where you see the world. The gap between you and them is deep and unbridable.

They will remain sitting on one spot and will drag you down to sit with them, too. You will follow them for awhile because you love them and continue to give them the sap of life they cannot get from within themselves. You think, after a while of rest, they will move on very soon and follow you. They won’t. They will remain sitting, and they will hate you for moving onward yourself, alone. They want your strength, not your worry nor your thrust into things obscure and dangerous and laden with future fateful events. And finally, after having filled their Selves with every-
thing they need, and continuing to sit on it, they will slowly begin to hate you for disturbing them in the enjoyment of their comforts.

And in the end it will happen that some among them will deliver you to your enemies, inevitably, with the perfect logic of evil, entangling you and smothering you.

If they will not kill you physically or deliver you to be killed by their very own enemies, they will besmirch your name, or kill your thought which you have born with pain and much sorrow, of which they know nothing, with their confusion of words and scholastic quibbling over nothing.

If they do not kill your thought, they will flatten it into a Talmudic mire. Do not blame them for it because they cannot help it; they cannot act differently. But do not fall prey to their ways either. Do not yield to their temptations held out to you with admiration. It does not mean a thing. They admire you to get your sap of Life.

Do not pity them. It will not help them in the least, and it will harm your cause and with it many, many unborn ones who will need it badly. It will only render them more helpless and far more dependent.

Use them the good way as helpers, and tell them that you are using them to serve a good cause. They will be grateful to you if they can serve a cause with sacrifice.

Stay alone, be your own. Your heart will be less oppressed. And leave them alone to themselves, to their own devices and ways of life. In the end they will be grateful. And a very few will find their way to where you are and will begin to understand.

Your loneliness will at first be unbearable because you love people, you love friendship, and you are a man like them — alike in spite of the great gap. But you must take your loneliness as an inevitable condition of your way of life. There is no other way than loneliness as long as man is empty and does not know what love in the noun is.

Do not save people. You will be seduced by your admirers into saving people. LET PEOPLE SAVE THEMSELVES. This will be the only way to salvation: true, real, wholesome salvation. Life is strong enough to save itself. Just live your life ahead of them.

Do not write for people but about the essentials of Life. Do not speak to people in order to get acclaim, but do speak about people to clean the air from the pain of emptiness of emotion.

Let your words and thoughts stream out into the wide world and leave them to the world to do with as it pleases. Let them take it or leave it. The evil fruits of distortion will be theirs, just as the comfort your thought may carry will be theirs.

And, Christ of Love and Life, look down deep into your own soul and test your own emotional attire. Did you not also fear the mission imposed upon you? Did you not shrink from living lonely and forsaken even before the betrayal by Judas? Did you not join them and wander around the countryside with them because you did not dare to be quite alone? You needed them, too, in many ways: To talk to them, to hear your words rebound from your fellow’s mind, to hear the echo of your words in their early ways, to see the light in the eyes of your friends glimmer with hope when you spread out your hopes and visions richly before them; to test the ground on which your seeds in the end will fall, to see how they carry the fruit and yield your riches manifold.

Your error was mistaking the glow in the eyes of your friends for a glimmer of penetrating realization of the nature of the Kingdom of Joy and Peace. You erred in accepting the role of redemption as saviour of man. True, they got your hope and fed on it for ages, but your supreme sacrifice was in vain. It did not help; it prolonged their sleep. It did not stir them into action that would move their souls. They have no souls. Their want is only consolation. What they need is regeneration. Not in heaven; on earth. Each infant brings your heavenly Life back to this world. Here is the reign of your eternity. Here the torture you suffered reveals its universal meaning beyond man and the angels and even beyond the Son of God himself: To learn the language of heavenly Life, to end the Murder of Christ. Only the heavenly Father who is the Life in your limbs, knows when your sacrifice makes sense.
CHAPTER XIV

GETHSEMANE

When the Emotional Plague strikes its victim, it strikes hard and fast. It strikes without mercy or regard for truth or facts or anything else except one thing: to kill the victim.

There are public prosecutors who act as true lawyers, establishing the truth by evidence from many sources. There are other prosecutors whose only goal of the prosecution is killing the victim, no matter whether right or wrong, just or unjust.

And this is the murder of Christ today as it was two thousand and four thousand years ago.

When the emotional plague strikes, its victim is exposed to everybody’s eyes and judgment; all accusations against it are spread out in full daylight. The victim stands naked before its judges like a deer in the open clearing in a forest ready to be shot by the hunter well hidden in the bushes. The real accuser rarely appears on the scene, his identity is kept secret until very shortly before the final kill. There exists no law to punish the sniper from ambush.

To be standing in the middle of an open clearing in a dense forest, widely visible to everyone, and to be shot at from the bushes on all sides is the situation of the victim of the emotional plague, no matter what form it has.

When the emotional plague strikes, justice quietly recedes, weeping. There is nothing in the ancient books for justice to call upon to prevail. The sentence of death is perfected before the investigation of the crime. The true motive of the prosecution never meets the cleaning force of God’s daylight. The reason for the killing remains in the bushes well hidden from anybody’s eyes.

When you meet the accused but not the accuser, the charge but not the defense, the exact point of formal law but not the true reason for the accusation, you are dealing with a killing by the plague.

When the plague kills, it kills for wretched reasons. Therefore, to assure the murder, it will not permit weighing accusation against the true, full being of the victim. It will tear down the victim’s honor, besmirch every bit of innocent intention or act; it will pronounce innocuous details in a tone and with a slant of intonation which is meant to kill the last vestige of love or esteem for the victim in the hearts of most devoted friends.

When you hear the deadly, poisonous intimation of the prosecutor, you know a Murder of Christ is going to happen again.

Who in this world has not at any time dreamed of removing a king, or of living a forbidden love, or of cursing God for injustice suffered; or who has never touched his genitals or thought of “adultery” or seen in his dreams the temples of the whole world tumble together with their emperors and kings and dukes and fuehers and God-sent liberators? Nobody has not done all this except the image of a Babbitt, manufactured for the purpose of making thoughtless obedience and deadly conformity the idol of a wretched nation.

The victim of the plague has done all this, one way or another, early or late, with or without real intent to execute the dream. And this, together with the exclusion of justice from the court of justice, renders the victim mute and helpless.

When you see in the victim a gentle face and a sad, helpless look in his eyes, you may be sure that another Murder of Christ is about to be committed.

True justice operating according to the laws of life and truth does not tear down the victim’s honor. It tries to understand how it came about that a Son of God (and all men are sons of God) got himself into the predicament of being brought to court in the first place.

True justice will find the particular setting of living Life in which any man or woman has violated an existent law.

True justice will even judge the very law it is about to apply. Does it fit the case? How old is the law? When and under what conditions was it made, and who was it who made this law? Are the conditions still valid that created such a law? Were there specific reasons at the time of the making of the law which are no longer alive nor valid today?

When you meet a court which does not judge the law itself which is to be applied in a living case of human fate, which does not ask for its history, its function, its maker, the reasons for its existence at the time of the new application, you are dealing with a potential or actual tool of the plague which is intent on committing another Murder of Christ.

When a law was given two hundred years ago at a time when nobody knew anything about the love of God in the child and in the adolescent, a law that made it a crime to love before reaching a certain age; and when two hundred years later such knowledge is widely available and well secured in the mind of man, and a judge refuses to apply this gap in his judgment, you are dealing with a law made to secure the Murder of Christ by the emotional plague. And the true criminal is not the victim
but the law itself which refuses to change in accordance with the change of living Life.

When you meet with a law that was given six thousand years ago, you must be six thousand times more careful in applying it. How otherwise shall true justice ever be done? Such laws are the most powerful tools in the hands of evil men to be used against Christ which is Love and Truth and movement onward with the rest of the Kingdom of God. Here are rooted the reasons which keep man in bondage, which make the dictators because people are afraid to talk and to say what they so well know, deep down and well hidden, to be true and just.

If you hear somebody talk of progress and freedom and happiness and peace and the brotherhood of mankind, and he does not say which law is to stay and which is to go, he is a hypocrite and he means nothing whatsoever. He is only out for votes or riches or power or a seat in this or that chamber, or he is out to continue the Murder of Christ.

Christ does not hide from the law and the prosecutor, as the prosecutors hid their true motives for the killing, and the ancient law hid its actual meaning from Christ. He does not try to escape. Whereto shall he escape? Why should he escape? He would carry his way of Life everywhere with him and he would meet the same fate in any place on earth.

Therefore, he does not hide or flee. Neither does he conspire. He has nothing whatsoever to hide. When he tells his pupils not to talk about his healing power, he does not hide, he only tries to curb their fantastic thirst for miracles.

Christ knows the soldiers will come and get him. He awaits them and meets them. And Life knows so perfectly well how the plague works, that it says to the captors:

*Have you come out as against a robber, with swords and clubs to capture me? Day after day I was with you in the temple teaching, and you did not rise me. But let the scriptures be fulfilled.*

(Mark 14: 48,49)

Two thousand years later, the discoverer of the Life Energy will be held for police investigation of his activities, to find out whether he was a spy of this or that country. They could simply have asked him, since he had nothing whatsoever to hide and would have been glad to tell them what he was doing. So they themselves sneaked around like thieves to neighbors who knew little, to find out what he was doing. They avoided the clean air of his workshop. And nine years later they still did not know what he was doing, in spite of thousands of pages written and published by him. They did not know because they were not capable of understanding. They had no organs to know about Life. And therefore they sneaked around like thieves in the night to see what was cleanly and clearly to be seen in full daylight. They lay hidden in bushes with gun muzzles pointed, while he stood on the meadow to be seen by all.

And this again is how the plague works and thinks and acts.

Christ is Life. And Christ was manhandled just as Life was manhandled long before him and long after the crucifixion and is still manhandled today.

And all his admirers fled and forsook him while he was captured, just as they all had fallen asleep again and again before he was taken and while he went through the agony of the innocent one in supreme distress.

And even his God seemed to have abandoned him. But Life within had not abandoned him. His Life within kept acting as Life acts, up till the last breath. And this is so because God is Life within and without. God did not abandon him at all, except as an image of misled men, corresponding to no reality.

Life had known who would deliver it to its enemies. It had known it for a very long time. It saw the traitor step up to it and kiss it on the cheek as he still said, "Master!"

And this, again, is the plague.

Christ's story has moved and stirred humanity to tears and sorrow and great art because it is humanity's own tragic story. Men are Christs and victims of the plague, helpless before their own courts and fleeing disciples and sleeping admirers and Judases kissing the Master with a kiss of death, and Marys who give Christ a forbidden, godly love, and deadened bodies that seek in vain God's sweetness in their frozen limbs, but never cease to sense his presence within and without themselves. Men, basically, in spite of all armor and sin and hate and perversion, are living beings who cannot help but feel the Force of Life within themselves and without themselves.

Christ is Life, dying innocently for many millenia at the hands of a Life that had lost and could not restore God's ways, and therefore kept guarding the ancient laws with glowing, murderous eyes, and swords ready to kill whoever has lived God's life.

Christ is the infant tied down or filled with nuisance drugs until it vomits, not knowing why all is so terribly painful, and slowly settling down into a living death, to grow into a future murderer of Christ.

Christ is the agony of a boy or girl of four lying in his bed in the darkness, desperate because God is stirring in its little body, terrified that
mother or father might come and yell or hit because the hands are not above the covers.

Christ is the nightmare of a suppressed God in God-made genitals in infants and children in the first puberty, returning from suppression as terror of ghosts and robbers with knives, and bleak shadows at the windows, as multiarmed octopuses and devils with glowing forks, and a fire burning in hell to engulf the little, poor souls jammed in between God's towering in their bodies and the parents, the representatives of God on earth, who punish for feeling God in the limbs. This is the source of all sin punished in Dante's inferno, a man-made, madman's nightmare.

And the Judases are the educators and the councils for mental hygiene and the doctors and the priests who guard the entrance to the knowledge of God with threatening words and flaming swords. Did you ever think of how many billions of small children on this earth went through the nightmare of Christ at Gethsemane and Golgatha over the millennia? Did you? You did not. You were "social" and "good to your neighbors" and "liked your enemies like yourselves" and you sent prayers up to heaven for salvation and redemption of your soul, and you knelt before altars of many kinds to obtain forgiveness of your sins. But never, never did you think of the billions of babies and children who bring the very sap of God's fresh life from your endless universe into this miserable world of yours; and you maimed and punished and frightened these children, and do to this very day, for knowing God and living the Life of Christ. And you guard well every single entrance to the houses of knowledge against intrusion of the truth about these countless Murders of Christ committed by you and your appointed ones in the name of God.

And you, defender of the honor of God in some darkened room in some village in some country, don't you think right now, hard, of how you could get at the writer of such "blasphemies" and tar him and put feathers on his skin and put fire to the tar and feathers and make him run screaming with agony through the streets, a warning to every good citizen? You are doing this this very minute. But the times are against you. Some well-guarded gates at the entrances to some of the palaces of knowledge have been broken down and we begin to get an inkling of what has been committed in the name of God for such a terribly long time on so great a number of innocent little Christs, sons of Life and God.

The knowledge of God as the love in your body, which you persecute, is breaking down your guards at the entrance to paradise, which you yourself have put up in your dreams, and your obstruction of living Life on this earth.

You kept brooding over the riddle of the Murder of Christ for centuries and it is your failure to find the answer which revealed you as the true and only murderer of Christ. You kept hiding this well and for a long time. But not much longer will hiding be possible.
CHAPTER XV
THE SCOURGING

The High Priests, led by Hanaan and Caiaphas, are only the final executors of a social situation which had bred evil for a long time within the foundations of society. It was not the high priests who had caused the rotted, "sinful" state of man, a state which clamored for prophets and redeemers. The high priests only administered the status quo which was created by the people themselves. The administrator always is the executor of the public will, no matter what is said or what appears to be to the contrary. And the public will can express itself as apathy toward continued injustice, just as in active revolt against it or as direct support of evildoing. Nothing whatsoever in matters social can prevail against the multitude, passive or active, good or bad. To blame a single person or caste for social evil is to concede the perfect inertness of the masses of people.

It was not Caiaphas or Hanaan who rendered false witness. It was men from among the people. It was not Caiaphas or Hanaan who scourged Christ before the crucifixion. It was men from among the people. They only did not interfere and gave the way of the people free reign.

The very fact that the decisive role played by the people at large in the course of social events is never mentioned, clearly points to the source of the trouble. *Nobody dares to touch the burning pile of human misery at the very foundation of society.* To evade the responsibility of people who seduced Christ into Messiahsip: it was people who expected miracles from him; it was people who brought him to Jerusalem, and it was people who forsook him when he was submerged in trouble. It was the simple, average man from the street who did all this, who added the false witness and the scourging to the rest, and is busy doing all this and similar things to this very day.

There is no escape from this realization, and evading it further will only prolong the misery. It would be the way of the politician who infests the people with the belief that they govern when they vote.

To get the full truth out about people’s ways of living and acting is the first rate requirement of the time, at any time and in any society.

To repeat: The crucifixion of Christ was the ultimate result of the action of men in general, and not of any high priest or governor. It was the result of man’s action, from the first proclamation of Christ’s Messiahhip to his last breath.

Neither was the crucifixion the specific result of the Jewish people or their priests. The crucifixion of Christ happened and happened in many lands and nations. It is a general human affair, and not specifically Jewish. Christ’s death only brought together in concentrated form what otherwise either happened in single doses at various places or ages, or is submerged in the turmoil of history, never reaching the attention of a writer or a historian. *The agonies of newborn infants and small children through the ages are graver, yet they have found no ear and no historian.* And there, too, it is people at large who again are responsible for the great silence that engulfs the deep misery.

DO NOT EVER TOUCH IT!

Only when a butchery reaches the proportions of a public scandal, if it claims sufficient blood, will the public mind be aroused to cause writers to note the event.

The attempt on the part of the high priests to avoid a scandal by arresting Christ in his "hide-out" instead of in the temple where he went every day during his stay in Jerusalem, failed completely. Not because they had not been careful enough in the preparation of the judicial murder, but because of the bearing of Christ. It was only this bearing which caused the scandal and everything that followed it. Had Christ fled, or resisted arrest, or had he held great speeches on behalf of his belief or his God, had he cried or screamed with pain, there would have been no Christianity.

Christ’s behaviour during the torture does not fully emerge from either the accounts in the four gospels nor any account of later date. It is, however, depicted in many great paintings of the Reformation, which dealt with the Passion on Calvary; it is depicted far more movingly in expression than in words; in the discrepancy between what the crowd does and what the victim represents rather than what cruelty he suffers.

It is the stunning discrepancy between the spirit of the torturers and the spirit of the victim that goes right through our guts to the core of our awareness of living Life.

The more astonishing it is that this crucial experience cannot be found in the accounts of the Passion. It is replaced by pity for Christ, by picturing the evil in the torturer, by immediate transposition of Christ into the distant realm of the heavenly which is to say that he really did not suffer
much since he was the Son of God and only fulfilled his mission of supreme sacrifice.

A careful, sympathetic reliving of Christ’s last hours reveals a secret of a basic nature at the very foundation of human existence. It reveals again that the story of Christ derives its great power from its universal validity rather than from the particular fate of the Son of Man. The pity and the metaphysical or mystical transposition of his suffering seem only to serve to obliterate the true meaning of his agony. Not even Renan, who came closest to an understanding of Christ’s true being, is aware of the general character of the Passion.

It is, briefly put, this:

God-given Life or “Nature,” if you prefer to call it so, meets the plague or “sin” in man every single time a new life is being born and is plunged in and surrounded by his own sin. Each single life has to go through Gethsemane and Golgatha. Every single man and woman carries deep within himself or herself the deep scars from the early experience of Golgatha, a sensitive memory which is vibrating with sorrow and pain. It is the agony of the killing of Life within the organism, which every single man and woman went through, that unites them with Christ.

Let us now trace the distinct features of this identical experiencing of the plague in accordance with the happenings before and at Golgatha.

The distinct experiential characteristics of Christ’s Passion are:

The deep trust in and love for the people, father, mother, family, friends.

The utter ignorance of malice, within oneself and within the friend.

The utter horror at the first experiencing of being spat at and defiled for nothing, being hurt having done nothing wrong.

The heartbreaking sorrow of having done good to the neighbors and being hated by them and persecuted for having done good to them.

The utter helplessness on the part of Life in the face of human bestiality.

The complete inability of the victim to fight back with the same weapons as those used by the plague, such as the lie, calumny, strategy, defamation, or cruelty.

The feeling of being trapped by one’s own deep understanding of the ignorance on the part of the torturer: “Forgive them; for they know not what they do.”

The feeling of being paralyzed by one’s own fundamental love and sweetness of being.

This seems a rather incomplete account of how Life feels when it meets the scourging plague. The expression in the eyes of a dying deer looking for the last time at its killer may come closest to the emotional expression of the situation.

It is not rational, reasoned determination not to use the weapons of the plague in retaliation. It is the utter incapability of doing so which renders the victim of the plague helpless and puts it at the mercy of the torturer. It appears that the Russian torturers of the twentieth century relied on and used these deepest resources in the human soul to enslave the human being and to extort the fantastic confessions of its innocent victims. It cannot be drugged alone. It is a general characteristic of the plague to wrap its poison and its dagger in the cloak of Christ.

This utter helplessness in the face of the scourging plague is not due to any set plan of executing an idea, as, for instance, the fascist traitor and spy will follow a certain typical line of protest or proclamation of his mission. Where the true mission is really given, if we must speak of mission at all, it does not proclaim itself; it lives it ahead, in front of the fellow man, or it works it in visible, durable results. It never proclaims itself; it does not make any propaganda for itself.

People know this when they use the terms “Christlike behaviour” in cases of persecuted truth; they very often sense the identity of the attitudes of life in danger, where no fighting back is possible.

The plague character will in situations of danger, conspire, call meetings, make resolutions, stir the people to action, organize this or that, go underground, set up on organizations to replace him when he is in jail. He will occasionally make use of secret murder as in the case of Trotsky or Liebknecht or Luxemburg or Landauer or Lincoln or Gandhi. The defender of the principle of Life, up till now at least, has never used any of these techniques.

This has a very good reason. Such weapons not only disagree with the basic mood of Life; they would not accomplish anything and would only cause Life to lose its bearing. Using power, it would inevitably degenerate. But using the principle of Love against the principle of hate and murder would also not be in its vein, since it inevitably leads to voluntary martyrdom or to hypocrisy.

Christ does not play the role of a martyr. He becomes a martyr against his will and intent. He never practices an “absolute” Love for one’s neighbor and enemy. His unequivocal behaviour in the temple at Jerusalem is witness to that. Christ is capable of great rage and scorn, as he is capable of great love.

This, once more, upsets many a false legend in Christian mythology, and reveals the true laws of Life: Life could not possibly love where love is needed, if it were not able to hate intensely where hate is required.
In true Life, love and hate alternate according to the situation. This has little in common with the eternal, even, false attitude of love on the face and in the bearing of the fake Christian who bursts inside with hatred. Here, a fake love covers a brutal, murderous hate. There is no more cruel human beast than the eternally and evenly good and loving one. Every fascist torturer, every murderer from reasons of pervert lust shows this fake kindliness in his face together with piercing, sharply gleaming little eyes.

No, Life can hate. It hates fervently, in the open, exposing itself to the enemy in disregard of its own security. It would never murder for the sake of murder alone or for riches or for revenge’s sake. But it could kill in an open honest fight.

Life as it appears in the depth of the human soul is incapable of revengeful, dragged-out adherence to an injustice suffered in the past. When the hatred has been discharged there is sunshine again just as after a thunderstorm, and in perfect accordance with the Life within the organism and the Life energy in the atmosphere.

The plague hates silently, brooding and tortured by the continuous pressure of the hate it is hiding until the right situation and the proper victim offer themselves. Then it strikes mercilessly from behind a screen or a bush of a well-protected office in some department of social administration.

Christ meets his enemies entirely in the open. He hides nothing, but he knows when they are out to catch him in a well-set trap, and he is smart enough to be aware of it in spite of his basic trust. He is not always suspicious, but he has a fully developed sense of danger just like a deer.

Christ’s enemy is well hidden and nobody knows what he is going to do. Then the situation changes. Christ becomes silent because he has nothing to oppose the plaguey crime, and the plague occupies and governs the scene of public attention. Its devices of murder are ready. The torture is to satisfy the public lust for blood. The truth has become homeless and weeps once more.

LONESOME

Lonesome and lonely I am —
Yet rich and amidst all of them.
Silence engulfs my domain,
Yet in every one’s words I am.
Oh, give me a friend
Who does not request
The endless safety of my name.

Who helps to finish my struggle
For the infant to come.
Who has not imprinted
The plague on his face,
And despair in his glance.
Who will play fair in this game
Of Vision through fog,
Of hope in despair
And courage in fear.
Within, yet without —
Piercing the mask of the fake,
To detect the hope in the lair.
Chapter XVI

"YOU SAY IT"

There is nothing whatsoever Christ can do but die a martyr's cruel death. He knew that whatever he will tell them, they won't understand. His language is not their language since they have been confused at Babylon. Therefore, he is silent or, if an answer is required, he says: "you say so."

When the plague asks Christ through the mouth of Judas, who in his heart had already betrayed his idol a hundred times — when it asks him at the last supper in that certain innocent, sneaky voice, "Is it I, Master?", he answers "you have said so."

It does not mean yes and it does not mean no. It keeps us wondering, if we wonder at all and do not put Christ away into a mystical box on the wall which is to comfort us. Christ will repeat these words several times before he dies.

Did Christ himself know why he said these words? Nobody can tell. They make sense only if one hears them telling the plague:

"I did not appoint myself the Son of God. You distorted the meaning of what I said and you will squeeze it to fit your meaning and your kind of spirit. You say that I am the Son of God."

"God is something else to you than it is to me. To me it is the sweet streaming of love, of all kinds of love, even that in sinners and harlots, in the body and its loins. To you it means the Son of a God in heaven, with a white beard, and a bolt of lightning in his fist to punish poor mankind for its sins. This is the way you will paint God and me sooner or later on canvas."

In the gospels there will be confusion as to what I have said and what you have said. And the world will take the words' meaning as you say it, not as I. You strive to be as I am. But you will never be as I am unless you feel me in your body."

It is not what Life says or does that smells like rotted corpses. It is the same words, clean and wise and true coming from Life, that are poison in the mouth of the plague-ridden soul. An innocent speech can be intonated and accentuated in such a way that it would spell death to the speaker at any time in any land or nation. A truth can spell disaster for generations if spelled out wrongly in sick minds.

Life will once find words which will be useless in the mouth of the plague, new words for old things and doings, words never defiled by the mud in man's pestilent emotion.

Christ had said that the temple of God could be destroyed and be built up again in three days. In Christ's mouth these words have a deep meaning. It meant that a temple is nothing compared to Life's force in the universe. In the mouth of the plague these words only mean malicious destruction of the temple by a rebel who proclaims himself as the King of the Jews. Christ had nothing to say since he knew his words would not be understood or only misunderstood and misused. Therefore, he was silent.

When the chief priest implored him "by the living God" to tell them whether he was the Son of God, Christ answers, "you said so." The high priest understood it in his own way, and not in the way of living Life, and began to tear his robes and to rave about blasphemy.

When two thousand years later, the quacks and fakers in the cancer racket will meet the discoverer of the origin of the cancer scourge, who saw the roots of the scourge as deeper and more difficult to uproot than they, they, who are the promoters of cancer cures, will tell the public that he had promised a cancer cure. Just as only an ass can say iam, so the plague can say only what it thinks words mean.

And Life is silent against this. It has nothing to say to this.

The high priest had asked Christ whether he was the Son of God. This was his frame of mind, never to be overstepped, dark and tight like a shell.

The traitor Judas had asked Christ whether it was he himself who betrayed Christ. This was his frame of mind.

In both cases, Christ had given the same answer: "you have said it."

Now, before the governor of Jerusalem, who had had but one major worry — whether the Jews would revolt and proclaim a new independent King of the Jews —, Christ again, when asked, "Are you the King of the Jews?", answered, "you said it."

You say so, not I, Son of Man. I only use the same words that you are using. But there is no bridge between your meaning and mine.

Within your frame of mind, Judas is a traitor who gave away his beloved master for thirty shillings. This is what you would do at any time. In my frame of mind, Judas is a traitor to himself, to his own beliefs and his soul. He loved me but he did not know what he loved. He admired me, but he admired in me the image he has built himself, the image of a mighty emperor of the poor who rides a fiery white stallion at the head of a column of riders in shining armor toward Jerusalem, the sword drawn and
trumpets blasting away. And you wanted to test me, the Christ. Therefore you gave the Christ away, and not for thirty shillings. You are far better than the high priest, to whom you delivered your great friend, thinks you are. He calls your money "blood money." It was merely your mark.

Within your framework of thinking, I claim to be the "Son of God" sitting at his right side and throwing his lightning out of blackened skies down upon you. In my mind, I am the Son of God because we are all sons and children of God, who is Life, who has shaped us all and is in us as he is outside of us, since he is everywhere. I feel God in my body and in my loins. You see him only as an image in heaven. Therefore the words "Son of God" mean such very different things to you and to me.

And you, governor of a mighty Caesar over Jerusalem, conceive of me as a dangerous King of the Jews who will, quite in agreement with Judas’ dream, ride out against your soldiers and start killing them off.

Your ideas of empires derive from the dreams of the Judges, in my sense not in yours, and the Judges are thriving on the dreams of the Caesars. This is as it should be, and Caesar should get what is coming to him.

I request what is coming to me. But I am outside your domain. Far outside, so far, indeed, that my words are mere distorted echoes in your ears.

Therefore I remain silent when I am caught in your domain, and you wonder why I am silent, as your captive, when asked not to remain silent; they accuse or they defend or they curse themselves, or they bring their own witnesses. My witnesses have all fled; they, too, did not understand.

I have nothing to say to you. You will not grasp my meaning now, as you did not ever grasp it before and will not grasp it in the future. I do not wish to add to the confusion by further talking to you. I have learned my lesson. You do what you do to me and my words as you do to everything you touch. I know this, and therefore, I have tried to show you the true domicile of God, in the souls of the poor and the sinners and in the loins of men and women who know what the love of the body is, and in women whom you call bad and prostitutes with whom I have associated because they can give the love that you, dried-up Pharisee and scribe, have never had or given or sensed, of the existence of which you have never known.

You say it, not I. I have never said that little children’s hands should be bound or smacked for touching the Love of God; and I have never said that there should be no delight when man and woman embrace in God’s Love, even in holy matrimony; and I have never poured endless litanies from my mouth; and I have never spoken of angels in heaven or of burning women as witches at the stake because they felt me in their bodies.

All this and much more you have said and done, not I.

Let me be silent and withdraw into the great silence of the Infinite. Let me wait for another child of Life or Son of God who will again try to convey the meaning of my being to you, miserable souls, and who, maybe, will invent a device or find a way to soften your heart and your body to make you feel God in your blood again. Then, maybe, then and no sooner, will my Kingdom, in my meaning, not in yours, come upon this earth. Maybe.... Until then, let us pray to keep up the hope to this end:

"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
"Blessed are those who mourn, for they shall be comforted."
"Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth."
"Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they shall be satisfied."
"Blessed are the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."
"Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God."
"Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
"Blessed are you when men revile you and persecute you and utter all kinds of evil against you falsely on my account. Rejoice and be glad, for your reward is great in heaven, for so men persecuted the prophets who were before you."
"You are the salt of the earth; but if salt has lost its taste, how can its saltness be restored? It is no longer good for anything except to be thrown out and trodden under foot by men."
"You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hid. Nor do men light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the house. Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven."

(Matthew 5: 3-16)
CHAPTER XVII
THE SILENT GLOW

THE PEOPLE WANT BARABBAS

It is never rulers who rule people but always people who force rulers to rule people.

It is Pilate who orders the crucifixion of Christ, but it is the people who force him to do so. Pilate understands that the plague has delivered an innocent man to be crucified. He does not believe, from what he sees in front of him, that Christ has had any intention of conquering Caesar. This is what the plague says, and Pilate in accordance with the plague, against his own conviction.

It does not matter in the least whether the historical detail of the account is a true happening or not. It would be true had the human race in a large sector of the world managed to dream up such a tale. The story of Christ remains the true story of man himself even if not a single reported incident ever really happened. Even if Christ had never existed as a man, his tragedy would still be what it is: The Tragedy of Man under the reign of the well-protected Emotional Plague. Every feature of it would be true even if it were only the dream of one single man, because it happens every single day of every year in daily life.

The agony of frustration of Life is no less real and tantalizing if it occurs in a dream than if it happens in real life.

Therefore all quibblings about whether Christ had lived or not, whether his story is an invention of the early papacy or not, whether he was a mere Jewish rebel or a true Son of God, as “YOU SAY IT,” are again no more than another detail in the continued Murder of Christ. It is designed not to find the real Christ, not to find oneself, one’s own evil-doing all through every single day in a lifetime. It is the way of the scribes all over again, no matter what they now say or do. At the very moment they will read this account of the Murder of Christ, they will inevitably again sit together and hatch out a new Murder of Christ, and the people who shouted “HOSANNA IN THE HIGHEST” yesterday will want Barabbas and not Christ freed tomorrow.

The people always want Barabbas, because they fear and refuse to comprehend Christ. They always let Barabbas rule over them. Barabbas knows how to ride a white stallion and how to draw a sword; he knows well how to march past an honor guard and how to smile when he is decorated, a hero of this or that battle. Did you ever see Barabbas decorate a mother for having protected the Love of Life in her child against the four-lettering bastard in the Society for Peace in the people’s democracies? You have not, and you never will see this.

People need, as they are structured, both Barabbas and Christ. Barabbas to ride white stallions at their earthly parades, and Christ to worship in heaven after the killing. This is so because the soul must be fed here and in the hereafter, too. Thus the mystical supplements the mechanistic.

But the eternally living Son of Love will not be permitted to govern their lives unless he adjusts to their ways in the flesh, to the ways of a prostitute whom they then call sinner, for the redemption of which Christ had to die.

Pilate has some hope that the people will see who is the true killer deserving of the cross. He hopes they will see Christ as what he really is: To himself, one who knows Life as it is, and to them, possibly, a dreamer who had committed some foolishness, but innocently so.

Armed people when seeing Christ in the body can only see red. He is what they had lost and were yearning for for agonies all through their lives, and what they must forget, never to see it again. Christ is their lost love and their long forgotten hope. Christ is the stir of sweetness which causes terror in their frozen flesh from which only hate and rage, and not even pity can emerge in the face of the silent, suffering Christ. Therefore, they chose Christ for crucifixion, and not Barabbas.

The tale of the high priests’ turning the people against Christ is an invention of the freedom peddler. How could ten priests turn the minds of the multitudes against anything if what can be turned against Christ were not within the people.

Stop apologizing for the people and what they do. Before they can ever hope to face Christ squarely, they must first face themselves as they truly are and act. Only nuisance freedom peddlers idolize people.

The Love of Life has been forsaken. Where are Christ’s many friends and admirers at that moment? Not a single friend, not a single admirer is around. Where are the multitudes who shouted “Hosannah in the Highest” to the Son of David, or “See and look; the Son of David is coming.” All admirers and Hosanna-in-the-Highest-shouters have disappeared. Not a single “Hosanna” is to be heard when the people choose Barabbas.

What is friendship, what is admiration worth? You can have it for thirty shillings if you are not in the predicament Christ is in right now.

ALL FRIENDS ARE GONE
Christ realizes for the first time the gap that separates him from his countrymen and his age.

He takes it calmly. It does not even hurt. His friends have never been true friends. They were friends as long as they could get something from him: thrill, comfort, peace, delight and inspiration. Now, when the emotional plague is howling all around him, they are gone. Not a single one of the leeches is present. Christ does not hate or despise them. He just realizes the true situation, and he is solemnly silent. He looks into a deep, dark abyss where man's sick mind will place the tortured in Hell for centuries to come.

Christ is surrounded by an aura of outer silence and inner peaceful glow, as if shielded. Nothing really touches nor can touch him. He is beyond the silly spectacle all around him. Out of his silence creeps pity for the wretched. Are they worth being saved? Certainly not. Yet, he fully lives through what they do to him.

The peaceful, glowing silence in Christ at this moment can be felt by some who are witnessing the ugly turmoil. The wife of Pilate loves Christ; she had dreamed about him and is full of sorrow about his fate. Women always truly loved him. They loved him just as happy women feel for men they love. They knew such men in their bodies. Pilate's wife tries to save him, in vain. She feels the silent, warm glow that is in Christ at this moment. And from such feeling of the silent glow of confidence far beyond men's wretched ugliness, will later arise the silent strength of the early peaceful Christians. It will continue to be felt until the very moment of the writing of these lines: Nothing in this world that is an ugly expression of man's plague can touch this silent, warm inner glow. It is the glow of Life itself.

It is this silent, warm glow which carries Christ through the hours of agony. The world will soon picture him with a glow around his head. He will be silent when pain will make his body twist. He will be silent when exhaustion will overtake him. He will be silent when people will curse and ridicule him, but this will hurt most—from a distance, as it were. At the very end he will question his God.

From the sensing of the silent, warm, inner glowing in the face of danger and ugly happenings and doings, the love for spirituality will arise, and a low opinion of the value of the body will prevail. The spirit truly can conquer the body if it is possible that Christ can remain silent and calm and composed and dignified suffering this holocaust of human pestilent dirt. It will continue to exist in the silence of the big cathedrals, in silent monasteries, and it will swing to exuberance and delight in such pure Life expressions as the music of Bach or in the "Ave Maria," or in the "Song of Joy" in Beethoven's ninth symphony.

The capture by man of this silent, warm glowing within oneself in the middle of ghastly, dirty doings on the part of men who have lost their lives, will be his basic mood when hope or faith will possess his heart. It will be there when a mother looks at her newborn baby for the first time. It will be there when a loving man will calmly wait for the melting into his beloved woman's body. It will be there when Curie will watch the glow of radium for the first time, or when the discoverer of the Life Energy will for the first time see tiny bits of formerly dead rock move with slow undulation.

This silent glow does not scream "Hosanna in the Highest," nor "Heil mein Fuehrer," nor "Red Front," nor does it do any of the many silly, stupid things which the plague does. It is just calmly glowing in the silence of knowledge of the feeling of Life. Whether you call it faith or confidence or self-reliance or hearing or fortitude, it does not matter. From this natural strength of living Life all human ideas of virtue derive. They have nothing whatsoever to do with the later "ethics."

Can you imagine a deer shooting a bullet at its little one? Or torturing another deer? Well, set the mood conveyed by a deer on a meadow, grazing quietly and solemnly in the first gleam of the rising sun, against a picture of the greatest father of all the peoples carried along in big parades of people screaming "down" and "viva," and you feel the essence of the inner calm glow of Life as against the raving plague. By the way, in the beginnings of the great revolutions, when American frontiersmen or Russian workers fought for their very existence, and not for any führers, the same silence pervaded their movements on the streets and in the hills.

This silence, then, was conveyed by Christ to men and women who witnessed the ugly demonstration of the plague. They must have felt pity instead of anger toward the perpetrators of the crime who shouted: "His blood be on us and on our children."

The blood of Christ had been on man and his children long before and long after his crucifixion.

We have no reason to doubt the rationality of the happenings related in the Old as well as the New Testament. These things are true because they represent crucial realities in man's behaviour. But these accounts are rendered useless by the later additions on the part of the scribes and Talmudists in both the Jewish and Christian worlds. The essence of the calm glow expressed in the silence does not prevail against the mystical
glorification which is to obfuscate the way Life behaves at the moment of undeserved agony.

Then the soldiers of the governor took Jesus into the praetorium, and they gathered the whole battalion before him. And they stripped him and put a scarlet robe upon him, and put a crown of thorns upon his head, and put a reed in his right hand. And kneeling before him they mocked him, saying, “Hail, King of the Jews!” And they spat upon him, and took the reed and struck him on the head. And when they had mocked him, they stripped him of the robe, and put his own clothes on him, and led him away to crucify him.

(Matthew 27: 27-31)

The Bible is still being read by the million because it relates what is going on all around us inside man all the time and everywhere. Mechanistic science and rationalistic reasoning have failed to detect these so very crucial things typically human. Therefore, the science of Man could not develop, since in the church the glow of bodily love is tabooed as “sin” and in science the feeling that leads to what is called faith is removed as “unscientific.” Let’s forget the “angels” now. Even our mechanists have already begun to hear the music of the sphere. To them it is only the dry clicking of the Geiger counter in response to cosmic energy. The Creator, God.

The silent, calm glow of living Life cannot ever be destroyed by any means. It is a basic manifestation of the very energy that makes the universe run its course. This glow is in the dark night’s sky. It is the silent quiver in the sunlit sky that makes you forget bad jokes. It is the calm glow of the love organs of the glowworms. It hovers over the treetops at dawn and dusk, and it is in the eyes of a trusting child. You can see it in the airtight, evacuated glass tube charged from the air with life energy, and you can see it in the expression of gratitude in the face when you relieve sorrow in man ill with the emotional plague. It is the same glow which you see at night on the surface of the ocean or at the tops of high masts.

Nothing whatsoever can destroy this glowing, silent force. It penetrates everything and governs every move in every cell in the living organism. It is everywhere and fills all space, which was emptied by empty man. It causes the glowing of the stars as well as their twinkling. This glow in the feel of the skin is to the true physician a sign of the health of a human being, just as its absence is a sign to him of the presence of sickness. In fever, this glow grows fierce since it fights the deadly infection.

It is the glowing of the Life force which continues after the death of the body. It is the glow of the soul, but it does not persist after death as a shaped form. It dissipates back into the infinite cosmic ocean, the “Kingdom of God,” from where it came.

This ocean of the primordial energy of the universe is the source of the single eruptions into single living lives; therefore, rightly, men from time immemorial have called it their “God” or “FATHER IN HEAVEN” or “CREATOR” or one of many other names. The knowledge of this universal Life force and its background of endless heavens full of it, is indestructible in man since he feels it. This is the basis of all his notions of heavenly virtue and basic emotional cleanliness and angel-like patience and endless love and endurance and fortitude and diligence and thriftiness and all the other virtues which were set up by all religions alike as eternal ideals for mankind, ever since man lost contact with the inner glow due to the desecration of bodily love. It has remained to this day the essence of all cosmic longing in mankind. It is even active, as murderous fury, in the pestilent killer of Life.

It is this glow which, in the feeling of mankind, unites Christ during his last agony with the great universe. Now, let us forget the angels once more. They are results of the ways the Little Man understands the existence of God’s kingdom when he feels no glowing any longer within himself and still knows it is there, around, somewhere.

It is this glow which is foreign to the brutal usurper of earthly power over men. Men of power are hard men, men without love, nor desirous of the softness of great strength. The strength of Christ in his last hours is so very much different from the strength of a Nero. They are two entirely different, even contradictory kinds of strength. This will be important when men will have to start overcoming the chronic Murder of Christ.

Christ is helpless during the scourging and he transmits to postercity the basic sense of passive endurance and martyrdom. The glow of Life within Christ, however, which makes his endurance and suffering the basis of a great religion, will surpass the phase of passive endurance. It will bring down heaven upon earth, in the sense of Christ, by conquering the cunning, sneaking malignancy which makes the work of cruelty possible.

The Christian world knows nothing about the activity of the glow of Life. Moreover, Christianity, which was to preserve the glow in its music and its solemn churches, shut the access to its domain by killing this glow early in the life of every single human child. Thus it undermined its own foundation. It is this impediment of the glow of Life which makes possible such horrid scenes as the coronation of Christ with a crown of thorns as the symbol of the “King of the Jews.” It is perfectly clear that nothing ever will or can change in man’s existence unless the spirit that governs
the scene of crowning Christ with a crown of thorns will vanish from the hearts of men. It is the killing of the glow of Life in the newborn infants which is at the very basis of the crowning of Christ’s head with a crown of thorns, and of the ridicule heaped upon him in such a ghastly manner. The Little Man is still doing all these things to this very day everywhere, whether it be in a Siberian camp or some Psychiatric State Hospital in the USA.

CHAPTER XVIII

CRUCIFIXION AND RESURRECTION

The leader, the governor, the king, the führer — is an expression and tool of people’s ways of life. One Ivan the Horrible cannot make into passive creatures two hundred million peasants, but the appropriate number of peasant mothers can. And these two hundred million silent, enduring peasants can make the reign of Ivan the Horrible last.

Pilate can do nothing against the people’s will which wants Barabbas freed and Christ crucified. They choose Barabbas because he agrees with their way of being and thinking, and Christ does not. And they would turn Christ, if they chose him, fast into another Barabbas, if he would let them. Or they would kill him. They certainly would kill Barabbas, too, if he did not satisfy their hunger for the sight of Kings of Jerusalem riding white stallions with swords drawn against the eternal enemy, and they would soon choose another Barabbas, and not Christ. This man has done now for some six thousand years, as far as our knowledge goes, to this very day, and his dream of the Kingdom of Heaven was just as long put away into a mirror with an image safe enough never to be reached.

This dichotomy in men’s being which has existed for such a long period of time is so obvious that there is some hope that it will sooner or later be mentioned at some international congress of mental hygiene or even in some European sociological or ethnological journal.

Unless the barabbasic inclinations and redeemer-longings of people at large will be grasped and managed by the people themselves very soon, there will be many more Barabbases and murdered Christs. This much is certain. There can, in fact, be no doubt about it, and nobody should try to fool himself out of it or to permit himself to be talked out of it by some freedom peddler. The situation has become extremely serious, and it is high time to get going and to stop pretending that one does not really know what one knows so clearly and sees so penetratingly all around oneself.

At Golgatha, the basic split in people’s actions once more emerges with all its ghastly cruelty, though one might have had enough of it in Jerusalem and whatever had led up to it. When the people clamor for Christ’s crucifixion (and we have no reason whatsoever to doubt the truth in the account of the gospels, since the very same thing is and has been
going on for ages all around us). Pilate is stunned and asks, "What wrong has he done?" Pilate does not understand. It is exactly the fact that Christ has not done anything wrong but only good to the people—it is this very fact which will cause him to be manhandled worse than a common thief.

In order to outdo one's feeling of rottenness in sending Christ to be nailed to the cross, one must, one cannot do otherwise than heap all the humiliation one can possibly muster, upon the victim of one's own devilish procedure. The screaming rottenness has to be outscored by deification of the victim. This is exactly the way the plague works and has worked since it began to rage mankind. Not to be aware of it is another characteristic of the procedures of the plague and its popular protectors.

Christ carries his cross silently up to Calvary. He breaks down in silence, and he remains silent when Simon helps to carry the cross. Silently he reaches Golgatha, the place of the execution. Silently he suffers the full dose of man's cruelty.

This cruelty is well calculated to add as much agony as possible to the already unbearable suffering of the victim: The cross is not ready-made for use when Christ arrives at the place of the execution. It is put together in his presence. Nails are driven into live hands which had so often caressed and smoothed the sick and suffering. Nails are driven into the live feet which had so many times walked over God's fields and meadows and through the brooks. A support for the body made of a piece of wood was placed between the legs.

Christ is fully aware of what is going on. His silence is his only weapon that sustains his courage to the last. He suffers burning thirst, and he asks for a drink. One soldier dips a sponge into his pouca drink, fixes it to the end of a reed and puts it to the lips of Christ, who according to one account, sucked it.

Out of his far distant reaches, Christ lives through both the horror suffered by his body and the horror of seeing man act like this, able to act like this, not being aware of what they were doing; of men as a tool of a justice machinery, the gleam of pity gone from his heart or drowned in a feeling of performance of duty, or simply in a deadly insensitiveness. These men have nothing whatsoever to do with Christ or with his beliefs or his kingdom. They are just machines and no more, the essence of mechanized government that forgets man in whose behalf government should be. It is. Man is the way such government is, otherwise it could not be at all. It is man who creates his government, and his government only maintains what man permits it to maintain.

They put a writing at the top of the cross, bearing in three languages, Hebrew, Greek and Latin, the words "THE KING OF THE JEWS." The dream of the people about what Christ ought to have been prevails. Christ's own world is beyond the cross. "FATHER, FORGIVE THEM: FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY DO." They really do not know what they are doing, at Golgatha or at Belsen or at any Russian prisoners' camp; they never know. This is their priceless hideout! This innocence must be unmasked:

IT IS TIME TO START KNOWING WHAT YOU ARE DOING, COMMON MAN IN THE STREET. Your innocence no longer suffices to excuse you from your guilt of such crimes. You will not hide much longer behind your innocence. You will start knowing what you are doing when you murder Christ.

No admirer or disciple is present at or near the cross. John claims to have been present. This appears doubtful to some inquirers of the gospels. However, the belief seems to prevail that Christ's devoted women were present: Mary Cleophas, Mary Magdalene, Joanna wife of Chuza, Salome, and others according to Renan's compilation, were there and remained there to the very end. Also, Christ's mother was present at the cross.

It is self-evident that the women who had loved Christ in the body, and not his admirers and disciples who had only sucked life from his body, should be present at his last agony. Accordingly, the women will recede into the background when man will take over Christ's tragedy for the purpose of deification, and the absent disciples will be put in the foremost foreground. The fight among the disciples for occupation of the first rank in the order of their closeness to Christ had already begun in Christ's early wanderings, and will continue at a faster pace after his death. There will be certain leading apostles and other less prominent ones. There will be an Ivan the Horrible to make an earthly power out of Christ's Kingdom, and there will be a Francis D'Assisi who will desperately try to return to Christ's Kingdom. There will be among Christ's future representatives those who were chosen by the people to succeed him because they behaved in a very standoffish, highbrow manner. There will be those who will be chosen because they will excel in display of eye-stirring pageantry. There will be those who will be chosen because they will be excellent diplomats and masters of intrigue. There will be those chosen because of their great statesmanship, and those chosen because of their skill in inquisitive, cruel execution of Christ's commands. And there will be those who will be chosen who will be great warriors to carry the sign of the cross to distant pagan countries, though to convert by force to his belief Christ would not and could not ever have consented. Man, and not Christ, will in the end prevail.

But there will be no trace of the very essence of Christ's life, of the women who had loved Christ's body. A lonely, persecuted writer will,
two thousand years later, understand this deepest secret and write a little book, "The Man Who Died," which will present Christ in a truer, more Christlike light. Accordingly, this book will not be as widely known as "The Crucified" by A. B. H. Young. However, the meaning of Christ's ascension to heaven arises.

Christ said the Kingdom of Heaven shall be compared to ten maidens who meet their lovers.

Then the kingdom of heaven shall be compared to ten maidens who took their lamps and went to meet the bridegroom. Five of them were foolish, and five were wise. When the foolish took their lamps, they took no oil with them; but the wise took flasks of oil with their lamps. As the bridegroom was delayed, they all slumbered and slept. But at midnight there was a cry, "Behold, the bridegroom! Come to meet him." Then all those maidens rose and trimmed their lamps. And the foolish said to the wise, "Give us of your oil, for our lamps are going out!" But the wise replied, "Perhaps there will not be enough for us and for you; go rather to the dealers and buy for yourselves." And while they went to buy, the bridegroom came, and those who were ready went in with him to the marriage feast; and the door was shut. Afterward the other maidens came also, saying, "Lord, Lord, open to us!" But he replied, "Truly, I say to you, I do not know you." Watch therefore, for you know neither the day nor the hour.

(Matthew 25: 1-13)

Christ knew well the difference between women who gave their sweetness in the embrace and women who had lost their sweetness and dried up in their love organs and therefore cried, "Lord, Lord, open to us!"

The silent presence of women who had loved Christ in the body at one time or another of his earthly life, each one of them in her special way of love and care, points to the true reason for the delineation of Christ during his last hours.

There is only one single crime that is met and punished by pestilent men in such a vile, ugly, stupid, pernicious way: the crime of God's true bodily love. This is the sole comprehensible explanation for the outrage. It is in full agreement with what is known today about the emotional plague, its reasons for existence, its hidden motives of cruelty, its ardor in persecuting true, bodily love as God's creatures live it. Accordingly, except for close hints in books on Christ, such as Renan's or Lawrence's, there is no mention of it anywhere. How could it be mentioned in the books of the Christian church if it is not mentioned, concerning our adoles-

cents, in any book of psychiatry, not even in psychoanalysis. How could it? It is too obvious to be mentioned anywhere.

Don't touch it! It could reveal Christ's meaning and with it the meaning he acquired for humanity. It could reveal the meaning of many Christians who have died for living life through the ages, at the cross, at the stake, in the lunatic asylums now as long ago, in the hospitals as those sick from rheumatic fever, infantile paralysis, leukemia, anemia in puberty, cancer of the womb, of the breasts, of the genitals, and from here, of all kinds of organs; as schizophrenia, phobia, nightmares of all kinds; as murder and rape and addiction to dulling drugs; as marital agony, as marital rape protected by an evil ancient law, as marriage divorce racketeering, as suicides in silent drops from high buildings to hard, head-smashing pavements; as agonies of a horribly silent kind and of many other kinds of suffering.

Do not ever touch it! This agony cannot be talked about in academic words. The scribes do not let it be discussed. It has to be smashed through in flaming words no matter what the scribes say. They must finally be made to let others touch it.

They do not dare to touch it because they never dared to feel their body and to touch their genitals. The parents had punished it, the school had excluded you for it, the church had declared it sinful, and the congresses of mental hygiene had banned it completely from public discussion.

It will not stop ringing in man's ears, as it never stopped emaciating his secret soul, as long as man is born by and will live with genitals.

Nothing whatsoever in this world, no power will ever be strong enough to eradicate this fact which is in exact agreement with the secret of the continued Murder of Christ.

Christ was killed in such a shabby way and he was defiled by a sick and sickening crowd because he dared to love with his body and did not sin in the flesh.

Christ was tortured because they had to destroy his truly godly, i.e., orgonotic way of life, strange and dangerous to them.

They mocked him and laughed at him and threw ugly words at him because they could not suffer to be reminded of godly life within themselves.

Even the two thieves at their crosses nearby mocked Christ. In this account, whether historically true or not, the Christian legend has grasped an awful truth: "A thief is preferable to a godlike lover of women." In
the American South, they do not tar and feather Negroes for theft, but for "rape of white women."

Frozen white men cannot bear to have their women feel the warm bodies of strong black men. From this all race hatred of white men primarily derives.

The young, lively, beautiful, attractive Jesus Christ was killed because he was loved by women the way a scribe never could have been loved; he was killed because he was built and alive in a manner no Talmudic priest could ever suffer to continue to live. And the Talmudists in later temples of creed as well as knowledge did not suffer even the mention of this very core of the secret of the murder of Christ. Renan was excluded from the French Academy for coming closest to it. What will they do to the present true account of Christ's secret?

Renan writes from sources of the Talmud:

The invincible obstacle to the ideas of Jesus came especially from orthodox Judaism, represented by the Pharisees. Jesus became more and more alienated from the ancient law. Now, the Pharisees were the true Jews; the nerve and sinew of Judaism... They were, in general, men of a narrow mind, caring much for externals; their devotions were haughty, formal, and self-satisfied. Their manners were ridiculous and excited the smiles of even those who respected them. The epithets which the people gave them, and which savor of caricature, prove this. There was the "bony-legged Pharisee" (Nikht), who walked in the streets dragging his feet and knocking them against the stones; the "bloody-browed Pharisee" (Kizai), who went with his eyes shut in order not to see the women, and dashed his head so much against the walls that it was always bloody; the "pestle Pharisee" (Medikhi), who kept himself bent double like the handle of a pestle; the "Pharisee of strong shoulders" (Shikeni), who walked with his back bent as if he carried on his shoulders the whole burden of the Law; the "What is there to do? I do it Pharisee," always on the search for a precept to fulfill; and, lastly, the "dyed Pharisee," whose externals of devotion were but a varnish of hypocrisy. This strictness was in fact often only apparent, and concealed in reality great moral laxity. (Ernest Renan in Talmud of Jerusalem, Modern Library Edition, 1927, pp. 299-300.)

The Talmudists seek God by killing him; they kill him the way they are searching for him, by tests of torture. God is treated like the prince who must go through all kinds of cruel tests of his endurance and strength to prove that he deserves being the king of his people. This is the way the people dream and think about their kings. If a three-year-old Jewish boy cannot endure sitting it out in school before the Talmud from six in the morning to ten at night seeking the meaning of God in the point of the "i," he is no good Jew, no son of Abraham who was the father of the people of God. And children must behave well, be good toward father and mother, obey them, no matter what they do to them or demand of them; children of God must not doubt their forefathers' words and must not challenge their beliefs lest they be punished by death. And they must not behave badly nor violate the good morals of their forefathers who consumed love as mating guaranteed to them by Law, forcing the wives to gratify them.

The hatred stemming from lawfully guaranteed love given by revolting bodies, violated by the absence of God's streaming in the limbs, knows no limitations in killing Life, which needs love as it was given to all creatures alike. This hatred deriving from Godless mating, bare of sweetness, makes the Love of God lawless and ugly. It roams the streets at night in dirty rags, or sneaks from corner to corner like a thief. The outlawed love of God must keep its ears sharply pointed while it drinks from the well of its being; it must be on the alert all the while; the bloodhounds are roaming around the countryside to capture it in flagrante detracto. The bloodhounds are directed by the scent of warm, healthy blood, the smell of which sets evil men to murdering Christ. These men who send the bloodhounds on the track of their prey have lips like paper edges and little eyes gleaming with cruel darkness; their faces are tight like drums, the skin shrivelled into dried-up folds like ancient leather. The noses are pointed and the tongues speak only poisonous words. In their hands is a rope with a knot at the end of the sling, or a gun ready to shoot Life drinking its sap from the well of Love.

Christ had drunk the sap of Love from the well of Life according to its own law. A great courteous had turned toward saintly living, and maidens were turned away from the godless ways of loving. They, too, learned to drink from the wells of a living God of Love, first fighters on the road toward the very origins of Man in God's infinities, the first to feel again in their bodies what paradise was like:

ONCE UPON A TIME

Mothers were sitting at water springs,
dancing, singing,
gently caressing their children,
guiding them into the currents of Life...
Ocean waves gently rushed
at beaches of a peaceful world....
Men and women drank the joy of Living from the movements of their limbs and their melodies into the eternities. Children's laughter sounded in exuberance of voices filled with gayety and delight. Joyful glances in young men's eyes, gleamed in smiling faces of maidens gay with love and drunk with youth in tender bodies. Suddenly a howling. What a howling! Never heard and never felt before, uninvited, perpetrated. It was the plague that penetrated: Stiffened faces, Falsehood's grinning, Tired arms and deadened loins, Weeping cheeks and dulled-out gazing, Hardened backs, polite in bowing; Bodies bare of love, Wanting bare of will, Longing bare of sensing, Fighting bare of victories, Martyrdom of marriage torture, Moaning, Groaning, Children's screaming, agonies Murder, misery and crooked thinking Cowards' gallows and parades, Marching, medals, rotting corpses; What a scrambling idiocy, hunting, tripping, nightmare fooling. Woe to Men a million fold.

Christ had drunk from the wells of Life. His world was, he told the ruler, not of this world of rule and power. It was the world of God, long past for Man, yet expected to return. It was the world of Love in the limbs, and there is nothing that could replace it.

And Man always had known that Love in his limbs, the sweetness of melting delight, was truly his God, named by various names and worshipped in many lands in various temples in many tongues. But Man kept silent about the truth he knew, and still he keeps silent like Christ from Bethany to Golgatha. There is no ear nor sense nor feeling for God in this world full of the noise of quarrel and war and beating and gulping and wallowing and four-lettering and cheating and Talmudizing, which, altogether, is to outshout gentle stirrings of Love in the loins and the limbs.

And therefore, they manhandled Christ when he hung at the cross. Imputing to Christ their own vicious thoughts he never dreamed of or meant in the way they said it, they soiled his honor and grace, the appearance of which they could never bear to see. They needled: "Ah, You who would destroy the temple and build it in three days, save yourself and come down from the cross," and: "He saved others; he cannot save himself."

Christ had never claimed that he could save others. It was his admirers who had invented this. He had never said that he would destroy the temple. He only said the temples would be destroyed, as it truly happened some years later. It is as if a writer in this age of ours, for having predicted the Third World War in one generation, would be defiled by the false accusation of having proclaimed himself as the cause of the Third World War.

They had, incited by his disciples, in secret expected the very miracle to happen for which they later hailed him to the cross; in secret they had wished that Christ would really be what they claimed him to represent. They reeled in disappointment, for Christ did nothing of the kind. Accordingly, now, when he hung on the cross, they jibed at him: "Let the Christ, the King of the Jews, come down now from the cross, that we may see and believe."

Thus they had cooked up the miracle expectation they had nurtured all the while; they had persecuted and accused Christ for their own invention; they had put Christ to the cross for their own ghastly dreams of power and might and sorcery and traumaturgy and healing the impossible, and having delight poured down their throats into deadened guts and genitals with no effort on their part at all, and for their expectation of his bringing down heaven to earth for them for sheer amusement, and bringing a paradise where surely honey and milk would flow in rivers, and where there would be no need to think or to worry, to care for the sick and to love one's children with God's love and to build up one's life and to tend the gardens and bring in the fruit and to sweat it out. . . . This is THE SIN.
Poor soul of Jesus Christ. . . . How trustingly and lovingly he had gone into the ghastly trap set by evil, empty, cruel, godforsaken men. These living corpses, carrying within themselves a last little gleam of a lovely memory of a lost paradise forfeited by themselves, had to have their way to the last drop of Christ's agony. They even saw darkness settle over the land from the sixth to the ninth hour of Christ's suffering. And they did not cease to mix their filth of desolation with their drinking of hope from Christ on the cross in front of their eyes; they did not for a second stop sucking Christ's rich soul to fill the empty bags of their dried-up carcasses, still clinging to the last vestige of a hope that they had nailed to the cross a true God and a true Messiah.

Christ, at last realizing fully, as the final few breaths were passing through his lungs, what had happened to him, what a nightmare of a dirty game had been played upon his whole life by a worthless, godless, forsaken generation of vipers and vermin, feels that even his own holy God must have gone back on him. He screams in agony:

"Elo-i, Elo-i, La'ma Sa-bach-tha'ni?" "My God, My God, why hast thou forsaken me?"

What a nightmare. . . . .

And over thousands of years the offspring of these vipers, surrounding and passing by the cross, will study, investigate, digest, reproduce, Talmudize, exercise, embellish and embalm the story of Christ, but the gist of his meaning will slip through their fingers and brains unnoticed lest they hang themselves from the trees of the closest forest.

THEY MURDER AND PROFANE CHRIST TO FIND OUT WHETHER, POSSIBLY, IN THE END, HE WILL STILL TURN OUT TO BE A TRUE, GOD-SENT MESSIAH WHO CAN SAVE HIMSELF.

When they hear his last words, they drivel: "Behold, he is calling Elijah," the prophet. He must, he cannot, dare not fail, being a holy, god- sent Son of Israel.

Christ can not, dare not do such a thing to them. They are very "sensitive," very "delicate" in their feelings about their own dreams. They cannot possibly be left hanging in the air, holding the bag. Christ must, in this very last minute of agony, do something for them, thrill them, give them another dose of hope in the existence of Messiahs and redeemers and holy men, eager to die for their sins, of martyrs bleeding to death to pour some meaning into their dried-up lives. Christ can not do this to them! He must not simply die like any other Son of Man they have murdered before for this or that law of theirs. He cannot, must not, dare not, the scoundrel!

They have no souls. They worship to get. The feeling of love has gone out of them, forever and ever. Therefore, Christ can not do that to them. And they tried to prolong his life to force their ugly dream to come true. One among them, out of pity or out of cruel desire to prolong the agony, filled a sponge full of vinegar, put it on a reed and gave it to Christ to drink. The others among them, more in line with their whole being, not caring about even the appearance of pity, tell him:

"WAIT, LET US SEE WHETHER ELIJAH WILL COME TO TAKE HIM DOWN. . . . .

Thereupon Jesus Christ uttered a loud cry and gave up his soul.

The beasts continued to abuse Christ after his death. They dreamed up the tale that the curtain in the temple was torn in two, from top to bottom, when Christ gave up his soul. It is still possible that somebody, in agony about Christ's fate, actually tore up the curtain to show the Pharisees a last sign of protest over the crime.

"And when the centurion, who stood facing him, saw that he had thus breathed his last, he said, 'Truly this man was a Son of God.'"

Why, you son of the Devil, did you not see this in time to run to your governor to rescue Christ? For this you and your kind will die on the battlefields in many lands through many ages with no hope whatsoever for an end of the slaughter, you will keep dying for your cowardice in the face of dying Life, delfied by your own kind.

For all the evil you do to living, kind Life, you will wander about this earth, patting your neighbors' backs for fear of them; you will gather your kind in "social parties" with loud, empty laughter and glasses of brandy in your hands to dull the pain of your souls; you will kneel in churches and beat your breasts in synagogues for ages without end or hope except the new hopes you will suck from the rich souls of new Christs; you will run after happiness like the hound on the race track runs, panting, with tongue dry and hanging from your jaws, after a make-believe rabbit which will always be exactly the same little, unsurpassable stretch ahead of you.

You will hunt and crucify other scapegoats for your sins that you will never, never get rid of unless you start seeing why and how you murder Christ all through the ages. There is no way for you other than this one.

You will start, finally, to stop murdering Life. The Murder of Christ will be ended, and dark night will fall upon your whole past existence.

Christ has conquered you in a way you never suspected to be possible. He died, not to free you from sins, but to show you up in the full, glaring light for what you really are. It does not matter that it took so long to recognize this true meaning of the Murder of Christ which you have tried so very hard to hide from Men's minds.

Christ's agony is your own, both the active and the passive way.
You are hanging at the cross, dying a death of agonies a million times, in vain, for nothing, cheated out of your possibilities and great dreams of a higher, cleaner destiny.

You will awaken to this reality, sooner or later, and you will scream Christ's last scream, this is quite sure. It will happen sooner or later. And you will stop murdering, torturing, Talmudizing, framing, lying, spying, politicking and pretending you do not know a thing about it all, you innocent son and daughter of the devil.

You carry Christ right there within you, and you know it. You may succeed in hiding and killing him again and again within yourself and within your children for quite some time to come. But finally you will start talking Christ's language and shiver in learning to live his way of Life.

Your belief in the resurrection of Christ is true: Living Life remained unthwarted and walked on this earth clean, without sin, without dirt of the soul, for thirty-three years until it ended on the cross. But, being Life, it did not really die. Life can not be killed, ever. It hung from the cross bleeding in agony from many wounds, but it is truly invincible. Having expired in one body, it will certainly return in another body. It will bleed again and again for ages at the hands of thwarted, hardened, armored life which can not feel sweetness in the limbs or bear the look in the eyes of a deer on a sunlit meadow, without shooting or knifing or choking to death the reminder of its lost paradise. Still, in the end, Life will resurrect and conquer the evil, sinful devil which is the Life force gone stale in the body.

Christ, who is Life in this true sense, is being born in every one of the fibers and cells of every child, in every generation, in every single nation on earth, irrevocably, irresistibly, due to the lust in your loins which one day will be the Love of God again. And wise men with flaming words will keep watch to drive the Hell of your miserable Little Men out of your paradise.

**Prayer**

OH, LIFE ETERNAL . . .
WITH THE BEING OF THE STARS —
FOREGO THY MERCY WITH THY KILLER . . .
SPEND THY LOVE ON THE NEWLY BORN
OF MAN AND ANIMAL AND PLANT . . .
RETURN MAN HOME IN THY PEACEFUL GARDENS.
LET, LIFE, THY GRACE ONCE MORE
POUR OVER THE FORSAKEN SOULS . . .
FULFILL THY TOWERING POWER.

End
ON LAWS NEEDED FOR THE PROTECTION OF LIFE IN NEWBORNS AND OF TRUTH

A careful study of the realm of social pathology reveals the fact that there exists no law in the USA which would directly protect factual truth against underhanded lie and attack motivated by irrational interests. Truth is at present at the mercy of chance. It depends entirely on whether a law officer is personally honest or dishonest, emotionally rational or irrational, subjectively inclined toward or against factual functions. It is most difficult to operate as a pioneering in new fields of human endeavor, if any emotionally sick individual anywhere on the social scene can - unhampered - destroy work or knowledge he dislikes, and if truth is in no position to defend itself against underhanded attack. It is obvious that the future of the USA and the world at large depends on the rational upbringing of the newborns in each generation which will enable them to make rational decisions as grown-ups. (See Wilhelm Reich: Children of the Future, OEB, October, 1931). There do not exist any laws as yet to protect newborns against harm inflicted upon them by emotionally sick mothers and other sick individuals. However, there are many old laws rendered obsolete long ago by progress in the understanding of the biology of man, which threaten progressive educators with extinction if they transgress technically these old laws. These facts, together with the operation on the social scene of emotionally sick individuals, block progress and the search for better ways in medicine and education. Although laws which are serving the welfare of people at large can never accomplish factual changes, life affirmative laws can protect those who strive practically for betterment of the fate of humanity. Therefore, two laws, one to protect life in newborns, and a second to protect truth against underhanded attacks (beyond the scope of libel laws which are not suited for this purpose), should be studied and formulated by legislatures, institutions of learning and foundations whose work is primarily devoted to securing human welfare and happiness.

To illustrate: Truthful and thorough investigation of natural love life in children and adolescents, one of the most crucial tasks in present day mental hygiene, is held up and rendered helpless by the single fact that any biopathic individual who himself has been emotionally warped in childhood or adolescence through frustration of his needs for love, is in a position to put in a complaint to an Attorney General's Office to the effect
that those who investigate the subject of love life in childhood and adolescence, and make certain suggestions as to its solution, are committing a crime, the crime of "seduction of minors." If the attorney happens to agree emotionally with the complainant, the investigation of fact is completely at the mercy of chance. There exists, according to rich experience in actual situations, no provision on the statute books to prosecute the biopathic individual on the basis that his motivation is not truth-seeking, or helping children or adolescents, but only hate of such scientific procedures. The motivation of an accusation should always be taken into consideration, just as the motive for a murder is taken into consideration.

This example must suffice to illustrate the situation. The Archives of the Orgone Institute contain enough factual evidence to prove that the situation is bad indeed where pioneering efforts are burdened with the rather hopeless struggle with such irrationalism in addition to the factual difficulties entailed in the pioneering job.

[This is the text of a proposal made to the Congress of the USA in November, 1952 by the Wilhelm Reich Foundation.]
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THE BIO-ENERGETIC MEANING OF TRUTH

Truth is full, immediate contact between the Living that perceives and Life that is perceived. The truthful experience is the fuller the better the contact. Truth is the more comprehensive the better coordinated are the functions of living perception. And the living perception is coordinated exactly to the extent of the coordination of the motion of the living protoplasm. Thus truth is a natural function in the interplay between the Living and that which is lived.

Truth, basically, is not, as many believe, an ethical ideal. It became an ethical ideal when it was lost with the loss of "paradise," i.e., the loss of the full functioning of the Living in Man. Then truth was suppressed and the ideal mirror image of truth seeking appeared. Neither is truth something to be striven for. You do not strive to make your heart beat or your legs move, and you do not, by the same token, "strive" for or seek truth. Truth is in you and works in you just as your heart or your eyes work, well or badly, according to the condition of your organism.

The Living, in its constant interplay with its environment, lives truth fully to the degree in which it is in contact with its own needs or, which means the same, with the influencing of the environment to satisfy the natural needs. The cave man, in order to survive, had to know the ways of the wild animals, i.e., he had to know the truth about their manner of living and acting. The modern flier, in order to arrive safely at his destination, must be in full contact with and fully reactive to every gust of wind, to the slightest change in the balance of his plane, to the clarity of his own senses and to the movements of his body. He flies truthfully. The slightest blurring of his sensory reaction to his inner and outer environment would kill him. Thus he lives truthfully when he manages the elements and survives. Yet, he does not "search" or "strive" for truth while flying.

Truth, therefore, is a natural function, just as is walking or running or hunting the bear by the Eskimo or finding the tracks of the enemy by the Indian. It is, within the framework of the totality of natural functioning, an integral part of the organism and it depends on the integrity as well as integration of all the senses. The first, organic, sense must be intact. Truth, no matter in what realm of life or whatever its scope, is thus a tool of the Living, in line with all other tools that are given or shaped by the senses and the organismic motility. The use of the weapon of truth is,
therefore, the use of the fullest possible contact with all situations of life, the sensing, the knowing, the contacting and the influencing of everything within and without. Therefore, truth is a function most akin to growth, since development is reaction of expansion and variation to various outer and inner stimuli. Only the truthful organism can grow experientially, and the organism that cannot grow is not truthful, i.e., not in accord with its own bio-energetic necessities. It remains sitting on the spot.

There are certain truths which are a priori given by one's senses and movements. That Life, Living, is constant motion, is such a self-evident truth itself. That Love is the merger of two organisms, is another such truth, self-evident from the sense of longing for merger, actual merging and losing one's circumscribed individual identity during the embrace. That there exists something very alive and emotionally enlivening and vibrating and life-giving in the atmosphere around us, is another such self-evident truth, no matter whether it is called God or the Universal Spirit or the Great Father or the Kingdom of Heaven or Orgone Energy. This experience is common to all men and invariable. It is far older and more persistent than any other, less comprehensive perception of one's being. Watch a cocker-spaniel deliver and care for its puppies, and you know what is meant here, what naturally given truth is. Truth is not something to be learned or imparted to the organism. It is born as a crucial function within the organism and it develops as long as the organism maintains its unitary functioning, which means full organotic sensing.

With the loss of paradise, that is, with the loss of living Life, with the exclusion of crucial functions from man's senses, such as the genital embrace according to natural needs, the "Truth Seeker" broke into this world of a ravaged humanity. What is called "Sin" by the Christian world, "Sabotage" by the Red Fascists, "Ignorance" by the scientist is the expression of the loss of the full organotic contact with one's life; accordingly, substitute, false, inadequate contacts had to develop to maintain life, as if on crutches. (About "contactlessness" see Character Analysis, 3rd ed., 1948.) And this is the plague at its inception. With the sin the prophet came about, with sickness, the medicine man. And among them there was rarely, very rarely, a Christ who dared to touch upon reality fully, without restriction, still here and there being bound down by the apron-strings of his time, his culture or his people's customs.

It is so very significant for the understanding of the emotional plague that the searching for truth becomes the more artificial and futile the closer what it searches for is to the genital emotions of mankind. Because Christ had touched exactly upon man's loss of living Life within himself, which is, ultimately, the loss of his genital functioning replaced by the dry, empty, frustrating 4-lettering, pushing desperately toward the lost paradise, his truth was deep, of cosmic dimensions, and it won a great part of the world — and was distorted worst of all, the distortion centering upon the "Sin of the Flesh." With the seeking of the truth, instead of the living of the truth, the EVASION OF TRUTH became the inseparable companion of truth-seeking. Evasion of truth, not truth-seeking has prevailed so far.

This is easily understandable. Truth, as a manifestation of Life's fullest contact with itself and its environment, is inextricably bound up with Life's energy economy. Truth, accordingly, if lived fully, stirs up the deepest emotions, and with the deepest emotions it stirs to high activity the urge for the genital embrace. Since, now, the core of the energy release of the Living has been excluded and ostracized by men for ages, truth needs must be evaded, too. Every movement toward truth inevitably brought man closer to the lost function. It is, therefore, no wonder that every truth-seeker was accused of "immorality" at all times and in all cultures built on genital suppression, and that the reactionary mind always fought truth as the way of the devil toward "immorality."

The more genitality is excluded from man's senses and activities, the harder the fight against the truth, the more complete is the transformation of a biological truth into a mystical "truth." The Christian religion is a mystified religion of the Living, directed against the very reality of what it represents and adores as an ideal. All lost actual virtues of nature reappear as ideal virtues, to be striven after. With this the dichotomy between the devil, who is a perverted God, and the realm of ethics is ever being born.

The EVASION OF TRUTH, so characteristic of man who lost paradise, i.e., who lost the feeling of God in his body, has, accordingly, its well justified raison d'être. Truth, under the conditions of the full suppression of the laws of Life, stirs exactly those emotions which would upset the orderly way of life which became crucial to armored man's existence. Truth, penetrating to the core of man's misery, would impede the joys he learned to obtain in his substitute life: the little, secret love affairs, the little two weeks vacation, the little joy in listening to the radio, the little squanderance. It would disturb severely his necessary adjustments to the hard way of life under given structural and work conditions. Let an American Indian or a northern Eskimo or even a Chinese peasant live in full use of the most advanced technical acquisitions of civilization, and they would be rendered helpless in their usual way of life. These are banal things. What is meant here, essentially, is that the crooked character structure of
present-day man has its rational meaning and function which cannot be lightly discarded as the freedom peddlers of all nations would advocate doing. They are ignorant of what "adjustment" means. They could not manage a single nervous breakdown due to inability to function actually according to the dreams.

Even the dream of paradise, no matter in what form it appears, is rational and necessary. It fills the heart with a remainder of the old glow of Life within a dreary actuality, as a pin-up girl adds strength to the soldier's guts in the firing line. The pin-up girl acts as a continuous torture, true, but it also helps to maintain the dream of life.

All this tells us that, though crucial and the only weapon capable of disarming the plague as the truth is, it cannot possibly be commanded or injected or taught or forced upon anybody who has not grown it in his organism from the very beginning. Truth is being evaded because it is unbearable and dangerous to the organism which is incapable of using it.

Truth means full contact with oneself as well as with the environment. Truth means knowing one's own ways as distinct from the ways of others. To force upon the fellow man truth which he cannot live, means stirring up emotions impossible for him to carry; it means endangering his existence; it means kicking off balance a well-set, even if disastrous, way of life.

Truth is not what the Russian political prostitute thinks it ought to be: a tool of power, to be changed at will. One cannot change the truth, as one cannot change one's basic character structure.

This must be constantly born in mind as a protection against the prophets who, it is true, see the light but do not know how to enable their fellow men to take it in peace and full enjoyment. This, now, amounts to advocating the devil.

There is, however, an irrational rationale in the persecution of the truth, which cannot be overlooked if truthful living is eventually to prevail. Truth turns critically toward itself, as it were. If it has been persecuted through the ages, it reasons truthfully, there must be a good reason for it. There was a good reason in the rise of fascism of both the black and the red variety: Fascism has awakened a sleeping world to the realities of the irrational, mystical character structure of the people of the world. The rationale of the evil influence of fascism in the twentieth century upon the Asiatic masses is a serious reminder of what harm the mystical transformation of living Life has done to billions of human beings over the ages. Such rational functions within the ugly irrational are a part of living Life, and the truthful organism will acknowledge it. If we do not exactly agree with the command to love one's enemy, we can readily agree that "Love Your Enemy" had the meaning of "Understand the motives of your Enemy." Not a single leading politician in Germany before Hitler's ascent to the reign of terror had really studied Hitler's gospel. So they kept babbling about his being a "bought servant of the bourgeoise." To know the rational in the deeply irrational is the mark of truthful living, that is, of truly alive perception of the conditions of one's Life. Only the stupid self-righteousness within the empty bag of a freedom-peddler manages to believe itself fully perfect and the enemy fully bad. There is a rational motive in most evil happenings. The grave situation in which adolescent youth finds itself today, the so-called juvenile delinquency, which means in six out of ten cases simply the performing of the natural embrace under the most devastating circumstances, inner as well as outer, - this situation is truly a reminder, directed toward a sitting world, of the laws of living Life within a maturing organism. And this voice will not stop screaming until the world stops sitting and starts moving onward.

The evasion of the truth in matters of adolescents' plight is rational on the part of the educational and medical bodies carrying grave responsibilities; they would not know how to start doing what to do, where to proceed in a single case of adolescent misery. They have, due to the chronic evasion and the continuous misrepresentation of the issue, lost the ability to learn and to know how to act. The old laws do not fit. They never did. The police is not the proper agency to deal with juvenile misery, except in cases of full crime against life and safety. The physicians brought up in medical schools which either eschew the subject completely ("do not ever touch it") or adhere to old, wrong, outworn concepts given by old, outworn, dried-out lifeless parents and educators, cannot possibly take responsibility or do anything. The educators are in a similar situation. Therefore, the plague maintains itself. Evasion of the issue becomes rational in a very bad way. And proclaiming the full truth about the plague without preparation for its successful extermination would be equally criminal. What could millions of adolescents without parents who understand their plight, without public support, without help of any kind, and in addition, with a frustrated structure and with sick minds, do with the full truth about their lives?

The knower of the misery of adolescence keeps off the way of the freedom peddler. The peddler peddles "freedom of sex" for adolescents as he used to peddle "bread and freedom," not having the slightest whiff of an idea as to how bread and freedom are to be had; so he would, as he actually did for a while until he was stopped, peddle "freedom of sex for
youth" in a most dangerous manner. No solution of any major social problem is possible without the full support of the public and without full knowledge of what is entailed. We must, by all means, nip in the bud the flourishing of a new brand of social nuisance, the Truth Peddler. He will do more harm than any lie has ever done.

The solution of the problem of adolescence and with it of juvenile delinquency requires:

A complete turn in matters of extramarital living together of boys and girls, secured by law.

Full cooperation of the parents based on rational, medical understanding of adolescence.

An upbringing of children from infancy onward which would insure a character structure which could take the severe jolts of a rich life and would be capable of full adaptation to the laws of bio-energy.

Full support on the part of the social administration.

Housing of the population which would take into account the need for privacy for adolescents.

Sufficient numbers of educators and physicians, healthy themselves, who would stand by in emergencies. This would require full public recognition of the evasion of truth on the part of psychoanalysts who today help to form public opinion on mental health.

A thorough revision of our ancient laws concerning rape and seduction of minors, to distinguish between love in adolescence and true criminal seduction.

Full endorsement of the subject of human biology (in the organonomic sense) in the schools.

Adequate protection against the emotional plague which could and certainly would wreak havoc among the young ones who live happily.

And many other grave matters which would turn up in due time.

All this is unknown, and if known, it is inaccessible to the freedom peddler. It will be equally inaccessible to the truth peddler. Their only interest is to get youth into their organizations by way of political exploitation of the sexual misery of youth. The freedom peddler will in the future, as he so often has done in the past, start youth movements and later betray the very core of the life of adolescents by becoming more reactionary than the old, good conservative, since he had promised more than he could possibly fulfill. Beware of the freedom peddler in matters of love and Life. He does not mean what he says. He does not know anything about Life and the obstacles in its way. He transforms all realities into formalities and all practical problems of living Life into ideas about a future paradise of humanity. Actually, in this very manner, he lands himself and, if brought to power by gullible masses of people, he lands the whole population too in utter misery.

The freedom peddler makes out of matters of truth a bait to lure people into a trap. Truth to him is an "ideal" and not a daily way of doing things. He believes that he defends the truth if he is righteous. The conservative, who, out of an instinctive knowledge of the great difficulties connected with the pursuit of truth, defends the status quo in social living, is by far more honest. He has, at least, a chance of remaining decent. The freedom peddler must, if he wishes to get along, sign his soul over to the devil.

Truth should be used cautiously against the fear of truth which is justified by actual conditions. Truth cannot be used as a tool without the infliction of pain, often severe pain; but neither can it be used like a medical drug. It is an integral part of the way of life of the future and has to grow organically within the senses and primal movements in our children from the very beginning in infancy. And this requires social and legal protection which no freedom or truth peddler is ready or able to give.

All truth as a way of living requires an opportunity to express itself freely. It then will grow by its own devices. All it needs is an equal chance with the lie and the gossip and the maligning and the killing of Life.

Is this too much to ask for?

Truth can be used as a weapon against the Murder of Christ only if it has grown straight like a tree and is branching out like an oak in the forest.

A body that lies by way of its very movement, a soul which lies in the way it expresses itself, not being able to help it, cannot have truth implanted or injected into its veins. Truth in such containers would turn into a far worse lie than the simple lie that had been developed for the protection of the remainder of one's Self. Such truth, injected and turned into a lie, would be a horrible killer. It would have to prove continuously that it is not a lie, that it is turris per se, that not to believe that it is the very essence of truth is sacrilege versus the holy smoke of the church or the state or the patron or the matron or the ruler or the nation or the thin or that. Listen to the proclamation of "true bolshevist truths" and you will know right away what truth injected into crooked bodies and turned into lies looks like and what it does.

Therefore, beware of the freedom peddler who peddles truths like shoestrings in the market place. He is worse than a horse thief. The horse thief does not promise heaven on earth; he just steals a horse. The
horse thief is strung up by the neck with a rope from the tree, but the freedom peddler goes free.

The freedom peddler refuses to learn why there has been lying in the world for so long a time and in so many people.

Learn how to recognize the freedom peddler by his righteousness, by his stalwart uprightness, by his erect forefinger kept up high in the air like a teacher's rod; learn to know him by his cruelly glowing eyes and his rasping voice, by his rigid mouth and his inhuman absoluteness in his quest for the impossible.

The truth which grew organically in a truthful body is a truth that combats the fake truth grown in rigid minds which deny the reality of nature and its manifestations. The sap of life has gone from their blood. They believe that truth is what follows logically from a given premise. The truth is what reveals to you first of all what truth is so rare and so difficult to obtain, and why there exist impostors of truth who disclaim the reality of our existence.

The system of a lunatic is not truthful though it follows logically from its premises. However, there is some kernel of truth in everything proclaimed by men.

People avoid the truth because the first bit of truth uttered and lived would draw more truth into action and so on indefinitely, and this would rip most people right off the customary tracks of their lives. But people, basically, know what is true and what is not, even if they so often render help to the lie. They support the lie because the lie has become a crutch without which life would not be possible. Therefore, in common human intercourse, the truth, and not the lie, is suspected as being phony.

From the lie in daily living has developed a technique to know the lie and be reconciled to it, to live with it, as it were. To use the truth against this lie would set the crusader beyond the pale of the human community.

It is not a matter of "proclaiming truth" but of living truth ahead of one's fellow man. And this is possible, but only if the truth is a true truth, and not a made-up, cooked-up, proposed or propagated truth. The truth must be a piece of your Self as is your leg or your brain or your liver. Otherwise, do not try to live a truth which is not akin to your whole being. It will turn into a lie in no time, and into a worse one to boot, than the lie which has grown organically in the makeshifts of social living.

And this is the true difficulty in getting across the truth one lives. You are in danger of being a voice in the desert if you preach the truth. Don't preach truth. Show people by example how to find the way to their own resources of truthful living. Let people live their own truths, not your truth. What is organic truth to one is no truth at all to another man or woman. There is no absolute truth just as there are no two faces alike. And yet there are basic functions in nature which are common to all truth. But the individual expression varies from body to body, from soul to soul. It is true that all trees have roots in the soil. But the concrete tree A could not use the roots of the concrete tree B to draw nourishment from the soil since they are not his. To maintain the special in the common, the variation in the rule is the essence of wisdom. The variation, divorced from the common, the differentness, is the way of the freedom peddler in his youth. The way of the common and the dictatorial rule for all is the way of the freedom peddler when his youth has gone out of him.

The world is split up between the one and the other. It is called "individualism" and "statism" at present, and will be called many other names before it will vanish from the surface of the earth. The children have not been born yet who will live the laws of Life as they are in the trees of a forest or in the birds or in the corn in the fields.

Freedom peddling robs the truth of its opportunity to prove itself, to sharpen its tools, to structuralize its conduct, to know its enemy, to cope with trouble, to persist in danger, to learn where it can turn into a lie worse than the native lie. Therefore, no rules can be given as to how to use the weapon of truth, as many a reader may have expected from these pages. It is again a sign of the mystification of Christ that rules of conduct common to all are expected from another prophet. This is to escape the trouble of finding your own special truth within your own special Self as it fits you, and not somebody else.

There is only one common rule valid in finding the special truth valid for you. That is to learn to listen patiently to yourself, to give yourself a chance to find your own way which is yours and nobody else's way. This leads not into chaos and wild anarchism but ultimately into the realm where the common truth for all is rooted. The ways of approach are manifold and none alike. The source from where the sap of truth is streaming is common to all living beings, far beyond the animal man. This must be so because all truth is a function of living Life, and living Life is basically the same in everything that moves by way of pulsation. Therefore, the basic truth in all teachings of mankind are alike and amount to only one common thing: To find your way to the thing you feel when you love dearly, or when you create, or when you build your home, or when you give birth to your children or when you look at the stars at night.

Accordingly, common to all sages who knew the truth or were searching for truth, was the expression in their eyes and the meaning of the alive
movement in their faces. It is sad but true that the great clown in the circus carries this expression behind his mask. He has touched upon great truths. It is the exact opposite of the howling of a mob throwing stones into windows. It is far from the giggle of a coquettish girl who lures men to find out again and again how dangerous a man could be to her. It is contrary to the looks of an executioner or the expression in the face of a dried-up, cruel, cunning, sneaking, hiding, ruthless, unscrupulous liberator of peoples. Know the faces of the fake liberators. Learn to see them wherever they turn up, potential ones and mature ones. Learn to know the clever bandwagon rider who cannot look straight into your eyes. And you will know, by contrast, what the truth looks like.

Truth knows no party lines, nor national boundaries, nor the difference of the sexes or of ages or of language. It is a way of being common to all, and potentially ready to act in all. This is the great hope.

But truth is only potentially there; it is not ready to act as yet, like the seed in the field is only potentially there to yield the bread in the fruit. Draught and freezing cold can stop it where it is and prevent it from bearing fruit.

The emotional plague is the freezing cold and the draught that keeps the seed of truth from yielding the fruit. The plague reigns where it is not possible for the truth to live. The eye, therefore, should be centered primarily on the plague and not on the truth, on the prevention of draught and freezing rather than on what the seedling will or might do. The seedling will know its ways toward the Life-giving sun. It is the plague that kills the movement of the stem and it, therefore, requires all our attention. It is not the learning to walk in the infant, but the rock or the precipice in its way that is to be watched. It is a part of the tragedy of man that he did not see the precipice and believed in a perfect, readymade walking of the infant, instead of removing the obstacle in the way of the growing truth.

This is how truth should be used.

TRUTH AND COUNTERTRUTH

Using the truth as a weapon implies not only telling what has been found true but also, and in the first place, knowing why this particular truth had not been found or mentioned before. It could have been for lack of technical or scientific knowledge; it also could have been because knowing such truth would have endangered an important institutional or structural formation. Therefore, before proclaiming a truth, one should know the obstacle to this truth. Otherwise, the evasion of this truth will be counteracted only by way of freedom peddling, i.e., by proclaiming truth as salvation. And this is exactly what is far worse for the establishment of truthful living than the institutional lie.

Human bondage is always apt to establish an institutional lie. A family is held together by human bondage which in many cases rests to some extent on an institutional lie. Consideration for the children may preclude frankness in sexual matters which could upset the living institution. Telling the truth and establishing truthful living always goes with risking friendship and human bondage. Both truth and human bondage are rooted in living necessities. Therefore, if human bondage obstructs truth, no decision as to which to follow is possible unless one knows exactly the other truth, the “counter-truth” which maintains the institutional lie. Thus one truth must be weighed against the other truth: Which is for the moment more crucial? And which is in the long run or with regard to the majority of living humans more important?

If the truth would involve the risk of destroying the institution of this particular family, with no particular benefit derived for the wider aspects of human interrelationships, the countertruth must prevail and the truth must recede or wait until it gains ubiquitous, practical validity. In the latter case, the countertruth must recede. If you can save a thousand children’s lives by risking the familial security of two or three children in one family built on an institutional lie, the interest in the thousand children surpasses the interest in the two or three children. But if the risking of the security of two or three children does not help the many children, there is no sense in proclaiming a truth “on principle.”

In using truth as a weapon against the plague, the relationships of the truth on principle to truth in particular must be well considered. It is basically and on principle true that the problem of adolescent gienality and with it the scourge of what is called “juvenile delinquency” cannot ever be solved without the full establishment of a full, gratifying and well-secured love life of all adolescents. This truth must basically and under all circumstances be adhered to if the long-range solution of the problem of youth as a whole is to be secured. However, in the particular case, it is a matter of considering the countertruth which may tell you that in a certain group or in a certain situation the application of the basic truth would be disastrous. The group of adolescents in question may not be socially or structurally ready to live this truth, or their environment
may react to such living in a manner more dangerous than the misery which already is entailed in their present situation. In another case, the particular truth will be in accord with the basic truth; then there will be no trouble, for example where the school and the home are in agreement as to the basic solution of the problem of adolescence.

When people, as they are so prone to do, put their social interrelations far ahead of the pursuit of truthful living, which is inseparable from risk ing friendships, the truth must always be weighed against the counter truth. Do these people now resist the truth because they need must rely on the countertruth, or is it because they are cowardly, afraid of their neighbors and friends and keep patting them like wild animals to calm their wrath lest it break out? In such cases, the pursuit of truth is clear: One does not yield in matters of truth, valid in wide basic realms, to such malignant calming down of wild animals, if one’s job is to get the lifesaving truth across. This would apply to any psychiatrist who is in charge of a mental hygiene center, or to a group of social workers who are to take care of a sector of the city where juvenile misery is rampant on a large scale.

If one yields to backslapping and backpatting, which is to save one from the embarrassment of making enemies in the pursuit of truth, one is a coward, pure and simple, and no good for the job. In this case, the particular worker is interested in his own security only and he does not care what happens to the people under his care. He best be removed from his job if it requires a pioneering spirit and courage as well as skill in coping with the plague.

However, if a social worker is only to provide families with crude facilities of living such as living quarters or jobs, which usually does not entail any obstacle on the part of the plague, he should not risk the pursuit of such job by proclaiming more basic and more risky truth.

Thus the use of truth is an art in itself, an art that must be developed patiently by experience, like any other art, in order to acquire the necessary skill in using important truth as a weapon in the fight against the plague. Otherwise, one will only add the “truth peddler” to the “freedom peddler” and make a nuisance of everything without reaching a single objective of one’s labor.

Neither can or should truth be “sneaked” into a group or into a social situation if they are not ready to absorb it. The use of sneaky methods will inevitably render the truth itself sneaky and thus utterly useless. It is a quite different thing to find the countertruth, to eliminate its raison d’être and to replace it carefully with the basic truth. An organism who starts upsetting a whole hospital and endangers his own position by pro claiming truth about ergonomic medicine, is only a nuisance. People in distress sense the truth and will come to you if you wait patiently and give them an opportunity to mature up to what they need. Then meeting them will not be difficult.

However, such a rational procedure can easily be replaced by the backslapping type of a nuisance calming-the-beast procedure and even be carried as a shield to maintain one’s inner security. This should be fought with all the means of basic truth. Such backslapping and cheek petting socialite cheats are part of the vast army of the plague which is out to maintain its position and does not care how many children die or how many people starve to death if only their fake friendships are secured. It goes without saying that this has nothing to do with true friendship. It is like the friendship of crooks who know exactly that each one of them only waits for the opportune moment to cut the other fellow’s throat. The world of diplomacy and sociality and tea-partying and delegating and bargaining is full of such machinations to evade the truth which with one stroke would make all the backslapping unnecessary and would replace fake friendship with true teamship of people putting their shoulders to one and the same wheel. Such people are not afraid to put friendships to the supreme test, which is to risk going over the rim of tolerance.

The new leader will have to be an expert in the distinction between genuine human friendship and the empty sooth-the-wild-animal stuff that poses as friendship. The latter is the twin brother of the sucking leech who seduces the abortive genius, by its mystical admiration, into dictatorial leadership or religious martyrdom.

To know the countertruth which supports and justifies the institutional lie is a part of the job of overcoming social misery, to be carefully done lest the truth, pregnant with future developments, turn into a lie worse than the one it was to put out of this world.

Briefly, truth must be protected from being put into a mirror for empty adoration and for the explicit purpose of covering up another Murder of Christ.

Let us now see whether the publication of such a book as True Murder or Cintrúr complies with its own rules to avoid truth-speaking on principle. The countertruths to such a publication five hundred or even one hundred years ago, would have precluded publication of this truth, had it been known. There existed at that time no general awareness of the sexual misery; there existed no knowledge of human character structure; there was not a trace of an inkling of masses of people awakening to Life; there was no knowledge available to cope with medieval
scholasticism; there was no trace of or experience in scientific sexology; the Christian church had not its present-day nature which—at least—talks about the problem of human love life; there was no knowledge of contraception, antiseptics, character armoring, infantile genitality, sexual repression; these things had to come about before the Christian church could start changing. The reformation of Christianity had to shake up the world of Catholic asceticism. At present, a new reformation is developing within the church, such as talking about planned parenthood, handling of child sexuality, even of love outside of marriage.

The science of man has come closer to the cosmic view of man in Christianity (see Cosmic Superimposition), and the church had to face the full realities of life. Renan’s book on Christ had to be published, and psychiatry had to take hold of mankind. In the light of all this, we may hope that the Christian church will soon change its viewpoint on the love of Christ which is bodily love. There is no other way for Christianity but to change with the times.

In other words, with the development of the knowledge of man, the countertruth against the full truth about Christ, maintained by the church of Christ, melts slowly away, and the full truth about the meaning of Christ is mature to see the light of day. The functioning of the cosmic energy in man as Life Energy, and the realization of the meaning of God in terms of the cosmic rooting of men, have bridged the gap between religion and knowledge considerably. We are about to reach the common denominator which for such a long stretch of time has separated man’s spiritual from his biological existence. Still, a long stretch is ahead of us to be mastered. But, doubtless the meeting has taken place, whether the respective representatives are aware of it or not. The courts themselves will awaken them to the full truth of the situation. And the honest, the true Godly ones will be with us.

THE LITTLE MAN PARALLEL

In politics everyone blames everyone else, never oneself. It is time to stop blaming the scapegoat. It is high time to see what splits mankind apart. It is the emotional plague, called “sin” in Christendom, which splits mankind apart. It is the armoring which renders man helpless and prostrate. It is again the armor, which is the terror of living, flowing Life, which creates the sergeants of the plague, who become the sergeants in the vast armies of fiendish nations.

TO EVERY GREAT HUMAN THOUGHT WHICH STRIVES TOWARD THE COMMON DENOMINATOR OF MANKIND, THERE IS A LITTLE MAN’S PARALLEL WHICH BRINGS TO NAUGHT EVERY SINGLE HOPEFUL THOUGHT OF MAN.

There is no use in thinking new liberating thoughts as long as Modju, the Little Man Parallel, continues to spoil the good job. Here are a few examples of the Little Man Parallel of great principles:

Creative Thought
The God of Moses
Fisher of Men
Christ’s Heaven on Earth
Liberty

“Love thy neighbor”
The Golden Rule
Ether as general substratum
Free enterprise

Un-American discrimination, oppression and hatred
“Human labor creates surplus value” (Marx)
Human interrelations
Knowers
The genital embrace, mating
The Law
Underground revolutionary activity
Rebel against social injustice
Society
Contribution to social security and safety
Organization of labor
Free thinking
Fight against industrial exploitation

Little Man Parallel
Revengeful, punishing Jehovah
Holy wars, Crusades, Jesuitism
Paul’s angels in heaven
“I-can-do-what-I-please,” license, 4-lettering
“Fear thy neighbor” and put him on the back
Compromise devoid of principle
One special ether for every natural function
Robbery, Squeeze, Cheat, get the competitor into jail
“Un-Americanism,” prosecution of every truth that is disliked
Russian slave labor camps (Stalin)
Politics, power over men
Expert, authority
“Making” love, “laying” a woman
The bureaucrat, the “lawmaker”
International diplomatic spying, subversion
The bank robber
State, Statist, Socialism
Tax to soak the rich and individual effort
Union boss
The free-thinker
“Me, too, a rich man”
Creative Thought
Leader, Guide, Adviser
Fight against Dictatorship
Free expression of opinion
Factual criticism
Free competition of effort
Honest fight
Civil liberties
Justice
Thrill of adventure
Sport
Human destructiveness
Searching and finding "GOD"
Diplomatic intercourse among nations
Orgastic potency
Sublimation of secondary drives
Natural morality
Self-regulation
Fighter for human freedom
Scientific psychology
Scientific neurology
Curative discharge of pent-up bio-energy
Sovereign — The People
Nation
Social democracy
National defense
Socialism
Priest, Man of God
Emotional Plague

Little Man Parallel
Dictator, Tyrant
Slander and persecution of liberty and pioneering thoughts
Shooting one's mouth off
Personal slander and lie
"Squeeze the small fry"
Knife in the back
Gullibility; tolerance of sneaking murderers
Prosecution, persecution
Gambling, killer of the highway
The "fix"
Death instinct
Litany, Klu-Klu-klan, religious convulsions
Common horse thievery in international relations
Salvation, redemption without effort
Cultural snobism
"Thou shalt not," "Don't touch it"
"Regulate yourself" ideal
The Freedom Peddler
EVE.ERBOD Y a "psychotherapist"
Brain surgery in emotional ailments
Indiscriminate shock treatment,
"shock him"
"Hail the Sovereign"
Race
Dictatorship of the proletariat
Brass-hat, Junker in uniform
State capitalism
The religious jobber
A "plague," everything I don't like

Creative Thought
Giving
Give and take
Truth
Hunting
Fishing for food
Social administration,
Public servants
Convincing people of an accomplishment
Reporter, journalist
Social economy
The knowing people
The critic
The medical organist
Laughing
Research Foundation
Forestry
Money saving
Plenty
Economy of produce
Heredity of characteristics
Genius
Healthy child
Clown in circus

Little Man Parallel
Suck dry the giver
Take and never give
Eavesdropping
Kill every deer you encounter
Fishing to hurt fish
Government above the people,
"state"
Little Men pushing buttons
Being "recognized"
Character assassination, smearer, slanderer
State machinery
The silent people
"Me too..."
Muscle squeezer, armor pusher
Giggling
Tax-free salary foundation
Cut every tree in the forests
Usury
Waste
Black market, inflation of prices
Racial segregation, "hereditary degeneration"
Crackpot
Child who makes no trouble
Jokes on the radio to appease bad taste
WHO IS THE ENEMY?

Truth is the most potent weapon in the hand of Life. Whoever uses a weapon must know his enemy. The weapon of truth must be used against the enemy of Life. A gun can be used against the friend as well as against the enemy. The truth as a weapon cannot be used against itself. You can no more attack the truth of living Life by means of truth and kill it, than you can lift yourself up from a hole by your own hair. You cannot cure health and happiness and you cannot destroy the truth of Life by the truth of Life. Just as knowing the ways of happiness and health and life will only enhance happiness and health and Life, and never destroy them, so also knowing more truth about the truth of Life will never, never destroy Life but only further it.

But, truth is dynamite which can kill Life in the hands of sick life. Sick life cannot use truth about itself and not kill its sickness. But sick life can use truth about Life to kill other, happy Life. And this is another meaning of the plague.

The enemy of Life is, therefore, truth about happy living in the hands or the mouth or the brain or the guts of sickened life if this truth concerns healthy Life. Just as rotted meat brought together with fresh meat will make the fresh meat rot, and never will the fresh meat make rotted meat fresh, so also will knowledge of the ways of healthy Life in the hands of rotted life, always poison good Living, and never the other way around. Healthy Life will never make good living out of rotted life, pestilent life. The pestilent, rotted life knows well that this is so and therefore hates good living worse than anything else. You cannot ever make a crooked tree grow straight again. This is bad, indeed, but it is a fact to be known well in the process of protecting healthy Life.

It is also true that crooked life can maim, ruin, shoot to pieces or otherwise destroy a million pieces of good Life, but never, never can evil, sick life make a single tree or flower grow faster or make birds out of fish. On the other hand, healthy Life, good living, can make trees grow faster and it can make birds out of fish and men out of apes.

And this is the great tragedy of sick life and the good luck of happy Life; and sick life knows it and, therefore, revels in killing healthy Life and persecuting it wherever it can.

How, now, is good living to prevail and to grow if sick life can kill happiness wherever it comes in contact with it? How should the fresh meat be kept from rotting when it meets rotted meat, and how is a healthy baby to be protected from going rotten if in contact with evil life?

Through many ages, people have asked for an answer to this question and could not find it. They could not find it because the answer was sought in whole groups, in whole institutions, in whole social bodies and not in the principle of rotten life itself. Thus, attention was directed away from the poison in one's own camp when it was sought for in the other camp only. And then it had to happen that the rot in one's own camp infested the whole region while the rot in the other camp was fought with the fury of a holy war.

The enemy is the infectious rot itself, no matter where you find it, and not a special group or state or nation or race or class.

The remedy is not fighting-contact with the plague. This will always cause infection by the plague of the healthy life. Gay and happy children will easily pick up the ways and expressions of sick children. But sick children will never pick up the ways and expressions of healthy children.

A single messed-up, pestilent person can upset a whole group of well-functioning men and women. A single evil being in the midst of a thousand trusting honest people will make a thousand innocent spies out of the many. But a million trusting people will never make a trusting human being out of a structurally spying soul. Therefore, the answer cannot be contact with and direct killing of the plague. Never has direct killing of the plague been successful; it only infected the arm of justice. The answer is so far, with the given means of knowledge about the ways of the plague: ISOLATION AND QUARANTINING OF THE INFECTIONOUS PLAIGUE-RIDDEN PERSON OR GROUP. And the full truth about both the plague abroad and at home, ruthlessly, relentlessly revealed for all to know, as was done in the USA in the excellent film "When the Earth Stood Still" (1951).

There is an objection to this solution which has remained untouched; a silent agreement, as it were, between the plague and its victims over a long stretch of time. The silent rule was: "Never mind the ugly plague. This has always been and always will be so. There is nothing you can do but ignore it. If you fall prey to its murderous ways, too bad. It happened over the ages. The truth always had to suffer, and there must be martyrs of truth. No prophet was recognized in his own homeland, because truth has always been persecuted. The world is as it is, and nothing can really make it better. Do not get excited about it. You will not only burn up your wings if you fly into the fire of human madness and try to rescue Life. Mankind is rotten and will remain rotten. Keep off politics and do your job quietly and without conspicuous
behaviour. Be a good citizen, shoemaker, and stick to your lasts. Do not try to improve the world; it cannot be improved. Sin is inborn, malignancy is the very essence of man. Be courteous towards your killer, say 'thank you' to your hangman and show modest reconciliation with the ill fate that kept you in the pen twenty years for no committed crime. Doesn't it say in the holy book, 'Love thy neighbor as thyself' and 'forgive your enemies'? It does. Therefore, keep quiet. Your life is short, and you are an unimportant worm anyway. Therefore, behave with dignity and do not pay attention to the murderer of Christ. Nobody has ever paid attention to him; he always was despised and nobody cared about him. The truth will ultimately win out, no matter how long it takes and how many victims the pursuit of truth will cost. We all know very well that no war has ever changed anything and that everything has always remained as it has been for ages. There is nothing you can do about it. If you wish to do something, try to be nice to your enemy and to convince him of your good will. You may or may not succeed in changing his heart.

All such talk was created by the plague underground to maintain itself. Nobody at the source of living Life has ever said that one should forgive the enemy, not even Christ, who punished his enemies and the enemies of mankind and cursed the hell out of them. It was the plague which, in order to protect itself against the just wrath of living Life, changed the meaning of Christ's words from "understand your enemy" into "forgive your enemy under all circumstances and by all means. Do not touch your enemy, do not fight for your life, your honor, your reputation against the plague that defies you. Turn the other cheek to receive another blow." It was the pestilent character here as everywhere else who turned the meaning of words upside down to continue his evil doings unopposed. And the pestilent carrier of the plague is being supported by principles of liberalism, wrongly interpreted and based either on unconscious sympathy with or on fear of the plague.

Nobody at the inception of humanitarian liberalism had ever claimed that one should give the right of free movement to the criminal spy, the underhanded, cunning fox who stabs you in the back while he presents you with a bouquet of roses that explodes in your face. It is the Little Man, again, who admires the cunning efficiency of the strong-armed plague, who turned the meaning of a true liberalism into the nonsense of letting murderers and thieves and men who are out to kill you sneak around your house at night, without using your gun.

Who, then, is the enemy of living Life which is the eternal victim of the plague? The enemy is the slyness of the pestilent character in all camps, right and left, in high and low social strata, in the government office as well as in the shoe factory, in the bacteriological laboratory as well as in the church of St. Maria, in the democratic as well as in the communist party, in every school, family, group, class and nation on this earth.

The enemy is everywhere. No geographical or racial boundaries separate the friend from the enemy. How can we trust each other? How can "good will among men" and "peace on earth" ever be built on earth if this is so?

The answer is:

Learn to know what Life is and how Life works. Learn, finally, to fight for Life as heretofore you have only fought for emperors and dukes and jehu men and ideas and honors and wealth and ephemeral fatherlands and motherlands. Finally, start fighting for Life! And: Learn to distinguish the expression of an honest, open face from a false and characterological liar. If you love your children, learn to read the facial expression of a Morose.

Do not be patient toward the killer of Life if your patience with the single killer helps to kill thousands of babies and drives millions of people into the gutters to die. What are your high values worth as long as people starve from hunger of the stomach and from hunger for love, as long as you evade the true, crucial issue which is the habitual turning away from the full facts that make Life miserable? What is your good will worth if you dare not expose the poisonous rot which infects your neighborhood with gossip so that no unlicensed loving couple can move freely, and that drives to suicide or insanity many a man and woman and boy and girl at your neighbor's door?

Your values are all right, but make them work. Your calm pose in the face of hidden evil is evil itself, nothing but a subterfuge. Your sociality is not worth the smile on your face if it is only to calm the wild animal in your friend or to gain some advantage. Your gaiety and your good will and your good neighborliness are all right and very good things, but watch the underground mole which undermines its very foundations and which is protected by your false liberalism.

You say: "To touch complete freedom of expression and action is very dangerous. Who should be the judge as to what is good and what is bad?" You are right: Who should be the judge? But why not judge the judges, read the expressions on faces and distinguish the face of a
scoundrel from the face of an honest soul? How do you otherwise propose ever to stop the Murder of Christ?

The enemy is this talk of yours. The enemy is in the midst of all of us. The enemy is your reluctance to fight for the Life and happiness of babies as you fight for your high ideals. Your ideals are nothing outside living Life.

The enemy is your secret sympathy for the killer of Life; a sympathy based on your fear of deep sorrow and exuberant joy. The enemy is your own dullness which is to protect you against the full feel of Life.

Therefore, you protect the plague and drivel about the love for the neighbor. Therefore, you will choose the plague rather than living Life, if you can, to escape the thrill of Life, and will give yourself to dullness instead of to fullness of experience. The evil attracts you because you shun the stir connected with the good. You want your little pleasures only, the little 4-lettering, the little paper read at the convention, the little meaning in the big teaching, the little and small and tight and dull and uneventful in everything.

HIDEOUS DISTORTIONS OF ORGONOMIC TRUTH

In the twentieth century, society went through the frightful experience of what a system of thought, distorted by armored man, can do. No leader conscious of his importance and responsibility will ever dare forego the lessons from the mass murder that followed the distortion of sociological teachings in the heads of men in power who were forced to keep society together. And the leaders who will be responsible for the new Life processes which will emerge from the discovery of the Life Energy, will be forced to be more careful a hundred fold. A teaching of living Life, taken over and distorted by armored man, will spell final disaster to the whole of mankind and its institutions. There should be no mistake about this.

A brief survey will easily show in what direction such distortions of a teaching based on Life Energy will act:

By far the most likely result of the principle of "orgastic potency" will be a pernicious philosophy of 4-lettering all over the place everywhere. Like an arrow released from the restraining, tightly tensed spring, the search for quick, easy and deleterious genital pleasure will devastate the human community.

The constant, patient struggle for improvement of health, based on carefully drawn experiences, will be replaced by the idea of a "perfect," readymade "health" as an absolute ideal with new social stratification in "healthy" and "neurotic" people.

Physicians and philosophers, to judge from past distortions, will probably establish a new virtue, the perfect ideal of "freedom of emotion" which will harass human interrelations. Rage will have no reason nor rational direction. It will rage for rage's sake only, to be "emotionally free."

Self-regulation, instead of being the easy, spontaneous flow of events with up's and down's, to follow and to guard, will become a "principle" to be applied to life, to be taught, to be exercised, to be imposed upon people, possibly with prison or death penalties, no matter whether it be called "sabotage of the holy living principle of self-regulation" or "crime against the freedom of Life and Liberty." And those revolted by the sight of the evil doings will most likely blame an innocent, distorted, misinterpreted orgonomy for the actions of living beings bare of any sense of proportion.

The function of work democratic interrelations among working people will most likely drown in the verbiage of what work-democracy should be like (not of what it actually is), and new political ideas will emerge to depict and secure the new hope of mankind: "work democracy."

Orgastically impotent physicians in the realm of medical orgonomy will mess up the medical techniques to establish the orgonomic streaming in sick organisms or will forget them altogether and start quibbling about whether the jaw or the shoulder muscles should be attacked first, for centuries to come.

They will form one end of a line at the other end of which they will be opposed by the 4-letterers who will demand "freedom of loco" and the right to live life according to the "principles of orgonomy."

Self-regulation in the upbringing of newborn infants will not work in hands which will not know what a spontaneous decision or action is, and the enemies of children and even the friends will rave about the evil consequences of that cockeyed idea of self-regulatory upbringing in infancy.

We can imagine all these developments and many more very easily, and there will be those wiseacres who will tell everybody that nothing can be done anyhow, that it always has been that way and always will be. . . . until some new Living Christ will walk upon this earth in the midst of the nightmare and will preach the principles of Life only to be nailed to the cross again by the high priests of the "Science of Living Life."
All this will actually happen unless man will find the exit from the scarred battlefield of the human emotional plague, the entrapment of poor souls.

The prostitute in politics, the glb freedom peddler, the mystical liberator are not to be blamed for the great misery. They are to be blamed for obstructing the access to the realization of their own ideals and the removal of the misery they created. They are not to be blamed for peddling “freedom” and “bread” and “democracy” and “peace” and the “will of the people” and all the rest of the register. They are to be blamed for persecuting everybody who clarifies what freedom is and what obstacles are in the way of self-government and what obstructs peace. They are not to be blamed for promising land to poor, starving peasants. They are to be punished for obstructing the access to making the peasant capable of tilling his land freely and efficiently so that the mass murder of peasants in the process of compulsory collectivization as in 1932 becomes impossible in the future. They are not to be blamed for holding out hopes for heaven on earth, but for betraying and obstructing every single step in the direction of true betterment of human conditions. They are not to be blamed for having ideals but for having emptied all ideals from any content whatsoever, for having put human high ideals into the mirror and for killing everyone who lives an ideal or tries to bring reality somewhat closer to the ideal: in short, they are to be blamed for being charlatanous scoundrels. They are not to be blamed for having theories or for feeling themselves the “sole” liberators and the “only” possessors of the holy truth, but for killing millions for not believing in their alleged truths and for torturing those who do not think that they liberate anything. They are not to be blamed for speaking about the liberation of those in low social standing but for doing exactly the opposite of what they are talking about, for depriving the lowly ones of all and every opportunity to get on their feet because it does not fit the ghastly corps of a theory.

The Catholic hierarchy is not to be blamed for preaching Christ’s teachings, but for obstructing these very same teachings by the mystification and disembodiment of the living, true, original Christ. They are not to be blamed for being ignorant of the identity of Life and God and sweetness in the genital embrace, but for hating and killing everything that even remotely reminds one of Christ’s true living existence, and for keeping from mankind the knowledge of Christ’s relations to the love of the body. They are guilty of ossification of a living creed and of murdering Christ in the bodies of countless infants and children and adolescents, thus creating the very Sin they later punish with fire in hell. We accuse them of obstruction to learning and development and improvement and recognition of obvious, simple, clear facts of Life. They are guilty of not joining, with their great power those who have looked a bit deeper into the darkness of human existence and who have thrown some, if ever so dim a light upon what is meant by the word “God.” They are to be blamed for having remained sitting since the fourth century A.D.

A kneeling and praying humanity, two and a half billion strong, feels Life in their frozen bodies when they pray, though they call it by different names. They fight holy wars over the kind of name to be given to what they have in common. And the high priests have abandoned their sacred duty to lead the kneeling and bowing and praying multitudes toward exactly what they have in common when they feel in their streaming blood what they call “God.” And here nothing has changed since Christ cursed the Pharisees at the temple of the Jews. Nothing! The priests have not learned anything at all, and, worse, they obstruct and fight tooth and nail those who are trying to learn. This is what they are guilty of.

An ossified humanity has put ossified priests into its temples, and the ossified priests maintain the ossification in every newborn generation. This is what religion is guilty of, not its original true teachings of Buddha and Christ and Confucius. They all strove toward the same goal. Ossified humanity could not understand or accept these teachings, and they established the right kind of priest to keep the teaching frozen, unreachable, in the mirror. This is the great tragedy: The obstruction of the penetration of the fog, not the fog itself, the threat against the realization of religious beliefs and goals and morals, not the religious, original moral teachings.

Not the freedom of speech and its advocates are to be blamed but the abuse of the freedom of speech by liars and cheats and gossips and maligners and underground mole who destroy the foundations of liberty because they cannot live or stand liberty. To be blamed is not the ignorant psychiatrist but the gossiping psychiatrist who maligns the revealer of the misery of frustrated love.

It is true: If anyone had the guts and power to decree that freedom and self-regulation be established overnight, the greatest disaster in the history of mankind would inevitably sweep our lives like a flood. If revolution by force, guaranteed in the Constitution of the USA as a right of the people against evil government, would and could do the job of true liberation, no sane mind would hesitate to be all out for it. It was the essence of the downfall of all freedom movements based on such belief,
that freedom can not be established by decree or force, because fear of freedom is in the peoples themselves. As long as people fear the streaming of living Life in their bodies, they will fear truth and avoid it by all means.

TO TOUCH THE TRUTH IS THE SAME AS TO TOUCH THE GENITALS. This means the same as the ‘Touch-It-Not’ of anything serious, crucial, life-saving, of anything leading toward true self-reliance. This explains the great taboo ‘touch-it-not’ against genitalia as well as against truth. This is the subversive power of the plague. To turn mass attention away from the conferences of the political windbags toward these crucial facts will be the primary job. From this job, once done, other developments will follow. Therefore, the current Biological Revolution, which has gripped humanity over the past thirty years, is of such tremendous importance. It opens the gates to those who are ready for it to bring mankind aware of the great taboo: “Don’t touch it,” and, by making people aware of it, it brings them closer to their genitals as well as to their inner truth. This means the reversal of a situation of some ten thousand years’ standing. To be aware of the scope of this penetrating process is to be aware of a huge sweep of history over the following two to three thousand years. No freedom peddler and no political prostitute will accept this. They will talk, gossip, malign, fight, slander and lie it away wherever they meet it. To the same extent to which the problems of human genitality become accessible to multitudes, will truth be wanted and no longer avoided or killed. And then things will run their own logical course.

Catholicism, which denies the love in the body, can survive this revolution in our lives only if it returns to Christ’s true, original meaning which was so badly and thoroughly transformed into the exact opposite. Should it happen that Christendom will not, swimming in the general stream of life, revert to the original meaning of Christ, more, much more blood, innocent blood will be spilled, and still Life will remain stronger and the church will slowly vanish from the surface of this earth. Otherwise, it will survive as an institution of, in spite of, the terror and darkness it has spread over the ages, had done so much to keep a miserable dependent humanity somehow going. It is those who feel Life in the body’s streaming and want the sweetness of true love who know better than the representatives of a distorted Christ that the perversion of Christ’s true meaning was, in the face of the sexual misery of mankind, absolutely necessary.

St. Paul is not to be blamed for having introduced the most cruel system of sexual starvation mankind has ever known. He had to if he was to build up the Christian church. He had to build strong dams against the pornographic, filthy, sick mind of man in sexual matters, even at the price of killing the true Christ. But he would in the person of his representatives be guilty of treason against mankind if he were to obstruct the way back to the true Christ, by fire and sword, by a knitting-in-the-back of the new leaders who will arise in this struggle, and by contriving in secret conferences to kill Life. It won’t work any longer; it will only cost innocent blood. And this blood, spilled for no good reason, will be on the consciences of the obstructors of the truth of Christ.

The safeguarding of a healthy, natural, life-saving love life in the newborn generations is the task of the new type of physician and psychiatrist. It is their domain; here the truth of Life was born and protected against evil attacks. The church is the domain of the priests. Let each domain have its own rights, equal and honest. Just as no psychiatrist or physician will try to interfere with the inner affairs of the church, no church should be permitted to extend its influence and power beyond its own domain. Let us keep to our own domains and not interfere with what is none of our business. This is mutually valid.

Life surpasses by its very nature all boundaries, all little frontiers, all custom barriers, all national restrictions, all racial biases; it is truly supreme in the cosmic sense, just as the Christian thinks the Lord supreme in the cosmic sense. But Life only lives its way, it does not force anyone anywhere to live its way. It does not interfere with what is none of its business. This is its greatness. Once discovered and understood, it is bound to come to govern all that derives from it. It is in no disagreement with either the true original meaning of God or of Christianity, nor with the true, original meaning of socialism, nor with any other true striving toward human life, liberty and happiness. The yearning and striving for Life, Liberty and Happiness is the common denominator of all factions of human political organizations which today are at each other’s throats. It is and always has been the emotional plague which split the basically identical human strivings apart and drove them against each other. Therefore, the enemy is not a particular belief but the work of the plague in man.

Red Fascism is the sum total of organized techniques to split into pieces and apart the common roots of Life in all people. It has shut every single entrance to the knowledge of living Life. It has banned the laws of the unconscious human mind, the laws of infant and childhood genitality, the knowledge of repression and armor and secondary drives
THE RATIONAL ROOT OF THE "RESECTION"

The plague divides and separates men by shutting out what is common to man.

The new leader will clearly see the common root and emotional meaning of the Catholic and the Red Fascist belief: the "resurrection of Christ," i.e., the resurrection of Life in Man. The resurrection of Life inevitably entails the resurrection of Love, of full, streaming, uniting genial Love. Being eternal Life and Love in the hearts of men, Christ could not have died; he rose again, in the emotional meaning of the word. The Life-starved, Love-starved people simply would not yield to the final, irrevocable death of Love and Life. It had to stay alive by resurrection; it had to be as they felt it in their bodies, moving and envisioning the limbs immortal, no matter whether as immortal soul, or immortal spirit, or immortal Christ "within you" or as immortal Christ "in Heaven." Christ, by his very Life meant emotionally to people the resurrection of true, primal Love of the body. His mystified existence after his death rested accordingly, on a rational basis, i.e., on the streaming of Love and Life in the limbs of the people who carried on the mystification, i.e., the divine resurrection of Christ, at about the fourth century A.D.

But this mystification had at the same time, under the pressure of the compulsion to continue the Murder of Christ within themselves, removed the realization of Life and Love into heavens, far away from men's reach. The Son of Man had to die first before he could reach heaven and sweet Love and eternal Life.

Against this mystification, defacement, transposition and transfiguration of living Life in the Body, another sector of humanity revolted some fifteen hundred years later. This sector of humanity did not wish to die before having lived a full life; it wanted heaven on earth right away and in a practical manner; to be given and guaranteed to them by the "freedom movement" which installed the laws of liberation from marital straightjacketing and Murder of Christ in the womb: this was the early Communist movement of 1900-1917, two thousand years A.D., which started with materialistic thinking in the seventeenth century.

The common root of a two thousand years' old Christianity and a three hundred years' old mechanistic rationalism which culminated in an imperialist Russian Red Fascism, taking their true root in human emotions, is the liberation of the body streaming, call it Freedom or Christ, it does not matter. Armor plus pornography in man turned Christ into papacy; it turned the body streaming into Sin, and original Communism into Red Fascism. Both mystified their originally rational roots in man's rational dreams and longings. Both Christianity and Communism turned against their origin and source of strength at the roots of their continuous existence, against Life and Love in the body. They had to, both of them, since the road to living Life in the body was shut off in the people who carried and nourished them into power. Both had to land in mystification and the Murdering of Christ, each in its special way. And finally, the variation of the way of suppression of Christ turned them against each other with the threat of future mass slaughter. These are the realities of the meadow as against the show on the stage which speaks of spies against the State, or of Sin versus the Holy Spirit.

Seen from the common roots and emotional meanings of both Christianity and Communism, the solution of their mutual animosity on principle is simple. A new leader could or will tell them:

"Stop quibbling about spies and motherlands and fatherlands and Sin and holy smokes. You differ only in the ways you choose to murder Christ. It is unimportant whether by mechanization or by mystification and transfiguration. He is dead in both cases. It is immaterial whether you call his domain the Kingdom of Heaven or the Third Phase of Communism. You will fail to reach it because you have murdered, long ago, what alone can lead toward your dreamland. In order to reach your set destination you must reinstate Christ in his original meaning: As love in the body, as freedom of Love from the shackles of a frozen humanity, as freedom of the mind to investigate and live its root in the streaming blood and in the body. You both are rooted in one and the same longing of man. If you mean what you preach, you will return to your origin and help realize the dream of man which is realizable. You will stop punishing little children for touching Christ or adolescents for living Christ in the body as Christ himself has lived. And you will reinstate the first laws you had established toward the freeing of Christ from deadened bodies. You will bring about the Kingdom of God and true brotherhood of peoples. You have the power to do so, both of you."

The enemy of Life and Love in both the Christian and the Communist domain, the enemy of the child, will inevitably turn up and fight the new leader. They will keep man's interest spellbound in empty for-
malities and condemnation of bodily love and in patriotism and war-making and peace propaganda and shooting enemies of the State and many other things the sole aim of which is to talk God away and to keep the Devil reigning. These enemies in both camps, inimical toward each other, will certainly unite to fight their new common foe, the Love of Christ. This Love is their true foe since it will turn their whole organization and existence upside down, unless they return to their original emotional meanings in man.

It is thinkable, theoretically possible, even of crucial importance for the church to return to Christ of 25 A.D. and for Communism to return to the old dreams of an international human brotherhood of 1848. It would save both movements from inevitable decay in a terrifying morass once Life starts marching on the streets of the great cities of the earth. But will they, can they? Will the Murder of Christ be more powerful than reason? They cannot make the big turn because they are rooted in hardened, stiffened, frozen souls who had to carry the last flicker of an old dream along through the ages, the dream of a Living Christ and a Loving God and a peaceful community.

No matter how hard it will be: There cannot be a moment of hesitation as to whether to keep Christian and Communist alike aware of their origins and meanings in people's souls.

The new leader will use many ways to divert the burning attention of Man from the present nuisance to center it on the interest in future generations. And the center is and will remain for a long time, until peace has returned to the plague-ravaged earth, the living “God” in the streaming feelings of Life in the body, and all the knowledge in biology, medicine and education that is necessary to master man's living Life in newborn infants all over the planet.

An immobilized, sitting humanity is waiting for an answer to its search for the ways of living Life. While it drudges along on a bare minimum of subsistence, waiting, dreaming, suffering agonies, submitting to new slaveries after ages of futile revolts, it is harassed by theories and dogmas on human living. To add a new dogma of human living to the maze of philosophies, religious, and political prescriptions, means adding another piece of confusion to the building of the Tower of Babel. The task is not the construction of a new philosophy of life, but diversion of the attention from futile dogmas to the one basic question: why have all dogmas of how to live life so far failed?

The answer to this new kind of inquiry will not be an answer to the question of sitting humanity. However, it may open the way for our chil-
mained sitting on "economics" and a mechanistic, industrial view of society. It has thrown out and kept away with fire and sword all knowledge about human emotions beyond those known to the conscious mind. It has condemned the bio-energetic drives as "bourgeois ideology." It rests its
philosophy of man on a merely conscious mind which is superimposed on Pavlov's reflexes and automatic responses. It has thrown out the function of love completely. Accordingly, when it meets with human inertia, which is due to the armoring of the biosystem, it believes, quite logically from its own standpoint of thinking, that it is dealing with conscious spite or conscious "reactionary" "sabotage." Again, in full agreement with its way of thinking, and subjectively honestly (apart from the conscious scoundrel of politics whom we find everywhere), the Red Fascist shoots to death the "saboteur." This must be so since, to this kind of thinking, what a man does or does not do is due solely to conscious determination and resolve. To believe otherwise, to accept the existence of a living domain beyond the conscious will, and with it the existence and power of an unconscious psychic domain, of a rigid character structure, of an age-old impediment of bio-energetic functioning, would right away and irretrievably undermine the very foundation of the total system of suppression of the "saboteur or the Power of the State." (Never mind now "proletarian" or otherwise.) It would, with one stroke, reveal man as he is, and the interest would be diverted from the "Capitalists" who are no more than ultimate results of an economy of armored, helpless, sitting mankind. It would reveal the truly capitalist character of Sovietism. The whole system of arch-reactionary oppression of living Life, of the total mess in the guise of a "revolutionary" ambition, would inevitably collapse.

So far the influence of thinking in terms of a "conscious mind" alone, upon social action.

Let us now for a moment imagine that the psychoanalysts had acquired social power in some country. They would, from their point of view of the existence of an unconscious mind, acknowledge a vast domain of human existence beyond the conscious will. They would, if meeting with the "sitting" of humanity, attribute it to "bad" unconscious wishes of one kind or another. Their remedy would be to "make the spine conscious," to exterminate the evil unconscious. This, of course, would not help, just as it does not help in the treatment of a neurotic, since the spitting itself is the result of the total body armoring, and the "evil unconscious" is the result of the suppression of natural life in the infant; an "I won't" is superimposed upon a silent "I can't." This immobility, expressed as an "I Can't," is naturally inaccessible to mere ideas or persuasion, since it is
The newborn infant thus, naturally, comes into the center of preventive medicine and education. In this manner the common principle of mankind is obtained; not as an ideal to be striven after, not as a political program to be carried through by mass meetings and proclamations, but as the focus of the deepest root of humanity, as the rock foundation upon which to build: To build as an engineer builds a bridge or an architect a house, and not as the Red Fascist builds up his empire over man and his society, with the help of slander and denunciation and spies and gallows. Modju is the name for the millions of little destroyers of human hope, the killer ants at the foundations of human society; the "poor little fellow" who is so insignificant that no one has as yet mustered enough interest to fix an eye on him and stop his subterranean evil activities.

Orgonomy, which is the factual comprehension of the universal "Cosmic Orgone Energy" ("God," "Ether") touches upon Christian as well as old East Indian thought in the depth of the cosmic existence of man. It is basically not in disagreement with religious thought. It differs from religious thought by its concreteness in formulating the concept of God, and by its insistence on the bio-energetic, including the central point of view, eschewed in all other systems of thought. But, basically, orgonomy operates in exactly the same realm as Christianity and Hinduism, far deeper than any technological, materialistic or mechanistic conception of Man's roots in Nature. There is no contradiction to Christ's basic tenets in Orgonomy, though there is much disagreement with the Christian mythology of Christ.

THE MEANING OF COUNTERTRUTH

To understand the leader, one must first understand the led ones. To beat the foe, one must know his strength and rational roots well. To comprehend the power which the Black or Red Fascist exerts upon multitudes of common people, it is necessary to know the people. From this the orgonomic investigation of fascism as "mass psychology" grew in 1930.

In order to use the tool of truth efficiently, one must know the COUNTERTRUTH proficiently. The problem is not why there is truth about things but why truth cannot prevail. If in spite of all the truth and peace-preaching the liars and cheats and gossipers so abundantly prevail, there must be something very powerful that obstructs the truth. It cannot be the lie itself, since lies do not last. There must be some crucial truth of a different kind that obstructs the truth proper. We call it the COUNTERTRUTH.

A woman who has taken a lover besides her legal husband lives an important truth. The marriage has worn out, or the husband treats her badly or he is impotent, or he just does not fit her, though he may be important in other respects. Life is rich, too rich to be caught in medieval straightjackets. Yet, this woman does not live the truth without a lie. The lie in this case hides a serious countertruth: If the husband knew he would kill her or her lover, or both. Nobody would be served. The countertruth is, in regard to telling the truth in this case, more powerful than the truth.

There were at the time of the conferences of the political leaders at Teheran and Yalta, grave reasons nor to tell the truth about the coming deception of the Americans by the Red Fascists. The countertruth in this case was the compulsion of a companionship with Red Fascists regarding defense against the Black Fascists.

Royal representatives of people are strictly held nor to tell any truth, to remain aloof from truth, to avoid embarrassing, truthful questions, to adhere to empty formalities, to "represent" only and not to deviate from - what?? From custom? What is custom and why is there this custom? Good behaviour? Is strict evasion of the truth good behaviour? From regard for the public eye? Why does the public eye shun the truth? Why is a man who tells a simple truth proclamed a hero? Because the multitude consists of cowards? Why is the multitude composed of cowards as regards telling the truth?

There are crucial COUNTERTRUTHS to be guarded against the invasion of the truth. Before searching for the rational in the countertruth, let us survey its domain:

The Jewish people were not permitted to enter the holiest of the holy in the temple. Why? Would one not expect that, in order to elevate a people, one would let them touch the holy every single day? This is not the case. There must be a crucially important reason for keeping the people away from the holy enclosure of the truth.

The cosmic energy which pervades everything and functions in the very senses and emotions of the searchers and thinkers, was never touched in a concrete manner. This is the more astonishing since its functions such as shimmering in the sky, twinkling of stars on clear nights and stoppage of twinkling on nights before rainy weather, the energy field of living bodies, the disappearance of the field in the process of dying, the blunness and the sparkling in "complete darkness," the envelopes of the heavenly bodies, and many other functions such as the vesicles in all tissues that disintegrate, are simple functions easily observed; yet they were not touched for a period of some twenty-five hundred years of human
dealings with nature. And when, finally, the cosmic orgone energy was discovered practically and "touched" powerfully, there was an uproar, a great hustling and bustling, a loud chit and a chat; but no one, for years, touched an accumulator or looked into a microscope. Why this evasion of the obvious? Why are geniuses required to detect the obvious?

The weapon of truth requires that questions are asked regardless of whether they are liked or not, no matter what the results. If your most bitter enemy states falsehoods, you must find the falsehoods. If he states truth, you must find that he speaks the truth, no matter how painful the truth of your foe.

The truth of your enemy is the countertruth to your own truth. If the enemy of your truth speaks the truth, then there is something wrong or premature or incomplete in your own truth. Before Hitler's murders could be fully comprehended, the truth he told about Marxists and Jews and Liberals and the Weimar Republic had to be acknowledged. To acknowledge his truth, i.e., your countertruth, was crucial in order to take the next step; to ask, "How is it possible that a Hitler can come about in the first place? How can seventy million German people, knowing and toiling people, be seduced into such a nightmare by a clear-cut psychopath?" Without such a question, no answer could be obtained. Hitler clearly presented a countertruth.

The answer to Hitler was found in the character structure of the people at large which made his murders possible. It was the people who made Hitler, and not Hitler who subdued the people. Without Hitlerism or Stalinism in the people there could be no Hitlerns nor Stalins. This was the countertruth in 1932. It became the foundation on which a whole new piece of knowledge grew, the science of orgonomic "mass psychology," the knowledge of the role of the authoritarian family, of the fear of freedom within people, of the structural incapacity for freedom and self-government, of the pornographic and basically sadistic structure of the "middle layer" in people's character, and from here there followed ...

The Distinction of the Bio-Energetic Core and the Primary Needs. Thus it was the truth, spoken by a biopath in the disguise of a national hero, which led to basic, new answers, to new truths.

The countertruth is in the beginning of a new development, often more important than the truth. The truth will be the firmer and sounder, the better comprehended is the countertruth. And in order to find the countertruth, one must be able to "advocate the devil," to identify with the enemy, to feel like the lout.

Had early sex-economy in the late 1920's succeeded in fully develop-

ing a mass movement on a "sex-political" basis, one of the gravest disasters in the history of mankind would have been set into motion; not because what was told in public at that time was not the truth, but because it was not the full truth, which always includes the countertruth. And the countertruth in this case was: The genital suppression in infants and adolescents was necessary; its omission would have been fatal, since these children and adolescents had to adjust to a social structure which required armoring against emotional freedom. Unarmored children could not have existed in the society of 1930 anywhere on this planet. Therefore, the truth about the evil effects of armoring children and adolescents could not gain the upper hand at that time. This truth, as it stood then, without the knowledge of the countertruth which blocked its way, could not possibly have operated according to its own design and purpose.

This is truly "advocacy of the devil." The countertruth is more cruel at times than any truth could ever be; it is, however, also more fruitful to the final fulfillment of truth.

In the abstract, sex-economic self-regulation is "perfect," much better, cleaner, firmer, sounder, and more decent than moral regulation. Practically, this is borne out in many cases in living Life. The genitally gratified person is not harassed by filthy pornographic thoughts and dreams. He has no impulses to rape or even to seduce against anybody's will. He is far removed from acts of rape and perversion of any kind. It is the fully genital character who truly fulfills the moral law of Christianity, and of every other true religious ethics.

**THE NEW LEADER**

History teaches what major mistakes can be avoided while thrusting forward into the unknown. It cannot teach the coming leader what the future will be like if the future is dreamed of as different from present and past social life. It is certain that human society moves onward, steadily, resisting any arrest of motion. Even the great Asiatic societies which had remained the same for long stretches of time, have begun to move onward, and even came into rapid flux when they touched upon Western thought.

The Russian Revolution of 1917 has provided the experience that shows there is no certain goal to be derived from the past. The Marxian view of "historical necessity" only held so far as the necessity of change was concerned. It failed completely so far as the contents and forms of future development were predicted: The actual result of the breaking
away from feudal slavery in Russia in the nineteenth century, was increased slavery instead of growth of human self-determination.

With the entry of the great human masses of peoples onto the social scene everywhere—peoples which carry all the miseries and distortions as well as the hopes of the past into an obscure future—mechanical determination of fixed goals and sharply outlined objectives of social development have naturally become impossible. One of the major reasons for the ubiquitous chaos of this twentieth century of transition and transformation of human society, is that masses of peoples in motion have met with heaps of human ideas, most of which are either remainders of the past, devoid of knowledge of human nature, or entirely irrational to begin with.

Molding human destiny according to plans, akin to the building of industrial empires, has become obsolete. In fact, it never was possible, since the great empire enterprises of a Napoleon or a dictatorial mass leader of recent times are no more than brief, insignificant episodes in the tremendous motion which has gripped human society all over the planet.

It is another major reason for the crisis of our times that the crucial issues which are at the bottom of all the commotion are entirely overscreamed by issues of a nuisance nature which govern the scene of politics and politicians. As a physician or a social worker in a small community anywhere, compare what you see with your eyes in the realm of human misery with what you read in the daily newspapers about man's existence, and you will immediately understand the deep chasm between official and private, true life.

It is, furthermore, another characteristic of the times that an entirely new type of social movement is being born, and that people who have not the slightest inkling of what it all is about are the leading statesmen; these leaders of men have shaped their ideas according to past patterns of thought and are sticking rigidly to error.

At first glance, it is astonishing, but quite logical, that none of the basic issues of peoples' movements and upheavals are mentioned anywhere in the screaming, yelling, gesticulating melee which has taken possession of our lives.

It is common knowledge, and needs no further proof, that the present commotion in human society has no true leaders; in other words, there is nobody so far visible on the horizon who would develop into what a Christ came to mean for the Christian era or a Confucius for Asiatic culture. The present-day leaders are no more than agents of the security of this or that aspect of the status quo, or simply brigands on lawless seas. They are like the looters of goods in a free-for-all robbery during a flood or an earthquake. Unfortunately, these robbers are mistaken for the new leaders by many greatly impressed Babitts sitting amidst islands of what is left of a happier past.

Let us now outline such a leader who would emerge from today's chaos and be able to observe and handle the main currents in the social upheaval. What task, what fateful decision would such a leader have to face?

It is often said that a leader in our time would have to be very much like a superman, a Nietzschean man far outdistancing his fellow man. Accordingly, such a leader is hard to imagine.

Such an image of leadership for our times derives clearly from man's old, worn-out need for mystification of leadership even before the leader has entered the public scene. It already has promoted and removed the leader in the chaos of our days into a region where no one can reach him, so nobody can ever come near being like him.

If we understood the lesson of the Murder of Christ well, such a leader would certainly fail to direct the movements of the masses of people in-commotion out of the past into a rational future existence. He would have to fail since he would do little more than provide another mystical symbol to sexually frustrated, love-starved multitudes bare of the basic securities of life.

If, as we have reason to believe, we have learned our lesson from the Murder of Christ well, a leader of peoples in our times would be nearly the exact opposite of what people are so eager to see or to acclaim as their leader. He would, in his everyday life, stand out little from the usual ways of people's lives. He would be a man who would submerge into the stream of life and peoples' movements again and again, learning their bloody lessons of repeated failure; he would make most stupid mistakes and would have to learn to correct silly errors without drowning.

He would have to go through every hell of human inferno within his reach to know human nature practically and efficiently inside out and outside in. He would have to have lived with publicans and sinners and harlots and criminals to know the soil from which grows human hope as well as misery. (If he were a leader as people like him to be, he would only add another clown to the mass of little and big noise-makers who do not mean a thing in the long run of human history.)

Such a leader would have to possess or to develop an extraordinary
quality, never heard of before, unimaginable to the current view of what leadership of men should be like.

**HE WOULD HAVE TO FORGO ANY TEMPTATION TO BECOME A LEADER AND TO AVOID ANY LURE ON THE PART OF PEOPLE TO SEDUCE HIM INTO LEADERSHIP. HIS FIRST GREAT TASK WOULD BE TO REFUSE TO BE A LEADER.**

Such a leader would immediately sense the danger that threatens to engulf every leader of people, namely becoming a mere object of admiration and provider of salvation and hope for the people. Such a leader would make the first step in guiding people by taking people seriously and by letting them save themselves, with the necessary social safeguards, economic and psychological, backing them up.

Such a leader would certainly have either read the story of the Murder of Christ or he would soon, from his own experience, learn that the people create their live Christs in order to submit to them, or, if the Christs refuse to become Barabbases, to kill them outright only to promote them to heaven for salvation's sake, without themselves moving a finger.

From his own painful and dangerous experience, our leader would know that to become a leader of people with their given structure would mean that one of the following things must happen:

He would yield fully to people's ways and remain sitting on the spot with them. The great promises and expectations and programs would soon be mere holiday recitals and routine litanies with no meaning or sense whatsoever in them. People would be silently disappointed, but they would not do much to effect a change since this would be quite in agreement with their lethargic sitting on the spot. This sitting would go on until the more active and reckless type of leader would appear.

This other type of leader would be equally a victim of people's need for salvation and promises of heaven on earth. The *future dictator* is this type. Dictators of this type are carried away by the genuine yearnings of the masses. They are seduced into promising to the people whatever people wish to hear.

Quite unknowingly and honestly (unless we are aware of this honesty of dictators, their power over people cannot really be understood) they will heap people's hopes, impossible of fulfillment, upon their own hopes, impossible of fulfillment, until they have reeled in front of the people a magnificent edifice of a great empire, of a final heaven, of power and glory or of a land where only honey and milk flow in the rivers.

In doing so, these leaders honestly believe that they lead and direct the people, that they are the saviours of society. They are entirely unaware of the fact that they have only fallen prey to the most typical as well as the most pernicious dream of peoples everywhere. They were carried away by a giant stream, and still they believe that they are the ones who make the stream flow. They are, of course, only tiny dolls play acting as the great emperors of the stream which actually carries them along and away. They have no inkling whatsoever of the nature of the stream on which they helplessly float; nor would they know in the least about how to direct the stream into a different kind of bed or of how to build a dam against its flooding potentialities. They are like the clowns in the circus who make certain gestures to make the audience believe that they are the ones who make the show start or stop, who move mountains on the stage by mere gesture. They are like magicians who make people wonder until the tricks are fully exposed and other magicians with different kinds of tricks appear on the scene.

Our leader who is not of this kind would still, for a while at least, feel and behave like such a dictator, driven by his natural inclination to taste from every little bit of human affairs, to know everything by his own personal experience. Our leader, too, would therefore let himself drift on top of the waves of human hero worship. His enjoyment of the hailing would have to be genuine in order really to know how it feels to be hailed and worshipped and looked upon as the saviour of people. He would differ from the true future dictator in that he would sooner or later develop a bad taste in his mouth about all the hailing and the gestures of people expecting salvation. He would certainly feel somewhat emptied of the sap of his vivacity and natural productivity. He would feel that he was running out of spirits and ideas, and he would certainly begin to feel the dullness and the emptiness in people's stereotypical, ever returning ways of making their leaders proud of themselves. Only the first few times would he feel that the ardor of the speeches are seriously meant; that determination professed to bring the good into this world is self-sustaining; that, once in power, one would simply go at the misery and sweep it up with a big broom.

Our leader, thus doped into high fake spirits and a continuously high-riding mood of saviourship, would begin to feel stale. And he would make a most distressing discovery:

**THEY DO NOT REALLY MEAN IT. IT IS ALL A SHOW OF HUMANITY.** It is no more than an empty promise. This he would realize in small matters; matters which usually do not attract much attention.

Our leader, naturally, if he is to fit his function, has to know how to work, how to accomplish a certain job, how to make a living with practical things, how to build a table, or to dress a wound, or to stop a child's
choking anxiety, or to repair an entangled situation in a family, or to fly a
helicopter, or to grind glass into lenses, or to fell a tree, or to paint a
picture, or to disentangle the riddle of a sickness, or to arrange an
experiment in order to solve a problem of nature, or how to go about hand-
ing an adolescent in the agony of genital frustration, and many more of
such things highly uninteresting to a dictator’s soul.

Our leader would, briefly, know how to work and what work really
means; how much effort, detailed, minute effort goes into even a small
accomplishment. He would have the feel of it. And this feel would
sooner or later make him realize that what people do to him is just empty
talk. The moment he would attempt to start them on the road to doing
practical things they would begin to dislike him, or they would just talk,
talk, talk about the high ideal of carpentry or medicine or education or in-
dustry or flying. But, really, they would not move a finger, just talk and
sit in droves around pleasantly arranged tables with food or drinks upon
them, or they would just sit immovably.

He would at first refuse to accept his distinct notion that they are just
talking, transforming every little practical task into mere ideas of
doing this and that. They would sit as the millions of Russian peasants
sat for ages when they had not worked their backs sick and stiff for a
piece of bread. They would sit as the Chinese coolie has sat for ages
when he did not draw his ricksha through the street of some big city,
sweating to earn his daily bread. This sitting the talkers call the “phil-
osophical nature of the oriental man,” knowing nothing about the Eastern
mass disease which is rigidity of the body through armoring. And they
would dreamingly talk about what they would do once they grab power
over an eastern or western nation, how they would enlighten the people
and bring them freedom, and lead them toward Socialism which is in-
evitably coming, having just reached the end of the first phase as described
in the socialist gospel, and being just about to enter the second phase of
the development, full-blown Communism.

Sitting amidst this talking crowd, our new leader would remain silent.
He would wonder: But how about the mystical mind, the belief in ghosts
and the signs of howling hounds and the witches, and how about the
misery in the marital chambers, and the beating of the children for na-
niness, and how about the nightmares of the ones entering puberty? How
about spontaneous work, and taking good care of tools, and safe driving,
and running trains and airplanes on time safely, and all the rest of it?
How would you go about it all, he may dare to interject. Oh, this is mere
bourgeois stuff. A planned economy will do away with it. And who will
plan? The Planning Commission, of course. And our leader will see with
his inner eyes the burned villages of Ukrainian peasants shot to death or
driven to Siberia for “sabotage.” These peasants just sat and were unable
to move beyond the most essential daily chores necessary to keep life
going; and they simply had no inkling of what it was all about, why they
had to be led to “freedom” by ignorant, cunning little boys who smelled
the smell of power and got drunk from it, and began shooting peasants
who were carrying the result of a thousand years’ old plague in their stiff-
ened backs and transmitting it to their children with beatings.

From this immobility of the body, from this restriction of life in the
limbs and loins emerges all the irresponsibility, because people have simply
been rendered incapable of taking responsibility; all are helpless, because
they were beaten into helplessness or otherwise rendered impotent by a
cruel, ignorant way of life of many thousands of years standing.

Our freedom peddlers soon and easily become freedom robbers. There
is nothing else they can do since there is nothing they know about this
mass disease. And even if they knew what they dare not know, since it
would make them run, they would not know what to do about it. The
freedom peddler is not to be accused for raving against the misery in front
of thousands of listeners. He is to be exposed for not meaning what he
says, or, if he means it, for not knowing at all how to go about things once
he has cheated people into the yoke of his power with his promises.

Our leader would be drawn into the very same stream of agony if he
were not a man of work who knows what it means to go about things,
to do, to build, to think. He would, once in power, be carried to the top
by the need for salvation on the part of the immobilized multitudes of
people; he would, merely in order not to be torn to pieces by his own
admirers, have to keep the mines and railroads going; he would have
keep children going to school; he would have to provide the nation with
bread and corn and potatoes and sometimes even with meat. And be-
cause he had only talked and did not prepare anything to fulfill the
promises he so lavishly bestowed upon his crowds, he now must become
the cruel dictator, far worse than the industrialist of the nineteenth century
or the emperor whom he had shot dead.

It is always the average character structure of masses of people that
determines the nature and activity of leadership. This has been one of
the best secured realizations of social orgonomy. It holds for the king as
well as for the dictator. Kings and dukes and dictators and priests and
freedom peddlers are products of people. It holds also for our new type
of leader. The leader of the future who will have learned the lesson of
the Murder of Christ well, will also be a result of the character structure of the people in general.

The necessity of realizing the basic importance of the average man's social conduct has been forced upon the world by the dictatorships which grew from people's yelling "Hail, my Fuehrer." It is to be expected that in just the same lawful manner, the great compulsion in the people to Murder their Christs will force the emergence of a new type of leader of men.

Let us survey these characteristics as they must needs emerge from those traits in people's behaviour which periodically culminate in the Murder of some Christ:

The new leader will have to choose between acclaim by the people and adherence to his realization of what people do to themselves by their eternal sitting. He will, accordingly, do little of what makes up the actions of the politician of today. He will not cater to public approval. He will realize that such acclaim, comforting and pleasant as it is, "recognition" as it seems to be, is the first sure step to extinction of what he stands for. He will, therefore, not care for or will even try to avoid as much as possible what is called public recognition. The claim for "recognition" is, on the part of the pioneer, fear of having to stand alone, and on the part of the people in general, it is cowardice in thinking for themselves. The claim for recognition is basically fear of non-conformity and its resultant social ostracism.

This does not mean that the new leader will play the role of a neglected wallflower. On the contrary: he will feel greater independence in the pursuit of his tasks. This will require far greater determination and genuine strength than is required from the politician who climbs up some social tree. It will make for far greater solidity in the foundations of the new leader's activity.

It does not mean that this new leader will despise people, or that he will not be desirous of public acclaim. If he is to do his job he will remain human to the last. But, knowing why people bestow honors on the victims of their adoration, he will silently evade this trap like a good educator who avoids certain actions if he knows that they will not serve his ultimate purpose of helping adolescents under certain conditions.

The new leader, accordingly, will not "go to the people"; he will not "write for people" and he will not try to "convince people" of the truth or social importance of his knowledge. He will write about things he believes to be true, and not for people. It is amazing to find how the most elaborate and most realistic human teachings fell prey to the old habit of doing things "for people" or to "going among people" to teach them what appears to be good for them.

If people need the good and the helpful and the clarifying, let them search for it; let them find it themselves. Let they themselves develop the skill of discriminating between the saying of a scoundrel or a political windbag or a freedom peddler and the teachings of some serious man. The problem is not that Hitler wanted power, but that he got it. It is a great problem: how millions of grown-up, industrious, efficient, serious men and women could let him get power over their lives.

In such changes of basic views about people, the new leader will grow up to his task. A new rule is growing which sounds strange at first: if you hear salvation proclaimed in a manner which is of the past, you may suspect that the truth is exactly at the opposite end of the line.

This is quite natural in the face of the basic characteristic of man to avoid the essential and to stick to the unessential. If a whole generation of psychiatrists have labored hard on the energetic core of man's confused ideas about his existence and found frustrated sex the common denominator of it all, be sure that people in general will try to get away from it and will foster and make famous those psychiatric schools which will delete this crucial piece of knowledge and replace it by some banal, babby babbly of a hundred years ago, dressed up as a new doll to play around with innocently. It will find its apostles who will thus ride high on the waves of public acclaim. Let them! They won't do much harm as long as there are centers which keep the issues clean and clear. There will certainly come times of distress when the evasive doctrine will fall away like a rotted leaf and when what had been growing in silence for many decades, ready to emerge into the general current of the times, will be searched for with eagerness.

The new leader will feel impatient but he will learn to wait endlessly. He will know or learn by experience that the good things in life cannot possibly soar to heaven like rockets, that they must grow slowly, that no step in crucial developments can be jumped over without endangering the whole, and that lasting things must test their wings in little dangers long before they transform the world the big way, growing by dangers. Waiting patiently is only possible if you have no ambition to lead or to save people. Let people save themselves. It will do them a lot of good finally to learn how it feels to drown because of one's own stupidity. Such lessons are never forgotten and very productive of new possibilities.

The old type of leader had to learn how to make friends and to avoid making enemies. In order to make friends, the gist had to be sapped off
from most fruitful ideas. Sharp formulations had to be smoothed out in order to offend no one, edgy corners had to be rounded, and the indirect expression had to replace the direct and the open one: the sneaking way, quite in accordance with people's fear of immediate contact, prevailed. Yet, people always like the straightforward man better than the politician. They fear him more, it is true; they avoid him and they seem to cherish the crooked one only. But in the end their admiration, even if from a great distance only, is for straightforwardness.

Here the basic split in their own structure reveals itself: They live, actually, according to the rules of evasion of the essential, but they wish, at the same time, for the direct, full, simple contact with things. People come around in the end; they really do. To realize this initial fear in people of the direct and straightforward is a major requirement of the new leader.

The new leader will not be afraid to make enemies, if necessary. He will not stop thinking straight because someone might hate him for it. He will sooner or later learn that some of these enemies are far closer friends and knowers of his essence than many a close friend. He will not try to prove his point by offending people, but he will distinguish offense for its own sake from offense by way of telling what is right. The thing that is certain to kill the political plague rampant in this twentieth century is the way the fascists attacked their foes with a deep truth, the force of glowing yearning for Life; however, this force was used in the negative sense only, not in the positive way. They really had nothing to offer and fell prey to people's foibles for show of strength and toughness. The new leader will naturally be firm, but he will have no trace of showmanship within him so far as toughness is concerned. He will, of necessity, hit hard but always fairly.

After numerous and dangerous experiences with man's clinging to the strong one, the new leader will slowly develop a sharp sense for people who are apt to cling like a louse to the fur or a leech to the skin. He will sense the friend who will go along a stretch and then remain sitting on the spot like a mule, not budging an inch, thus forcing the doer to slow down his pace or to stop moving altogether. The new leader will also know well the hatred that is bound to develop from people who are left behind, sitting. He will carefully guard against such possibilities by a continuous mentioning of this prominent characteristic of men who are leeches. He will give them prophylactic mental injections, as it were, by telling them beforehand what they will most likely be inclined to do against him if he leaves them behind, sitting, doing nothing. They will, in order to suffer less from the loss of the leader, make him appear bad, less important, even picture him as an evil character.

The new leader will face the painful task of loving people and at the same time of not becoming bound to them the usual way; to know their weaknesses and not to despise or to fear them. He will, first of all, face loneliness, living in vast spaces alone with only few friends. And even these friends may turn out to be a bother or nuisance, since all want salvation. Everyone wants something from him, anyhow. He will slowly realize with amazement how infinite are the desires to get things on the part of people. It does not matter what they want. It is the wanting and the getting that matters. And he will be well aware of the price paid to him for the getting: empty admiration. He will accordingly, not fall prey to the temptation, so common in the politician, to soak up this admiration like a sponge.

The new leader will have to do without many things which usually make up for the various hardships of leadership. He will not enjoy much of the ease with which movements usually spread out by way of praising the leader. He will always be aware that what counts is what a leader found or said or proposes and not what he himself would like to enjoy. He will have learned from past history that sacrifice of the essence of one's hard labors is the price paid for formal success. He will, briefly, always be aware of the well hidden tendency in people to see things in the mirror only, to take over great things only to render them impotent, to care far more for the admiring of someone than for what he has to offer, to flock around the unimportant and to force the crucial thing toward impotence.

With this the new leader will cause many to turn against him. He will have robbed these many of an object to hold on to, like a bean stack would feel robbed of comfort if you took away the supporting stick of wood.

The new leader will have to risk that he remain ignominious in his lifetime. But he will also be certain that it is far better for his cause and for the public good to remain alone than to see his good cause take possession of the world in a bad way, in a way contrary to what was intended, even distorted to such an extent by the people that it can only spell disaster. This will apply especially where matters of sexual living are concerned. The armored animal is bound to make a 4-lettering religion out of the tremendous fact of orgastic potency, just as it had made the most elaborate, infernal system of spying and looting against freedom out of the good old conspiracy of revolutionary fighters for freedom.

The new leader will feel somewhat comforted by the conviction that
truth and what is useful to people is bound to come about even if it takes a million years. He will still not do anything for people but will simply do things, doing them well. Again, he will *let people save themselves*. He will know that no one else can do it for them. He will simply *live ahead of people* and leave it to them to join him or not. He will be a guide rather than a leader. The guide only tells how to get safely to the peak of the mountain. He does not determine which mountain the tourist wishes to climb. The new leader may very well be leading a whole world without knowing himself that he is leading, or with the world unaware that it is being directed by this one leader. Christ was such a leader. The new leader’s way of being, his ideas, his conduct and goals may have penetrated the public mind imperceptibly, unnoticed by anyone. He still may have to take the blame for distortions which are not of his making or for evil doings he never propounded, and he may in the end be put to the cross just as Christ was put to death. The new leader will know that this could very well happen to him. He feels responsible not for people but for what is going on in the world, just as every single citizen of the world feels responsible for world events. This, too, is a new feature in the new leadership: *The feeling of responsibility in every citizen of the world for everything that is going on, even at far-away corners of the globe*. The chatting, back-slapping, gossiping, bad-joking, 4-lettering, empty bag of an irresponsible citizen of a free country is a matter of the past. So much is certain.

The new leader will have more enemies among his closest friends, and fewer but more dangerous enemies among the multitudes. Every schizophrenic mystic, every religious fanatic, every political power drunkard is his potential enemy or would-be killer. He will not adhere to the belief in martyrdom. He will want to live, and not to die for his cause. And he will carefully prepare against disaster. He will have a loaded gun in his home and he will, if he can, be careful whom he permits to enter his house. He will live a lonely life and will avoid as much as possible empty, babbling, fake sociality.

He will keep at a distance and yet will not despise or feel enmity toward people. This he will have won in hard battles against himself. When he first encountered people’s fake admiration and the fury of their *getting something for nothing*, he felt inclined to join the conservative leader of society who knows that people are that way and who never dreamed of changing it. He will fully understand the mind of the American pioneer of industry in the 1890’s. But he will also surpass the "sitting" of the conservative industrialist of 1990.

To understand the motives of people’s behaviour and yet not to fall prey to pitying them and saving them, in line with the freedom peddler, will be a major task to be faithfully carried out. How is one to know the plight of a farmer woman with ten children and yet to expect from her that she *do not gossip* and that she tell her mind frankly, just as she feels it in her guts?

The freedom peddler would prolong her misery by his fearsome "understanding" of her malignant gossip about her neighbor, which would mean confirming it. The new leader would quarantine a maligning, gossiping woman by social ostracism. Gossip is murder and the exact opposite of the free opinion of a free man or woman.

The freedom peddlers are supported by the brain intelligence machines whose sole function is to keep their genitals dead. These walki-talki brain intelligences are the brain trusts of the plague. They can talk away mountains and rivers right in front of you. They can talk away the scent of every flower, since they are dried-out mouthpieces of a long past truth without emotion or soul. They populate the offices of many a modern, progressive government. They are the Talmudists of the Marxist gospel. They are horrid. Every living feeling is killed by their mere presence. They cannot cry and they cannot sob. They love with their brains and they hate with their genitals. To be human in their presence is impossible. The man or woman of toil to them is a tool of "historical necessity," and nothing else. Therefore, they will not hesitate, while sitting themselves safely in the sanctuary of Manchuria, to drive millions of poor Chinese boys in uniform, called "volunteers," before the muzzles of American cannons in Korea, merely in order to prove the "eternal vigilance and the courage of the bolshevist avant garde." They are the offspring of a degenerated mechanical age, making a religion out of their intellectual concoctions. All this the new leader will have to know.

He will also know that these brainy mechanists, while 4-lettering right and left, hate true love of the body like poison and therefore will obstruct with fire and sword any attempt at a reconstruction of the human character structure. They will subsume all human problems under one single aspect only: The dog’s stomach excretes saliva when he hears a bell ring which once rang together with the sight of meat. This is all. Isn’t it perfect materialism? It is. In perfect agreement with this view of human problems, their brain excretes intelligence when they smell the scent of power. This is all that has been left over of a great teaching of human emancipation.

The new leader will meet with many dangers and pitfalls. Among
them the fear in people of the gossipy plague which chokes their simple knowing in their tight and frightened throats. He will have to recognize the first signs of the presence of a hidden plague. He will have learned that a single pestilent person can upset a whole peaceful community, just as a single wrong tune in an orchestra can upset a most beautiful symphony.

He will know that the plague is infectious. Somehow, it manages to bring out the latent plague in most decent people, nobody knows as yet how. You can recognize it happening by the mess which suddenly, as if from nowhere, breaks into a harmoniously cooperating group of people if a single pestilent character is present; once you have learned to scent it, it is immediately recognizable by a definite emotional smell.

Our new leader will encounter another most peculiar thing: People who seemed to be most devoted and reliable in their cooperation with living Life will start crowding around the center which spreads the plague. This seems to be so because the plague offers the emotion of heroism without the effort of heroic endurance. It seems to protect the human soul from its own emotional depth. The process of rebuilding human character structures needs must require centuries of continuous vigilant, strenuous effort by many educators and physicians of the soul. The pestilent educator will have people flock around him for the simple reason that he will promise a perfect system of education without effort within a month. Just send him children and he will do it. Or, why bother to dig up carefully and skillfully the involved dynamics of the plague in one’s own emotional system? Is it not simpler to submit to dianetics which not only cures all ills in the whiffy breeze of a single breath but in addition enables the soul, purified so speedily, to do the same speedy thing to many other sick souls?

Because the plague is the result of the evasion of the depths of things and because people in general are afraid of the depth, they will swiftly choose the plague and abandon the laborious, long range task of decent labor. Not unless this is fully realized, can the plague in the realms of education, medicine, social administration and public hygiene be overcome with efficiency.

The new leadership will, therefore, keep the manifold manifestations of the plague under careful supervision. It will learn how to know in time and how directly to attack the plague-ridden obstructionist of every fruitful human effort. The plague-ridden person is empty and therefore is a coward. He sneaks well in the night, but he melts away in the clear, clear daylight.

Liberals will tell you that the plague has a right to free speech, too. Yes, but in the open fresh air only, not in the dark corner of my backyard, in the middle of the night with a knife in the fist ready to strike me in the back.

The help rendered to the plague by the liberal soul is enormous. The new leader will have to surmount the defense of the plague by the liberal soul. He will rebuke their excuse that “it always has been so” and accordingly can continue this way into all eternity.

The new leader will explain to the liberal that sneaking up on one’s fellow man in the dark of night, or sending a bouquet of flowers to his birthday party which explodes in his face has nothing to do with free expression of rational opinion, but is cowardly Murder of Christ. He will have a hard time convincing the liberal soul that liars and murderers and gossips and defilers of honor are criminals against the security of freedom and happiness of men, women and children. He will have to be successful in convincing the world around him that, finally, one must begin to learn to read honesty and dishonesty in the faces of Asiatic or European or American envos to distinguish the scoundrel of a spy from the representative of a social administration.

The contempt for practical psychology and the delay in studying the expression of the character have cost the Western world the secrets about their atomic weapon which they so ardently tried to protect. Bombs, of course, will never change the world. Bringing into action the people’s innermost living qualities will. But protection against the plague is possible by reading the expression of a scoundrel in the face of a diplomatic envoy; this belongs to the task of bringing people’s qualities of living Life into action.

Here the liberal, meek souls become truly dangerous. Weak in their guts, with no prospect ahead of themselves, resting only on a once valid, great doctrine of humanism, they delivered the German society to the Nazis and they may succeed in delivering American society to the habitual spies of the reactionary Russian empire. Such liberals are deeply impressed, though they may not feel or know it, by the skill and show of power on the part of the generals of the organized plague; they succumb to the temptation like virgins weakened in the virtue of abstinence submit to the knight in shining armor. Beware of the soul which always appears meek and softspoken and which never raises its voice in anger or revolt against evil. There are many sneaks among them, ready to betray Christ in our children for thirty shillings. They are only concerned with their own emotions of a fake fairness. While protecting one murderer of Christ,
they forget that thousands could be saved from evil. They indirectly empower the plague to fulfill what they themselves are incapable of accomplishing. Their galls are filled with green hatred and the lust of murder. They are the more dangerous in that they use the most peaceful and innocent dreams of people for their evil doings.

Learn to support the man or woman who is straight and outright in the expression of opinion, and who knows well when to love and when to hate, what to protect and what to leave to its own devices; who knows and lives the love of the body and the sorrow of the soul, and who knows what tears in silent nights are. They are the ones hated most by the walki-talki brain intelligence machines and the fakers who drivel words of honey with poison hidden in them to kill the gullible victim.

The new leader will beware of the bandwagon rider, the empty bag who jumps on your car loaded with rich fruits of your hard toil to fill himself to the brim, only to knife you later on, or to get bigger than you and to suck power over people from your strenuous efforts without moving a finger. Beware of him who dares not look into your eyes straight and simple, who always turns his face away from you lest you see and know him. He will be the next president of your organization and he will take everything over and kick you out, no matter how much good you did to build him up. And he will not care for what you have worried about over many years. He only wants to fill his empty ego, endlessly, without effort.

The worst of it is this: He does not know at all that he is betraying you. Did he not, so runs his argument, have everything coming to him? Is this not so because his mother frustrated him when he was a suckling, and does he not now have the perfect right to suck you dry and empty and then to knife you in the back? Of course he has, and he does not understand at all that you question this right of his. He is one of those who disfigured Christ’s fighting love for man into the evil idea that man has to give away everything he possesses so Modju can get all for nothing.

Also, many an evil liberator of peoples comes from such frustrated infancy; but never mind their infancy. Mind the children yet to be born.

The honest leader of men will meet distrust of his doings because these leeches have filled the world with their cunning, murderous sucking of power and knowledge and love and self-esteem and position and honor from those who were abundant in these natural gifts. They never could reproduce and nourish these gifts, and therefore they had to continue to suck other victims dry all through their lives. Honesty will be distrusted because human society has become accustomed to dishonest conduct. If you will give honestly without expecting anything in return, you will be suspected of cheating. If you will give your soul to your pupils to make knowers or doers of them, the world will ask “where is the catch?” And this is so because of the leeches who have sucked the world dry.

The new leader will have to learn to give wisely and with circumspection. Otherwise people will take him for a sucker and make a fool of him with deep contempt for his ways. He will be hailed as the “hen that lays the golden eggs” to be swallowed into empty stomachs. Unless you are prepared to meet still worse than you ever dared to imagine, don’t ever try to save lives or to protect children. You will appear as a fool only or, worse, as a criminal in the eyes of many judges. “It is not being done.” Love without interest is simply not of this world; but the new leader will have to muster a lot of love. Love has become homeless in a loveless age where politics is ruling the scene. All this the new leader will have to know and to suffer.

An empty space will develop around him when people will feel that he represents Life and is a giver of Life. He will feel hurt, he will go through agony for having suffered hate for deeds of love; and he himself will be tempted to hate for all this ugly performance. Distrust of people and need for revenge will threaten to poison his soul. Many will fall and be lost as leaders in this manner. The people themselves will have done it to their leaders, who will feel like rats in well-set traps, like fools and good-for-nothings. Only very few will survive this hell.

The people will isolate and quarantine the leader in many ways. One way to drive him into solitude is to adore him, to crowd around him, to hang onto his lips and to drink every single word he speaks. Some leaders love it. Others run when they encounter it. They feel like animals in the zoo stared at by crowds who are amazed that animals have not developed shame of their genitals. People are apt to undress the leader when they crowd around him, to get at every one of his secrets: how many women he eats up for dinner, whether he goes swimming and whether he plays bridge, whether he has illegitimate children, or whether his wife has a lover.

The crowd will isolate and kill the leader eventually by centering the spotlight on him, figuratively and literally speaking. They will blind him down and render him impotent by criticizing every single one of his moves without moving a finger in practical action themselves. Hasn’t the constitution granted the right of free speech? And aren’t they free people of a free land? It does not matter which land; they always feel free, or just liberated or just about to jump into freedom. And what they mean is jumping out of the marriage straight-jacket for just one night or going
on vacation or sleeping while others work in the office on a hot summer day in a steaming big city.

All this would be all right if it would not kill every move of a truly free mind. The leader, in order to survive, will have to keep clear of all this staring and criticizing and doing nothing but chattering and 4-lettering. And slowly, in painful realization, he will learn to see the complete emptiness of people which is out-screamed with a lot of noise, a noise which is made to distract them from the gnawing sensation of just nothingness. From this nothingness only malignancy can grow. The leader will know this and feel like one drowning in an ocean of tasks impossible to perform.

The isolation which he suffers at the hands of the people around him will endanger his health and his ability to work. He will lose the right to live a normal life among other people. While people have perfect understanding for the secrets of couples, married and otherwise, they will look askance at a leader changing a partner or not living up to some set's nuisance standard of conduct. The leader will soon learn that to him is denied what otherwise is taken for granted in the case of the average citizen. He will find it more and more difficult to move freely with mates. He will have to start hiding. And hiding will drive away many a mate who wants to parade among the crowds with the lover, who is a "leader."

Such things will endanger the whole structure of the leader's job. He will be in danger of growing morose or of brooding in a hole, incapable of being productive of thoughts, thus becoming a Caligula or a proletarian mouthful of freedom-peddler-slogans. Leaders of men will have to live a full, sane, gratifying love life with women who understand the workings of life. If the leader is to accomplish his job he will keep clear of the entanglements of a dulling, noisy family life. Here he will be in line with Christ who left his family and requested that his followers do the same. But he will under no circumstances preach the dissolution of the family, as some freedom peddlers are so prone to do. He will have and enjoy children, his own and others. He will know that what is valid for his life is not always valid for everybody else's life. At any rate, the new leader will have to maintain a pure emotional system, and he will do everything to escape the filth of the soul which goes with sexual starvation. His senses and his thoughts must stay clear of the ravages of abstinence from gratifying bodily love.

Keeping the core of his living being constantly in high gear, he will be able to penetrate through the gossiping and tea-partying and socializing and backslapping and bad-joking and 4-lettering of the men and women in the street and in the palaces, to the core of their living emotions. He will eventually succeed in finding out why so many people gifted with all kinds of potentialities sooner or later fall into the rut of a dull life. Why there is so little productive thought and action coming from the people; how all the fertility in people is being killed in so many ways and so early in life, even as it just emerges from the womb.

People will not like being driven to feel their very living cores of stirring emotions; not in the movie, but at the sight of a child being beaten up in a park; not in a dancing and showing and parading and rubbing and sweating crowd, but in the slums and in the impoverished regions of the nations and in the big cities where white proletarians kill black proletarians. Briefly, the task of generations of leaders of men will be to find ways to stop the evasion of the essential and the cheap thrill felt at the sight of bleeding faces in a boxing match.

Just as the emotional attention of people in general will have to turn or to be turned toward the essential, lest everything perish, so the new leader will also carry the burden of turning the tide toward concentration on the essential in human life instead of on the foolish and nonsensical and long forsaken old, rotten stuff of public affairs. The evasion of the essential had followed the tracks drawn by the general evasiveness and had established over the ages powerful centers of distraction from the crucial issues of life, equipped with great power to maintain itself against intrusion by Christ in any form. To confirm this, read the headlines of any newspaper today.

The new leader will tell the people that voting is not enough, and that to admonish people to partake in government is not enough either. It will all start in the early infant environments and in the nursery schools and in the kindergartens and in the schools. The courageous, knowingly school superintendents will be supported against the ossified school teachers. The ways and means of the plague which keeps living Life away from the schools will be detected and fought as only grand larceny or murder is fought today.

Once the attention will be focused on the great evasion of the essential as the most dangerous enemy of mankind, the means will be found to kill it—the evasion, not the evader—wherever it will be met. The problem is not the problem to be solved. The problem is the determined evasion of any major problem.

Many a true leader will face death and extinction one way or another. The plague will be raging as never before. But, once dragged into the open fresh air and into the brilliant sunlight, the ugly, evil breeding of
monstrous mischief and of pernicious thoughts all through the ages, will slowly begin to melt away. To the same extent, Life will begin to move onward.

There is no reason to worry about what forms Life on its march will choose for its existence. Whatever it may choose; once it will be freed from the chronic Murdering of Christ, it will choose what is good for itself, and it will learn by its own experience what to abandon. Life is productive, Life is flexible, Life is decent. Therefore, do not worry about what Life will choose to do. The only worry is how to free it for action against the murder of Christ, against those who have lost the feel of Life in their bodies.

No thunder and no earthquake will accompany the awakening of living Life in our children. It will be a slow process of growth, straight and clean if the plague will be hamstrung, difficult and crooked if the plague will escape full extinction.

It is quite certain that in no case will or can Life choose a form of existence which is anti-Life, against children, against truth, against the delight of living happily, against accomplishment or the full flowering of the inborn initiative in every single carrier of the spark of Life. To let Life stream freely, unimpeded by the distortions which render it ugly and murderous, will be the first step toward freedom and peace on earth. This little piece of insight will in itself spark freedom into action. The concern for the welfare of the newborn baby which carries Christ within itself right from heaven onto earth, is quite general and can be surpassed by nothing on earth; it will prove a power of tremendous dimensions, outdistancing everything that evil men have ever tried to invent for the sake of killing Life.

A new type of man will grow up and transmit his new qualities, which will be the qualities of unrestricted Life, to his children and children’s children. No one can tell what this Life will be like. No matter what it will be like, it will be itself, and not the reflection of a sick mother or a nuisance of a pestilent relative. It will be itself, and it will have the power to develop, and to correct what will impede its development.

Our task is to protect this process from the evil plague, to safeguard its growth, to learn in time what distinguishes a child who grew as Life prescribed, from a child who grew as the interest in this or that Culture or State or Religion or Custom or cockeyed idea of life prescribed. Unless this is accomplished, there will be no hope whatsoever to end the mass slaughter.

In short, the new leader will refuse to ride toward Jerusalem to conquer the enemy. He will turn toward the streaming of Life, which is God, in the little bodies of the unborn sons and daughters of man. On them he will rest his resolve not to yield to the temptation of the people to become their leader in perpetuating their ways of life gone stale; not to yield to the very people whose lives must be changed basically in letting infants grow as Life’s God has created them.

CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION HAVE NOT BEEN YET. THEY ARE JUST BEGINNING TO ENTER THE SOCIAL SCENE. IT IS THE BEGINNING OF THE END OF THE CHRONIC MURDER OF CHRIST.
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